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Title:
Driffield, East Yorkshire
Shelfmark:
C1190/16/02
Recording date:
22.11.2004
Speakers:
Bemrose, Don, b. 1933 Barmston; male; agriculture and water industry (father farm labourer; mother
housewife)
Perkins, Dorothy (Dot), b. 1930 Hull; female; farmer
Putnam, Doreen, b. Welton; female; farmer
Rank, David b. 1934 Wold Newton; male
The four interviewees are all East Riding Dialect Society enthusiasts.

ELICITED LEXIS
○

see English Dialect Dictionary (1898-1905)
see Survey of English Dialects Basic Material (1962-1971)
†
see Dictionary of the Scots Language (online edition)
◄
see Dictionary of Yorkshire Dialect, Tradition & Folklore (1994)
#
see Dictionary of North East Dialect (2011)
∆
see New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English (2006)
◊
see Green’s Dictionary of Slang (2010)
♦
see Urban Dictionary (online)
⌂
no previous source (with this sense) identified
*

pleased
tired
unwell
hot

cold

thrimmed1 (“fair thrimmed”)
buggered (“I’s buggered”); whacked (“I’s whacked”);
badly; under the weather; poorly; in bad fettle
yat○ (“it’s that yat today I’s wet-shod with sweat”, still used now to “proper East Riding
folk”); mafted○; mawked◄; overset◄; clamped⌂; clammy; all of a muck-lather○; sweating
cobbles⌂; sweating cobs∆ (thought to be abbreviation of ‘cobbles’)
nithered; cold [kɒːd, kaːd]; nesh; “I’s about got”⌂; frozen; “it’s a real gaffer’s morning this
morning we shall hae tae work tae keep warm”2 (of extreme cold)

1

Yorkshire North and East Ridings Glossary: Words, Localities and Pronunciation (2005) includes ‘tthrimmed’ in this sense.
Yorkshire North and East Ridings Glossary: Words, Localities and Pronunciation (2005, p. 33) includes ‘cold weather is
master’s weather’ (i.e. it makes men work) in list of local sayings.
2
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annoyed

(not discussed)

throw
play truant
sleep
play a game
hit hard

sling; pelt; chuck; whang
twag◊; twag it◊; twagging◊; skipping; skipping school
(not discussed)
(not discussed)
belt it; whang; whang it (also used in Lincolnshire); bazzock○ (“gie○ it a good bazzocking”
used locally; “by hell, he bazzocked that yan” used in cricket); “I’ll gie○ thee a good
leathering” (thought to come from leather of boxing gloves)

clothes

claes○; glad rags (of “Sunday best”); Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes (of best clothes worn
on Sundays)
britches; trousers; kecks (“get thy kecks on”); corduroys; moleskins; bib and brace overall
(of overalls worn for work)
gutta-perchas⌂ (of ‘rubber-soled plimsolls’, “I see thou’s getting thy ‘gutta-perchas’
[gʊdipɛʃəz] on aye, I’s off running”) sand-shoes; plimsolls [pɪmsəlz]; sannies∆

trousers
child’s shoe

mother
gmother
m partner
friend
gfather
forgot name
kit of tools
trendy
f partner
baby

(not discussed)
(not discussed)
(not discussed)
(not discussed)
grandpa; father; fore-elder○; grandad; grandfather; pa; pop; old man
thingamajig [θɪŋimɪʤɪg]; what-is-it; whatsit; “I misremember no, I daen’t know what they
call it”⌂; what-you-call-it∆; what-do-you-call-it∆
(not discussed)
(not discussed)
(not discussed)
bairn; babby○

rain heavily
toilet
walkway
long seat
run water
main room
rain lightly

(not discussed)
petty; privy; toilet; closet; thunder-box; khazi∆
(not discussed)
(not discussed)
(not discussed)
(not discussed)
(not discussed)

rich
left-handed
unattractive
lack money
drunk

(not discussed)
(not discussed)
(not discussed)
(not discussed)
kettled∆; kaylied; cattoed⌂ (thought to refer to Catto’s Blended Scotch Whisky3); one over
the eight; blaked# (“look at him he’s about blaked”); boozed up to the nines; boozed up to
the eyeballs; yan over t’ eight; sozzled; drunk as the lords (disputed); drunk as a lord
(not discussed)
bonny; canny (“canny little thing”); handsome
(not discussed)
(not discussed)

pregnant
attractive
insane
moody
3

Whisky distillery established in 1861 in Aberdeen.
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SPONTANEOUS LEXIS
and all = too, as well (0:40:02 (so you went straight upstairs and intae bed but you didn’t escape that belt
come up after you and you still got it) didn’t half slinge your legs and all and higher up)
aught = anything (1:53:26 there’s a few of us would go to rattle the rats out and shoot them some’ll be at
the yon side bank waiting for them to come out the hole and then the others at this side will make a lot of
row or if they see them clobber them with their stick or aught and we was killing them as they were
coming round; 2:12:09 (could you not think of it?) no, because I were doing some wood carving at the
time and Audrey was saying uh, “have you got aught down for that?” I said, “no”)
aye = yes (0:07:14 me mum had seventeen kids and uh I was uh she brought up an eighteenth that’s why
we say, “born into a family of twenty” uh one of the things which uh I uh (what number were you?) I must
sorry (what number?) doctor’s orders number nine (number nine, oh) aye, doctor’s orders number nine;
0:22:50 oh that’s lovely, aye, you get still get the views you can see right across th’ Humber to
Lincolnshire; 0:36:51 there was a certain family worked for a bloke called Feather Harrison farmer and
uh Feather Harrison had a fussock now donkey sorry we call them ‘fussocks’ Jesus had a fussock (he rode
on one) and uh or did he? (yes) aye, all right I’ll take your word for it; 0:46:58 (over the twenty years in
February that we’ve been going) twenty-five, me lad (no, no) isn’t it? (no, no it’s twenty) only sorry I beg
your, aye, it’s only twenty (thou can’t reckon up) nay, I can’t I’ll gan back to school I’ll gan back to
school; 0:55:34 (well just one comes to mind an ‘earwig’ um us at top end of th’ East Riding where I live
Wold Newton is um ‘twitchbell’ where Dot lives it’s a ‘forkin-robin’) aye, we say ‘forkin-robin’; 0:57:12
where nowadays big slaughterhouses they’re killing all all day and every day and just like s… s… water
like that and I’s off hame that’s it while tomorrow (filthy, aren’t they?) aye; 1:14:47 (they’re walking
about upstairs or summat) aye, it’s a beer barrel they’re uh shifting (they’re shifting furniture) (it’s beer
shifting beer barrel))
begone○ = surprised (1:24:43 “by” I said, “do you know I looked ‘begone’” (‘look begone’) I just looked
begone I just (yeah) why, stagnated I were)
bellased○ = having boot tongues sewn to uppers to provide additional waterproofing (1:51:00 (you see that
was to before Wellingtons were invented) aye, bellased up tae t’ top and that meant stitched inside))
bairn = child (1:35:54 but now a lot of parents don’t (lads got cane) they don’t bother with their children
they don’t tae me they don’t care where they are as long as they aren’t under their feet (see, yeah, you see
go back) and it it it’s a bit unfair tae t’ young bairns I think)
beck = stream (1:53:17 well you see rats used to thrive in the beck at the back)
Brid = nickname for Bridlington (0:47:56 I’s seventy-two in March and uh sae I’ve been in Brid forty-five
year but uh the only dialect now that I gets involved with or the only speaking dialect speaking people are
fishermen)
bugger = nuisance (0:31:21 but sometimes they wouldn’t say nowt and I’d have three three of the damn
things three of the buggers on me back when I got to the other end)
buggerlugs∆ = affectionate form of address for child or pet (1:31:50 and then you you can come as a
surprise and say, “well bugger me (aye) I never knew about that” (aye) (I called a cow ‘buggerlugs’ I’ve
got it here) aye, buggerlugs)
bugger me♦ = exclamation expressing surprise or disbelief (1:31:50 and then you you can come as a
surprise and say, “well bugger me (aye) I never knew about that” (aye) (I called a cow ‘buggerlugs’ I’ve
got it here) aye, buggerlugs)
bust = burst (1:09:12 yeah, many times uh I I’ve got in trouble especially with uh farmers when I’ve come
out from Bollington and gone out to work for Water Board with uh bust water mains and stuff like that)
by golly = by God, exclamation expressing surprise or disbelief (0:56:14 I yance had one stuck in me hand
and by golly it took some getting out)
by gum = by God, exclamation expressing surprise or disbelief (0:39:41 if he ever found out that we’d
done summat wrang (oh aye) me dad would have his belt off buckle end (my father did) and he you
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wouldn’t know well you’d guessed he’d be there, you know, (yeah) because he’d been there before after
we’d done summat wrang and sae away we’d go and just slive around corner but by gum he couldn’t miss
you)
by hell = exclamation expressing surprise or disbelief (1:45:29 (that’s where some of the words’ve come
from) (bowling to you) (cricket Yorkshire and Lincoln cricket) “by hell, he ‘bazzocked’ that yan” (yeah,
he ‘bazzocked’ that one) (or another one, “I’ll gie thee a good ‘leathering’”) aye (oh, aye))
caff○ = chaff (0:32:27 and I’ve caffs to carry and pulls I used to go and help them, you see, wind up and if
it come too fast I used to be taking one whilst other fella come back; 0:33:44 one of t’ first things I was
asked to do on a threshing day was hug caff carrying chaff away from the thrashing machine and uh used
to do it in sheetfuls, you know, and uh it was quite heavy but the devils they used to put four-stone weights
in sometimes (yeah, bricks and))
chitter○ = to chatter (0:27:24 farming has been such a long time in my life, you see, that um I just go
automatically go around chittering to kids; 0:28:21 (why, thou’s making a row) I aren’t making a row it’s
thou who’s making the row chittering)
court = to date, go out with (0:08:01 I’d been courting for quite a while actually because uh Audrey who’s
me wife we used to go to school together and uh I was one of t’ bigger lads and I used tae hold her hand
and take her across road and take her tae school and we ended up getting married)
dae† = to do (0:25:30 you gee in and hauve out with hosses or with tractor when you do plats to plough a
field whereas now they set off at one side of a field reverse the tractor and go back the same side they’ve
come up so they’ve no rigs and furrows to dae; 0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh what number was I
well I say number nine but I I still daen’t know whether I was born on sixth or tenth of March 1933 reason
being that it would take that that so lang for a registrar to get out tae village that by time he come out he
comes intae house and he just says to me mother, “well uh give us his birthday”, you see, and uh she says,
“uh oh now then sixth of March” sixth of March is on me birth certificate but as he’s leaving, “hell,” she
says, “I’ve telled him wrang it was tenth”; 0:38:27 we tickled its backside with a nettle, you know, and
away this fussock went up village and these folks didn’t know what tae dae; 0:40:15 all sorts happened tae
me and has daen since I’ve been daeing this particular job; 1:09:23 I was mending uh a water water pipe
out at Skipsea and uh farmer comes out and starts talking to me and I starts telling him what I’s daeing
and uh I can I can see how his look on his face, you know, he’s and he’s cocking his lugs and I says,
“what’s up can’t thou tell what I’s talking about” and he says uh, “did you?” he says, “I can’t
understand what uh what what you’re saying” and so I just says to him uh I said, “ I’ve getten this hole
dug” I says, “I’ve mended this pipe” I says, “and I’s about to get out and fill it back in again”; 1:17:32
(and how are you when you do you go into Hull?) (no) no, very little (very little I don’t go into Hull it’s
too bunged up) (I go to Beverley) I daen’t daen’t mich matter it (nay) (meaning what?) (I daen’t either)
well I don’t (he doesn’t take to it); 1:40:04 the Gideon’s4 and Good News5 and them (yeah) there’s a lot of
pass… especially News Test… just because they don’t agree with it you won’t find it they daen’t print it’s
it’s took out it’s missed)
dale = valley (0:20:51 you knew if a stranger come into village, you see, and if any on them wanted to go
up dale well I wou... I would take them up there and show them)
doctor’s orders = humorous catchphrase commonly used in game of bingo to refer to number nine
(0:07:14 me mum had seventeen kids and uh I was uh she brought up an eighteenth that’s why we say,
“born into a family of twenty” uh one of the things which uh I uh (what number were you?) I must sorry
(what number?) doctor’s orders number nine (number nine, oh) aye, doctor’s orders number nine)
drover = livestock dealer (0:21:24 I can remember drovers coming through from Beverley bringing their
cows to butchers ’cause he killed his own uh uh his own cattle and pigs and sheep and everything)

4
5

International Christian organisation that distributes free ciopies of the Bible.
English translation of the Bible first published by the American Bible Society in 1966.
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duck6 = form of address (1:04:00 you get ‘duck’ around there, “yes, duck no, duck” when you get among
the miners there; 1:25:25 Sheffield way yon side of Sheff way it’s, “yes, duck no, duck”)
dwell = to live (0:13:47 but that Willy Howe at at Wold Newton (aye) it’s uh it’s where the fairies dwell,
isn’t it? (supposed to be))
electric = electricity supply (0:18:13 we were in this cottage where there was no water no electric nowt
and we had to light fire to boil a kettle to get hot water before you could get a cup of tea)
else = otherwise (0:28:15 so I’ve got to be stationary else it might crack this old mic [= ‘microphone’] up,
you see what I mean)
F-word = euphemism for ‘fuck’ (1:32:47 television they use that word F-word as though (yeah) it’s
everyday speaking and the kids are using it like everyday speaking hear it down street kids from school
but that is swearing)
fag = cigarette (0:41:46 there’d be some old match boxes where they’d been lightig their fags, you know,
and their matches)
fair = very, really (1:48:46 “I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ to what you’ve given me” (or ‘thrimmed’, isn’t it, Don?)
“I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ to what you’ve given me” (“‘fair thrimmed’ I is”) you see if somebody gives you a
present (yeah, that’s grand))
flit = to move home (0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last thing on this world
I’d want to do is flit or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t be hap… Driffield here I might get
away with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon get out and look at fields or have a little walk in one but I
couldn’t go and live in a place like Hull)
folk = people (2:16:56 I said, “there’s no end of folk on television who don’t speak BBC English and
they’ve getten on”)
folks = people (0:38:14 and first thing folks did when they got off this bus that night was saw this fussock
with a white sheet over it and by, there was hell on; 0:38:27 we tickled its backside with a nettle, you
know, and away this fussock went up village and these folks didn’t know what tae dae; 0:45:39 we were
both talking and uh after we’d done this interview with Radio with uh Viking Radio7 so mony folks’d said,
“oh we heared thee, Don, on uh on t’ radio” said, “and thou’s right” says, “we are lossing it”; 0:50:28
yan of me jobs was to go around folks’ houses repairing taps putting new washers on and toilet cisterns;
1:07:11 I said, “nay, lass” I says, “Im in fields from yon year to the other” I says, “I don’t want to I’m
just looking at folks walking rushing about and buildings high up and can’t see the ruddy sky up there” I
said)
forkin-robin○ = earwig (0:55:34 well just one comes to mind an ‘earwig’ um us at top end of th’ East
Riding where I live Wold Newton is um ‘twitchbell’ where Dot lives it’s a ‘forkin-robin’ (aye, we say
‘forkin-robin’))
frae = from (0:37:13 now then we were only y… young teenagers at time and uh last bus frae Bollington
used tae get tae Barmston Road End about twenty past ten and by God it was dark ya night; 0:38:07 we’d
done it before, you see, you get off bus and as soon as you get away frae light, by, you can’t see owt, (nay,
nay) (you can’t) you know; 1:09:12 yeah, many times uh I I’ve got in trouble especially with uh farmers
when I’ve come out frae Bollington and gone out to work for Water Board with uh bust water mains and
stuff like that; 1:29:36 but the people the older people what still well there is quite a few thankfully what
do frae waking up tae going tae sleep they talk East Riding dialect; 1:40:37 and uh this boss what I
worked for once after I worked for him and twice before he went off the rails as you might say and he
spent two ten weeks twice in the retreat at York and he read the Bible twice frae beginning to end)
fussock○ = donkey (0:36:51 there was a certain family worked for a bloke called Feather Harrison farmer
and uh Feather Harrison had a fussock now donkey sorry we call them ‘fussocks’ Jesus had a fussock (he
rode on one) and uh or did he? (yes) aye, all right I’ll take your word for it; 0:38:14 and first thing folks
did when they got off this bus that night was saw this fussock with a white sheet over it and by, there was
6
7

This usage is illustrative of speech in Derbyshire and Sheffield.
Independent local radio station based in Hull.
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hell on; 0:38:27 we tickled its backside with a nettle, you know, and away this fussock went up village and
these folks didn’t know what tae dae)
ga○ = to go (1:20:47 I’m going now I’ll see you tomorrow “I’s gaing now I’ll see thee to-morn” (“I’ll see
thee”) short being economical (“see thee”) with the letters tae make the words (very very thou means
thrifty) aye, mebbe thrifty)
gan○ = to go (0:31:59 off the winding barrow when you’re carrying corn at thrashing day depending how
you get it on your shoulder and how you carry it is how you gan; 0:46:58 (over the twenty years in
February that we’ve been going) twenty-five, me lad (no, no) isn’t it? (no, no it’s twenty) only sorry I beg
your, aye, it’s only twenty (thou can’t reckon up) nay, I can’t I’ll gan back to school I’ll gan back to
school; 1:49:04 (‘clothes’ what is there a word?) (‘claes’) ‘claes’ (‘claes’) ‘claes’ (‘claes’) and if (‘glad
rags’) and if you put your better ones on you put your ‘glad rags’, “just gie me five minutes while I get me
‘glad rags’ on and I’ll gan with thee”)
gee = command to horse to turn right (0:25:30 you gee in and hauve out with hosses or with tractor when
you do plats to plough a field whereas now they set off at one side of a field reverse the tractor and go
back the same side they’ve come up so they’ve no rigs and furrows to dae)
gie○ = to give (1:45:29 (that’s where some of the words’ve come from) (bowling to you) (cricket Yorkshire
and Lincoln cricket) (“by hell, he ‘bazzocked’ that yan”) (yeah, he ‘bazzocked’ that one) or another one,
“I’ll gie thee a good ‘leathering’” (aye) (oh, aye); 1:49:04 (‘clothes’ what is there a word?) (‘claes’)
‘claes’ (‘claes’) ‘claes’ (‘claes’) and if (‘glad rags’) and if you put your better ones on you put your ‘glad
rags’, “just gie me five minutes while I get me ‘glad rags’ on (‘glad rags’ on) and I’ll gan with thee”)
grand = great, excellent (1:48:46 (“I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ to what you’ve given me”) or ‘thrimmed’, isn’t it,
Don? (“I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ to what you’ve given me”) “‘fair thrimmed’ I is” (you see if somebody gives
you a present) yeah, that’s grand)
grandbairn○ = grandchild (1:21:40 you see I shout at grandbairn to come off road)
hae○ = to have (0:18:31 there was no school canteen so I used to hae to gallop home and get dinner ready
for mysen and the two lads and then uh come home at uh night-time and uh wash up and get tea ready and
things like we had well we had to do it, you see; 0:48:53 I says tae uh somebody, “hae hae you got a hae
you got a cigarette” and uh, you know, there was nae reply come from cr… they were all women in this
audience, you see, and and I said, “well hasn’t onybody on you got a match” says, “no, we haven’t ony
matches either” I says, “hasn’t ony on you ony on you?”; 1:21:26 and when I’m writing I hae to think
about putting ‘the’ […] because I don’t use it; 1:40:16 some what they don’t uh what goes against the
grain as you might say they haven’t they haven’t they’ve left it out they haen’t printed it; 1:47:45 this last
weekend you would say, (it was ‘frozen’) “now then, we shall it it’s a real gaffer’s morning today, Joe, we
shall hae tae work tae keep warm” (yeah, yeah, it’s ‘frozen’ morning) (aye, aye) you know, when it was
extra cold day, “it’s a real gaffer’s morning this morning, we shall hae tae work tae keep warm” (yeah,
yeah))
hame○ = home (0:14:40 he said, “if the devil himself comes out” he said, “he won’t stop me when I get set
off for hame”; 0:57:12 where nowadays big slaughterhouses they’re killing all all day and every day and
just like s… s… water like that and I’s off hame that’s it while tomorrow (filthy, aren’t they?) aye)
hanch = to snatch (2:04:20 honestly not yearning for to go back but it would be nice tae but they were
happier days we had a lot more fun (there was a a skill) it’s all it’s all hanching and grabbing now (there
was a a skill to it) it isn’t the same way of life, no, there was a skill and it was happier people used tae
sing and whistle but you never hear any now)
hauve* = command to horse to turn left (0:25:30 you gee in and hauve out with hosses or with tractor
when you do plats to plough a field whereas now they set off at one side of a field reverse the tractor and
go back the same side they’ve come up so they’ve no rigs and furrows to dae)
heck = euphemism for ‘hell’ (0:08:37 (and how long’s that have you been in Bridlington?) oh heck thirty
thirty-five years or more)
hind = farm steward, foreman (0:37:30 Lutys worked at Feather Harrison’s farm because old man Luty
was in hind house)
http://sounds.bl.uk
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hoss = horse (0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it was near the Humber bank, were cows, but uh
to bring the hosses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh village opposite the pub opposite the Green
Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to bring them over the footbridge which wouldn’t be
very easy but uh although you can get round over the flyover into back into village; 0:24:39 and they had
me have a go at hoss plough but I keep knocking my chin on the shaft so uh they packed that up, like;
0:25:30 you gee in and hauve out with hosses or with tractor when you do plats to plough a field whereas
now they set off at one side of a field reverse the tractor and go back the same side they’ve come up so
they’ve no rigs and furrows to dae; 0:26:21 was a acre a day is it acre a day they did in them days for a
plough (aye) an hoss and a plough)
hug = to carry (0:32:27 and I’ve caffs to carry and pulls I used to go and help them, you see, wind up and
if it come too fast I used to be taking one whilst other fella come back; 0:33:44 one of t’ first things I was
asked to do on a threshing day was hug caff carrying chaff away from the thrashing machine and uh used
to do it in sheetfuls, you know, and uh it was quite heavy but the devils they used to put four-stone weights
in sometimes (yeah, bricks and))
kali◄ = sherbet (2:07:37 did you ever uh buy the little packets of kali? (oh aye, put your finger in) the
pow... pow... fizzy powdered stuff it was (yeah))
lang○ = long (0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh what number was I well I say number nine but I I still
daen’t know whether I was born on sixth or tenth of March 1933 reason being that it would take that that
so lang for a registrar to get out tae village that by time he come out he comes intae house and he just
says to me mother, “well uh give us his birthday”, you see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then sixth of
March” sixth of March is on me birth certificate but as he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled him
wrang it was tenth”)
lass = girl (0:16:38 and some of the graves had had been opened and they were lead covered and there
was a baby’s grave that’d been opened and as little lasses you know what little lasses are like so we
covered it up we pressed all this lead back and we said a little prayer; 1:04:27 and uh somebody said,
“what language of English is that?” so the other lass says, “it’s Yorkshire”; 1:07:11 I said, “nay, lass” I
says, “Im in fields from yon year to the other” I says, “I don’t want to I’m just looking at folks walking
rushing about and buildings high up and can’t see the ruddy sky up there” I said)
lig = to lie (1:42:50 but then Jesus says, “uh rest on it ligged in good muck and what a crop there was frae
that lot”)9
loss○ = to lose (0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after we’d done this interview with Radio with uh
Viking Radio7 so mony folks’d said, “oh we heared thee, Don, on uh on t’ radio” said, “and thou’s right”
says, “we are lossing it”; 0:46:13 we’re lossing it fast but having said that uh I gae you uh a leaflet early
on (Yorkshire Society10 what’s doing all over) and uh it’s over hundred years old; 0:46:34 and he’s saying
even then hundred years ago ( it was dying out) that we’re off tae loss it)
lug = ear (1:09:23 I was mending uh a water water pipe out at Skipsea and uh farmer comes out and starts
talking to me and I starts telling him what I’s daeing and uh I can I can see how his look on his face, you
know, he’s and he’s cocking his lugs and I says, “what’s up can’t thou tell what I’s talking about” and he
says uh, “did you?” he says, “I can’t understand what uh what what you’re saying” and so I just says to
him uh I said, “ I’ve getten this hole dug” I says, “I’ve mended this pipe” I says, “and I’s about to get out
and fill it back in again”)
mandraulic♦ = manual as opposed to mechanised or automated work (0:04:40 and I’ve done mandraulic
and hydraulic in farming but I’ve uh the only thing I haven’t done is sign cheques on a Friday and receipt
it them on a Monday that’s market day)

8

Trunk road between Leeds and Hull.
This passage is ‘performed’ by a speaker reciting a dialect verse.
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Presumably the Yorkshire Dialect Society, the world’s oldest continuous dialect society, established in 1897.
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matter = to approve of, like (1:17:32 (and how are you when you do you go into Hull?) (no) no, very little
(very little I don’t go into Hull it’s too bunged up) (I go to Beverley) I daen’t daen’t mich matter it (nay)
(meaning what?) (I daen’t either) well I don’t (he doesn’t take to it))
mebbe = perhaps, maybe (0:10:42 and I can’t just tell you how far it it buried itself into the ear… well it
wouldn’t go that ’cause it’s chalk there would mebbe be about that much soil perhaps nine inch; 0:14:28
and these nasty showers mebbe hail and rain mixed; 1:20:47 I’m going now I’ll see you tomorrow “I’s
gaing now I’ll see thee to-morn” (“I’ll see thee”) short being economical (“see thee”) with the letters to
make the words (very very thou means thrifty) aye, mebbe thrifty)
mich○ = much (1:17:32 (and how are you when you do you go into Hull?) (no) no, very little (very little I
don’t go into Hull it’s too bunged up) (I go to Beverley) I daen’t daen’t mich matter it (nay) (meaning
what?) (I daen’t either) well I don’t (he doesn’t take to it))
mony† = many (0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after we’d done this interview with Radio with uh
Viking Radio7 so mony folks’d said, “oh we heared thee, Don, on uh on t’ radio” said, “and thou’s right”
says, “we are lossing it”)
mysen○ = myself (0:18:31 there was no school canteen so I used to hae to gallop home and get dinner
ready for mysen and the two lads and then uh come home at uh night-time and uh wash up and get tea
ready and things like we had well we had to do it, you see; 0:55:01 where Don comes from and David and
I say it often mysen for ‘moon’ it’s ‘moon’ uh ‘door’ I say ‘door’ ‘floor’ for ‘floor’ but in our half uh there
they don’t uh do that uh it’s ‘floor’ uh and ‘door’)
nae○ = no, not any (0:32:43 I tell you what they put one bag on me back and I got halfway and I says,
“I’m not carrying this nae longer”; 0:48:53 I says tae uh somebody, “hae hae you got a hae you got a
cigarette” and uh, you know, there was nae reply come from cr… they were all women in this audience,
you see, and and I said, “well hasn’t onybody on you got a match” says, “no, we haven’t ony matches
either” I says, “hasn’t ony on you ony on you?”; 0:51:07 and I went up to this Bempton Crescent I got out
I got out of me Land Rover11 paddled up to this little old folks’ bungalow ’cause it was an old folks’ estate
rattled on door nae answer sae I thought, “why, old folks might be still in bed”, you know, might be
crippled, you see, might be an invalid coming waddling tae door; 0:51:43 and within a matter of minutes
there was a knock on my Land Rover11 door she says, “oy, is thou coming tae me” “yes” I says, “yes, if
you’re Mrs So-and-So” she says, “course I is” “well,” sae “why” I says, “ I went up tae door” I says,
“and I couldn’t get nae answer and” “well” she says, “I should think not silly devil” she says, “I’ve just
been down road tae tae tae telephone for thee”)
nay = no (0:38:07 (we’d done it before, you see, you get off bus and as soon as you get away from light,
by, you can’t see owt) nay, nay (you can’t) (you know); 0:46:58 (over the twenty years in February that
we’ve been going) twenty-five, me lad (no, no) isn’t it? (no, no it’s twenty) only sorry I beg your, aye, it’s
only twenty (thou can’t reckon up) nay, I can’t I’ll gan back to school I’ll gan back to school; 1:17:32
(and how are you when you do you go into Hull?) no (no, very little) (very little I don’t go into Hull it’s
too bunged up) I go to Beverley (I daen’t daen’t mich matter it) nay (meaning what?) (I daen’t either)
(well I don’t) (he doesn’t take to it); 1:07:11 I said, “nay, lass” I says, “Im in fields from yon year to the
other” I says, “I don’t want to I’m just looking at folks walking rushing about and buildings high up and
can’t see the ruddy sky up there” I said)
nigh = near, nearly (2:09:49 (didn’t they get down to Stamford Bridge?) (yeah) (the Scots) (somewhere
like that) very (somewhere like that) very nigh)
now then = expression used to introduce command, reproof or to focus addressee’s attention (0:38:39 now
then another night Barmston Church clock struck thirteen now it was impossible, was that; 0:43:27 now
then shortly before then I used to go rabbiting Sundays Sunday morning with me ferrets to see if can catch
a rabbit for Sunday dinner; 1:30:18 now then (you want to wash mouths out sometimes) I can tell you the
word ‘bugger’ is not swearing in Yorkshire; 1:41:21 I was there and he could he uh he had nowt just sat
there (yeah and repeated it) and repeated it word for word now then clever man; 1:47:45 this last weekend
11
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you would say, (it was ‘frozen’) “now then, we shall it it’s a real gaffer’s morning today, Joe, we shall hae
tae work tae keep warm” (yeah, yeah, it’s ‘frozen’ morning) (aye, aye) you know, when it was extra cold
day, “it’s a real gaffer’s morning this morning, we shall hae tae work tae keep warm” (yeah, yeah))
nowt = nothing (0:06:30 then other or other job on a night when I’d nowt to do I was up at Miles’s’
garage which a lot of people know of; 0:18:13 we were in this cottage where there was no water no
electric nowt and we had to light fire to boil a kettle to get hot water before you could get a cup of tea;
0:31:21 but sometimes they wouldn’t say nowt and I’d have three three of the damn things three of the
buggers on me back when I got to the other end; 0:52:55 she says, “I want tae know what thou’s been
writing thou can read to me” she says, “nowt can get any worse” every room was flooded so it couldn’t
nothing could get any worse; 1:41:21 I was there and he could he uh he had nowt just sat there (yeah and
repeated it) and repeated it word for word now then clever man)
Nissen hut = corrugated iron storage building (0:31:02 they weren’t allowed to carry off the lorries the uh
later on in the time so I had to carry them off into the Nissen hut, you see)
off-comed○ = strange, foreign, from elsewhere (0:34:57 why, I can go back tae Barmston any time but it’s
different now because of the off-comed ’uns that’s come in, you know)
oh aye○ = yes, confirming or contradicting (0:50:05 (didn’t am I amn’t I right when Horsley and
Dawson12 did us summat once they charged us foreign language rate for doing it) oh aye; 1:14:35 (they
would) they wouldn’t understand (they would think you were uh taking mickey out on them) oh aye (and
they’d get uh a uh a bit uh awkward) yeah; 1:45:29 that’s where some of the words’ve come from (bowling
to you) cricket Yorkshire and Lincoln cricket (“by hell, he ‘bazzocked’ that yan”) yeah, he ‘bazzocked’
that one (or another one, “I’ll give thee a good ‘leathering’”) (aye) oh, aye)
ony† = any (0:48:53 I says tae uh somebody, “hae hae you got a hae you got a cigarette” and uh, you
know, there was nae reply come from cr… they were all women in this audience, you see, and and I said,
“well hasn’t onybody on you got a match” says, “no, we haven’t ony matches either” I says, “hasn’t ony
on you ony on you?”; 0:52:55 she says, “I want to know what thou’s been writing thou can read to me”
she says, “nowt can get ony worse” every room was flooded so it couldn’t nothing could get any worse)
over = too (2:02:39 they’d just laid it over quick they’d been over keen)
owt = anything (0:38:07 we’d done it before, you see, you get off bus and as soon as you get away from
light, by, you can’t see owt, (nay, nay) (you can’t) you know)
petty = outside toilet (0:59:32 through ours they brought five petties and (what’s a ‘petty’?) (‘privy’) a
‘privy’)
plat = area of land, plot (0:25:30 you gee in and hauve out with hosses or with tractor when you do plats
to plough a field whereas now they set off at one side of a field reverse the tractor and go back the same
side they’ve come up so they’ve no rigs and furrows to dae)
privy = toilet (0:59:32 through ours they brought five petties and (what’s a ‘petty’?) (‘privy’) a ‘privy’;
0:59:59 I’ve a photograph of me in me farming things sat on a privy)
pull* = coarse element of threshed corn separated from c(h)aff (0:32:27 and I’ve caffs to carry and pulls I
used to go and help them, you see, wind up and if it come too fast I used to be taking one whilst other fella
come back)
rag = to scold, tease (2:05:01 since this winter barley come a lot and oil seed rape I keep I rag one or two
on them a bit when I see them and I say, “you’ll never do it you’ll you try you keep trying every year to get
two harvests in one year”)
real = very, really (0:20:14 it was part of an old mill uh and um uh we had the had to have the coal put in
the cellar it was real dark in there there was mice in there and all sorts; 0:58:32 and it was winter and it
was real slape, you know, like glass)
reckon (up) = to count (0:10:17 and he was only fifty-one when he died and I’ve looked at it ment… and
reckoned it up and it’s spot on and it there’s a f… there’s a verse four lines four lines and he must’ve been
a rum lad for this stuff even in them days ’cau… I’m telling you mind how you go because he, you know,
12
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he run out of time at the age of fifty-one; 0:46:58 (over the twenty years in February that we’ve been
going) (twenty-five, me lad) (no, no) (isn’t it?) no, no it’s twenty (only sorry I beg your, aye, it’s only
twenty) thou can’t reckon up (nay, I can’t I’ll gan back to school I’ll gan back to school))
right = real, extraordinary (0:33:39 they used to play some right tricks on you, did some of these old ’uns,
you know)
rig = ridge (0:25:07 and um they set me off ploughing well in them days you set set a rig and a furrow)
rive = to dig, break up ground (0:26:02 the sock doesn’t make a proper cut it just rives the soil (slings it
over, doesn’t it?))
ruddy = euphemism for ‘bloody’ used as intensifier (1:07:11 I said, “nay, lass” I says, “Im in fields from
yon year to the other” I says, “I don’t want to I’m just looking at folks walking rushing about and
buildings high up and can’t see the ruddy sky up there” I said)
rum = odd, strange (0:10:17 and he was only fifty-one when he died and I’ve looked at it ment… and
reckoned it up and it’s spot on and it there’s a f… there’s a verse four lines four lines and he must’ve been
a rum lad for this stuff even in them days ’cau… I’m telling you mind how you go because he, you know,
he run out of time at the age of fifty-one)
sae† = so (0:38:51 and the reason why it did it was we were up in t’ tower and we struck t’ bell yan past
midnight thirteen times village knew next morning but they didn’t know how it’d happened, you see, what
they didn’t know us lads were up there and we struck the thirteen (aye) now then the beauty of that is
Barmston hasn’t a church clock, sae they were wondering (it were church bells, was it?) how it’d struck
thirteen until we admitted we’d been up and we’d (and rung bell) clouting t’ old bell; 0:39:41 if he ever
found out that we’d done summat wrang (oh aye) me dad would have his belt off buckle end (my father
did) and he you wouldn’t know well you’d guessed he’d be there, you know, (yeah) because he’d been
there before after we’d done summat wrang and sae away we’d go and just slive around corner but by
gum he couldn’t miss you; 0:50:55 sae however I packs me tools up and me book that I did all me writing
went with me wherever I went tae record whatever I did if I got summat that I knew I was going to tae
write about; 0:47:56 I’s seventy-two in March and uh sae I’ve been in Brid forty-five year but uh the only
dialect now that I gets involved with or the only speaking dialect speaking people are fishermen; 0:51:07
and I went up to this Bempton Crescent I got out I got out of me Land Rover11 paddled up to this little old
folks’ bungalow ’cause it was an old folks’ estate rattled on door nae answer sae I thought, “why, old
folks might be still in bed”, you know, might be crippled, you see, might be an invalid coming waddling
tae door; 0:51:43 and within a matter of minutes there was a knock on my Land Rover11 door she says,
“oy, is thou coming tae me” “yes” I says, “yes, if you’re Mrs So-and-So” she says, “course I is” “well,”
sae “why” I says, “ I went up tae door” I says, “and I couldn’t get nae answer and” “well” she says, “I
should think not silly devil” she says, “I’ve just been down road tae tae tae telephone for thee”; 0:52:18
sae I puts key in t’ hole tried tae push door in and water came out tae meet me (never))
scullery = back kitchen (0:19:53 we had kitchen cum living room cum kit… cum everything else where you
cooked then there was this passageway went through and on tother side of the passage was our scullery
where you washed up and got a wash and and then beyond s… scullery was a cellar which was
underneath the house next door)
short = to shorten (1:21:51 it shorts the sentence straight to the point no individual words in between like
‘the’ is one of the words that is kept is cut short out of our language up in the Yorkshire area)
sin = ago (1:00:20 (it’s a gentleman’s toilet) and uh up to a year or two sin it was still there, wasn’t it?)
sin = since (1:10:35 he didn’t know what tae say and that man from that day and it must be what fifteen
twenty years sin that and that man’s never spoke tae me from that day tae this (hasn’t he, well it’s not
everbody has binocs [ = ‘binoculars’] that can look round corners, is there?))
since = ago (0:27:43 I go to Ald… Aldbrough and then I’ve go to Driffield and them places but usually uh
steam rally there I go but I haven’t got me stall but I was at North the Horse North Society at S… at S…
uh North Cave not long since with me stall, like, you know, whatever I do it’s for charity, like; 1:00:20
(it’s a gentleman’s toilet) and uh up to a year or two sin it was still there, wasn’t it?;
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slape○ = slippery (0:58:32 and it was winter and it was real slape, you know, like glass; 1:59:12 it was
getting very slape barley can get very slape (like glass) it can it wants it wants just a bit of water on to just
save it from shutting)
slinge○ = to beat, strike, whip (0:40:02 (so you went straight upstairs and intae bed but you didn’t escape
that belt come up after you and you still got it) didn’t half slinge your legs and all and higher up)
slive = to slip away, sneak off (0:39:41 if he ever found out that we’d done summat wrang (oh aye) me dad
would have his belt off buckle end (my father did) and he you wouldn’t know well you’d guessed he’d be
there, you know, (yeah) because he’d been there before after we’d done summat wrang and sae away we’d
go and just slive around corner but by gum he couldn’t miss you)
steddle○ = the base of stack of corn (1:56:08 you always seem as though when you got to the steddle that’s
where you got a lot of the rats and the dogs knew when they were got down to steddle)
summat = something (0:39:41 if he ever found out that we’d done summat wrong (oh aye) me dad would
have his belt off buckle end (my father did) and he you wouldn’t know well you’d guessed he’d be there,
you know, (yeah) because he’d been there before after we’d done summat wrang and sae away we’d go
and just slive around corner but by gum he couldn’t miss you; 0:50:05 didn’t am I amn’t I right when
Horsley and Dawson12 did us summat once they charged us foreign language rate for doing it (oh aye);
0:50:55 sae however I packs me tools up and me book that I did all me writing went with me wherever I
went tae record whatever I did if I got summat that I knew I was going to tae write about; 1:14:47 they’re
walking about upstairs or summat (aye, it’s a beer barrel they’re uh shifting) (they’re shifting furniture)
it’s beer shifting beer barrel; 2:17:11 just at back of my mind I think they’re doing summat at Filey School
I won’t say in a big way (I’ve not heard of it) no, you haen’t heard, no)
tae† = to (0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last thing on this world I’d want
tae do is flit or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t be hap… Driffield here I might get away
with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon get out and look at fields or have a little walk in one but I couldn’t
go and live in a place like Hull; 0:08:01 I’d been courting for quite a while actually because uh Audrey
who’s me wife we used to go to school together and uh I was one of t’ bigger lads and I used tae hold her
hand and take her across road and take her tae school and we ended up getting married; 0:13:11 so in
fourteen days including getting it tae t’ press he composed this poem; 0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh
uh what number was I well I say number nine but I I still daen’t know whether I was born on sixth or tenth
of March 1933 reason being that it would take that that so lang for a registrar to get out tae village that
by time he come out he comes intae house and he just says to me mother, “well uh give us his birthday”,
you see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then sixth of March” sixth of March is on me birth certificate but as
he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled him wrang it was tenth”; 0:37:13 now then we were only y…
young teenagers at time and uh last bus frae Bollington used tae get tae Barmston Road End about twenty
past ten and by God it was dark ya night; 0:38:27 we tickled its backside with a nettle, you know, and
away this fussock went up village and these folks didn’t know what tae dae; 0:40:02 so you went straight
upstairs and intae bed but you didn’t escape that belt come up after you and you still got it (didn’t half
slinge your legs and all and higher up); 0:48:53 I says tae uh somebody, “hae hae you got a hae you got a
cigarette” and uh, you know, there was nae reply come from cr… they were all women in this audience,
you see, and and I said, “well hasn’t onybody on you got a match” says, “no, we haven’t ony matches
either” I says, “hasn’t ony on you ony on you?”; 0:50:55 sae however I packs me tools up and me book
that I did all me writing went with me wherever I went tae record whatever I did if I got summat that I
knew I was going to tae write about; 0:51:07 and I went up to this Bempton Crescent I got out I got out of
me Land Rover11 paddled up to this little old folks’ bungalow ’cause it was an old folks’ estate rattled on
door nae answer sae I thought, “why, old folks might be still in bed”, you know, might be crippled, you
see, might be an invalid coming waddling tae door; 0:51:43 and within a matter of minutes there was a
knock on my Land Rover11 door she says, “oy, is thou coming tae me” “yes” I says, “yes, if you’re Mrs
So-and-So” she says, “course I is” “well,” sae “why” I says, “ I went up tae door” I says, “and I
couldn’t get nae answer and” “well” she says, “I should think not silly devil” she says, “I’ve just been
down road tae tae tae telephone for thee”; 0:52:18 sae I puts key in t’ hole tried tae push door in and
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water came out tae meet me (never); 1:10:35 he didn’t know what tae say and that man from that day and
it must be what fifteen twenty years sin that and that man’s never spoke tae me from that day tae this
(hasn’t he, well it’s not everbody has binocs [= ‘binoculars’] that can look round corners, is there?);
1:29:36 but the people the older people what still well there is quite a few thankfully what do frae waking
up tae going tae sleep they talk East Riding dialect; 1:35:54 but now a lot of parents don’t (lads got cane)
they don’t bother with their children they don’t tae me they don’t care where they are as long as they
aren’t under their feet (see, yeah, you see go back) and it it it’s a bit unfair tae t’ young bairns I think;
1:40:37 and uh this boss what I worked for once after I worked for him and twice before he went off t’
rails as you might say and he spent two ten weeks twice in the retreat at York and he read the Bible twice
from beginning tae end)
take (the) mickey out on = to make fun of (1:14:35 they would (they wouldn’t understand) they would
think you were uh taking mickey out on them (oh aye) and they’d get uh a uh a bit uh awkward (yeah))
tatie = potato (1:22:59 th’ only one I can think of is what I telled you tother tother night when with taties
they they don’t say ‘taties’ they say ‘tates’ […] (‘tatties’ we say our way))
tattie = potato (1:22:59 (th’ only one I can think of is what I telled you tother tother night when with taties
they they don’t say ‘taties’ they say ‘tates’ […]) ‘tatties’ we say our way)
thrash (0:31:59 off the winding barrow when you’re carrying corn at thrashing day depending how you
get it on your shoulder and how you carry it is how you gan; 0:33:44 one of t’ first things I was asked to
do on a threshing day was hug caff carrying chaff away from the thrashing machine and uh used to do it
in sheetfuls, you know, and uh it was quite heavy but the devils they used to put four-stone weights in
sometimes (yeah, bricks and); 0:34:37 if you go to Welwick at Boxing Day you can go and see thrashing
then we’ll show you)
tick = credit (0:18:46 in them days um well you you well I don’t know about a town but in village you
didn’t get food sort of on tick)
tight = drunk (0:11:41 for four days he come home tight four nights (kay… kaylied) going in t’ pub and
telling telling them t’ tale)
to-morn = tomorrow (1:20:47 I’m going now I’ll see you tomorrow “I’s gaing now I’ll see thee to-morn”
(“I’ll see thee”) short being economical (“see thee”) with the letters tae make the words (very very thou
means thrifty) aye, mebbe thrifty)
tother = other (0:19:53 we had kitchen cum living room cum kit… cum everything else where you cooked
then there was this passageway went through and on tother side of the passage was our scullery where
you washed up and got a wash and and then beyond s… scullery was a cellar which was underneath the
house next door; 1:22:59 th’ only one I can think of is what I telled you tother tother night when with taties
they they don’t say ‘taties’ they say ‘tates’ […] (‘tatties’ we say our way))
twitchbell○ = earwig (0:55:34 well just one comes to mind an ‘earwig’ um us at top end of th’ East Riding
where I live Wold Newton is um ‘twitchbell’ where Dot lives it’s a ‘forkin-robin’ (aye, we say ‘forkinrobin’))
want = to need (1:39:08 they take words out thirty thousand words in and put thirty thousand words out
and the dictionaries is changing so you want to renew your dictionary to keep up with the language;
1:59:12 it was getting very slape barley can get very slape (like glass) it can it wants it wants just a bit of
water on to just save it from shutting)
while = till, until (0:57:12 where nowadays big slaughterhouses they’re killing all all day and every day
and just like s… s… water like that and I’s off hame that’s it while tomorrow (filthy, aren’t they?) aye)
wrang† = wrong (0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh what number was I well I say number nine but I I
still daen’t know whether I was born on sixth or tenth of March 1933 reason being that it would take that
that so lang for a registrar to get out tae village that by time he come out he comes intae house and he just
says to me mother, “well uh give us his birthday”, you see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then sixth of
March” sixth of March is on me birth certificate but as he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled him
wrang it was tenth”; 0:39:41 if he ever found out that we’d done summat wrang (oh aye) me dad would
have his belt off buckle end (my father did) and he you wouldn’t know well you’d guessed he’d be there,
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you know, (yeah) because he’d been there before after we’d done summat wrang and sae away we’d go
and just slive around corner but by gum he couldn’t miss you)
wick = alive (1:54:34 nipped it and squashed it he had it held with his hand but he durstn’t leave go
’cause it was still wick, you see)
wireless = radio set (1:26:04 (and then television come, didn’t it, well with rad… and television) wireless
and television (they heard Queen’s English))
wurzel = mangel-wurzel (1:12:35 in fact I took him into a root field and uh, “oh” he says uh, “I could just
do with a with a a swede turnip” I says, “it it isn’t a swede turnip” I says, “it’s a wurzel” he says, “I’ve
never heard of it”; 1:13:13 sheep like wurzels (and you can’t you can’t get seed) ’cause it’s a drink to
them you eat it and it’s lovely and sweet well when you’re short of water this is what you give them
mangles to eat)
ya○ = one (0:37:13 now then we were only y… young teenagers at time and uh last bus frae Bollington
used tae get tae Barmston Road End about twenty past ten and by God it was dark ya night; 0:37:58 well
there was ya night this bus turns up at Barmston Road End at twenty past ten)
yan○ = one (0:35:38 aye, you re… you remember I said I was one uh yan of a family of twenty uh me
mother had seventeen kids and brought up an eighteenth; 0:38:51 and the reason why it did it was we
were up in t’ tower and we struck t’ bell yan past midnight thirteen times village knew next morning but
they didn’t know how it’d happened, you see, what they didn’t know us lads were up there and we struck
the thirteen (aye) now then the beauty of that is Barmston hasn’t a church clock, sae they were wondering
(it were church bells, was it?) how it’d struck thirteen until we admitted we’d been up and we’d (and rung
bell) clouting t’ old bell; 0:50:28 yan of me jobs was to go around folks’ houses repairing taps putting new
washers on and toilet cisterns; 1:19:00 (I haven’t really been able to find out I’ve gone so far and only so
far) yan of my grandfather’s a yellow-belly but I keep quiet about that; 1:45:29 (that’s where some of the
words’ve come from) (bowling to you) (cricket Yorkshire and Lincoln cricket) “by hell, he ‘bazzocked’
that yan” (yeah, he ‘bazzocked’ that one) (or another one, “I’ll gie thee a good ‘leathering’”) aye (oh,
aye))
yance○ = once (0:56:14 I yance had one stuck in me hand and by golly it took some getting out)
yellow-belly = person from Lincolnshire (1:19:00 (I haven’t really been able to find out I’ve gone so far
and only so far) yan of my grandfather’s a yellow-belly but I keep quiet about that)
yon = that, the farther (0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it was near the Humber bank, were
cows, but uh to bring the hosses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh village opposite the pub
opposite the Green Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to bring them over the footbridge
which wouldn’t be very easy but uh although you can get round over the flyover into back into village;
1:25:25 Sheffield way yon side of Sheff way it’s, “yes, duck no, duck”; 1:53:26 there’s a few of us would
go to rattle the rats out and shoot them some’ll be at the yon side bank waiting for them to come out the
hole and then the others at this side will make a lot of row or if they see them clobber them with their stick
or aught and we was killing them as they were coming round)
yonder = over there (2:02:19 living on theWolds on the hills and you saw a neighbouring farm and they
were turning a stack (over) and you you were working getting (you knew what they were doing) you see
you used to say, “hello that foreman yonder’s lost his oats they’re having to turn t’ stack”)
NB
Traditional sheep-counting in Wensleydale13 (1:23:23 counting sheep in Wensleydale, (tan [tan] yan
[jan] tethera [tɛðəɹə] methera [mɛðəɹə]) you know, God, ya [jaː] tae [tiə] tethera [tɛðəɹə] methera
[mɛðəɹə] pip [pɪp] sezar [siːzə] lezar [liːzə] catterah [katəɹə] horna [ɒːnə] dick [dɪk] ya-dick [jaːdɪk] taedick [tiədɪk] tethera-dick [tɛðəɹədɪk] methera-dick [mɛðəɹədɪk] bumper○ [bʊmpə] ja-di-bumper

13

See Yorkshire Dialect Society notes on sheep-scoring numerals at http://www.yorkshiredialect.com/celtlang.htm.
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[jaːdɪbʊmpə] tae-di-bumper [tiədɪbʊmpə] tethera-bumper [tɛðəɹəbʊmpə] jiggity-bumper [ʤɪgətɪbʊmpə]
yeah, and that’s counting up to twenty (jiggit [ʤɪgɪt] jiggit [ʤɪgɪt]) (yeah))

PHONOLOGY
[ɪ]
(0:01:35 we moved up from farm that’s a long story into [ɪntə] village [vɪlɪʤ] and we lived [lɪvd] near
church; 0:17:28 well mind you it’s [ɪts] been bricked [bɹɪkt] up now they can’t get into [ɪntə] the crypt
[kɹɪpt] now but it [ɪt] comes out at the church)
challENGE, palACE (0:33:03 I never weighed much above eight stone so I always said to the lads,
“right if you carry twice as much as your weight I’ll carry twice as much as my weight and there
was no challenge [ʧalənʤ]; 1:11:02 and they went down to Crystal Palace [kɹɪstəɫ paləs] there
was exhibition and they went all in their oily old overalls to look like that)
little (0:16:38 and some of the graves had had been opened and they were lead covered and there
was a baby’s grave that’d been opened and as little [ ] lasses you know what little [ ] lasses
are like so we covered it up we pressed all this lead back and we said a little [ ] prayer; 0:42:16
third time I come up and if it hadn’t been for actions of that little [
] dog that was still there
barking running about half-mad then I shouldn’t’ve been here as I say it was that dog that saved
my life; 0:51:07 and I went up to this Bempton Crescent I got out I got out of my Land Rover11
paddled up to this little [
] old folks’ bungalow ’cause it was an old folks’ estate rattled on door
no answer so I thought, “why, old folks might be still in bed”, you know, might be crippled, you
see, might be an invalid coming waddling to door)
DRESS
[ɛ]
(0:19:12 you had to go across there for a pan mender [pan mɛndə] if pan ran a leak (used to mend [mɛnd]
pans) all all you just went [wɛnt] there for everything; 0:13:11 so in fourteen days including getting
[gɛɹɪn] it to the press [pɹɛs] he composed this poem; 0:30:00 so I gets [gɛts] on the lorry and he has a go
he got halfway up the steps [stɛps] and he got no further)
<-any-> (0:29:12 but when we got any [ɛni] seed we had to carry it up the granary, you see, well
there was only one fellow and me; 0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after we’d done this
interview with Radio with uh Viking Radio7 so many [mɒnɪ] folks’d said, “oh we heard thee, Don,
on uh on the radio” said, “and thou’s right” says, “we are losing it”; 0:48:53 I says to uh
somebody, “have have you got a have you got a cigarette” and uh, you know, there was no reply
come from cr… they were all women in this audience, you see, and and I said, “well hasn’t
anybody [ɒnɪbɒdi] on you got a match” says, “no, we haven’t any [ɒnɪ] matches either” I says,
“hasn’t any [ɒnɪ] on you any [ɒnɪ] on you?”; 0:52:55 she says, “I want to know what thou’s been
writing thou can read to me” she says, “nowt can get any [ɒnɪ] worse” every room was flooded so
it couldn’t nothing could get any worse)
<-ever->, rest, shepherd, yes, yet (0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never [nɛvə] desired to and it’s
the last thing on this world I’d want to do is flit or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t
be hap… Driffield here I might get away with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon get out and look at
fields or have a little walk in one but I couldn’t go and live in a place like Hull; 0:10:37 he was
shepherd’s [ʃɪpədz] lad he was tending sheep on this land when it fell; 0:19:12 you had to go
across there for a pan mender if pan ran a leak (used to mend pans) all all you just went there for
everything [ɪvɹɪθɪŋ]; 0:19:38 and this is what happened we had to take this book and they wrote in
the book everything [ɛvɹɪθɪŋ] that we’d gotten so that my dad knew that we were eating properly;
0:21:01 I left school at fourteen and I never [nɛvə] went out to work, you see, so it was uh I I never
KIT
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[nɪvə] left village I get lost now every [ɛvɹɪ] time I go out of village; 0:47:20 we aren’t
approaching hundred members this time but we’ve had over hundred members (lost some and
gained some) yes [jɪs] (that’s life) (well some of them’s snuffed it, you know); 0:50:55 so however I
[huːɪvəɹ a] packs my tools up and my book that I did all my writing went with me wherever I
[wɛːɹɪvəɹ aː] went to record whatever I [wɒtɪvəɹ a] did if I got summat that I knew I was going to
to write about; 0:51:43 and within a matter of minutes there was a knock on my Land Rover11 door
she says, “oy, is thou coming to me” “yes” [jɪs] I says, “yes, [jɪs] if you’re Mrs So-and-So” she
says, “course I is” “well,” so “why” I says, “ I went up to door” I says, “and I couldn’t get no
answer and” “well” she says, “I should think not silly devil” she says, “I’ve just been down road
to to to telephone for thee”; 0:57:12 where nowadays big slaughterhouses they’re killing all all
day and every [ɪvɹɪ] day and just like s… s… water like that and I’s off hame that’s it while
tomorrow (filthy, aren’t they?) aye; 1:01:26 his pieces of wood he’d carved it look oval and his
uncle was saying, “thou thou great daft numbskull,” he says, “thou’s never [nɪvə] seen a man or
woman of oval arsehole yet” [jɪt]; 1:10:35 he didn’t know what to say and that man from that day
and it must be what fifteen twenty years sin that and that man’s never [nɪvə] spoke to me from that
day to this (hasn’t he, well it’s not everbody [ɛvɹɪbɒdi] has binocs [= ‘binoculars’] that can look
round corners, is there?); 1:42:50 but then Jesus says, “uh rest [ɹɪst] on it ligged in good muck
and what a crop there was from that lot”9; 1:46:56 (but would you say that now?) (yeah) (yes [jɪs])
yes, [jɪs] just to certain people (why, I might if I was in that predicament); 2:05:01 since this winter
barley come a lot and oil seed rape I keep I rag one or two on them a bit when I see them and I
say, “you’ll never [nɪvə] do it you’ll you try you keep trying every [ɪvəɹi] year to get two harvests
in one year”)
sweat, well (0:32:37 (one day I was doing summat and and they said) it must not’ve yielded very
well, [wɪəɫ] Dot; 1:46:40 you say, “it’s that hot today I’s wet-shod with sweat” [swɪət] (aye)
(yeah))
thresh (0:31:59 off the winding barrow when you’re carrying corn at threshing [θɹaʃɪn] day
depending how you get it on your shoulder and how you carry it is how you gan; 0:33:44 one of the
first things I was asked to do on a threshing [θɹɛʃɪn] day was hug caff carrying chaff away from
the threshing [θɹaʃɪn] machine and uh used to do it in sheetfuls, you know, and uh it was quite
heavy but the devils they used to put four-stone weights in sometimes (yeah, bricks and))
TRAP
[a]
(0:19:12 you had to go across there for a pan [pan] mender if pan [pan] ran [ɹan] a leak (used to mend
pans [panz]) all all you just went there for everything; 0:23:17 and if the wind is direct to the land [land]
you get half a ton of sand’ll [san ] be in back [bak] garden to shovel back [bak] again and the s… sea
it’s the kitchen window that’s [ðats] how near the sea I am [am])
granary (0:29:12 but when we got any seed we had to carry it up the granary, [gɹɛːnəɹi] you see,
well there was only one fellow and me)
has, have (0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last thing on this world I’d
want to do is flit or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t be hap… Driffield here I might
get away with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon get out and look at fields or have [ɛv] a little walk
in one but I couldn’t go and live in a place like Hull; 0:18:31 there was no school canteen so I used
to have to [ɛ tə] gallop home and get dinner ready for mysen and the two lads and then uh come
home at uh night-time and uh wash up and get tea ready and things like we had well we had to do
it, you see; 0:20:14 it was part of an old mill uh and um uh we had [ad] the had [ɛt] to have [av] the
coal put in the cellar it was real dark in there there was mice in there and all sorts; 0:30:00 so I
gets on the lorry and he has [az] a go he got halfway up the steps and he got no further; 0:38:51
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and the reason why it did it was we were up in the tower and we struck the bell one past midnight
thirteen times village knew next morning but they didn’t know how it’d happened, you see, what
they didn’t know us lads were up there and we struck the thirteen (aye) now then the beauty of that
is Barmston hasn’t [
t] a church clock, so they were wondering (it were church bells, was it?)
how it’d struck thirteen until we admitted we’d been up and we’d (and rung bell) clouting the old
bell; 0:39:41 if he ever found out that we’d done summat wrong (oh aye) my dad would have [ɛv]
his belt off buckle end (my father did) and he you wouldn’t know well you’d guessed he’d be there,
you know, (yeah) because he’d been there before after we’d done summat wrong and so away we’d
go and just slive around corner but by gum he couldn’t miss you; 0:47:38 we are disappointed that
uh there’s not so many young ones coming through today (that’s the trouble) because they’ve other
interests obviously but old ones that we have [ɛv] still know still still speak in dialect that we’re all
used to; 0:48:53 I says to uh somebody, “have [ɛɪ] have [ɛɪ] you got a have [ɛɪ] you got a
cigarette” and uh, you know, there was no reply come from cr… they were all women in this
audience, you see, and and I said, “well hasn’t [ɛnt] anybody on you got a match” says, “no, we
haven’t [ɛɪ] any matches either” I says, “hasn’t [ɛnt] any on you any on you?” ; 1:10:35 (he didn’t
know what to say and that man from that day and it must be what fifteen twenty years sin that and
that man’s never spoke to me from that day to this) hasn’t [ɛnt] he, well it’s not everbody has [ɛz]
binocs [= ‘binoculars’] that can look round corners, is there?; 1:21:26 and when I’m writing I have
to [ɛ tə] think about putting ‘the’ […] because I don’t use it; 1:40:16 some what they don’t uh what
goes against the grain as you might say they haven’t [ɛv ʔ] they haven’t [ɛv ʔ] they’ve left it out
they haven’t [ɛːnʔ] printed it; 1:47:45 this last weekend you would say, (it was ‘frozen’) “now then,
we shall it it’s a real gaffer’s morning today, Joe, we shall have to [ɛ tɪ] work to keep warm”
(yeah, yeah, it’s ‘frozen’ morning) (aye, aye) you know, when it was extra cold day, “it’s a real
gaffer’s morning this morning, we shall have to [ɛ tɪ] work to keep warm” (yeah, yeah); 2:17:11
just at back of my mind I think they’re doing summat at Filey School I won’t say in a big way (I’ve
not heard of it) no, you haven’t [ɛːnt] heard, no)
LOT
[ɒ]
(0:07:14 my mum had seventeen kids and uh I was uh she brought up an eighteenth that’s why we say,
“born into a family of twenty” uh one of the things which uh I uh (what number were you?) I must sorry
[sɒɹi] (what number) doctor’s [dɒktəz] orders number nine (number nine, oh) aye, doctor’s [dɒktəz]
orders number nine; 0:30:00 so I gets on the lorry [lɒɹi] and he has a go he got halfway [gɒɹ aːfwɛɪ] up
the steps and he got [gɒʔ] no further)
hot, <wa-> (0:21:38 and you wouldn’t believe this but we used to argue as to who used whose turn
it was to scrape the pigs because they put pig (hair) in uh a bath of [hɒt] hot water (of the pig) and
then they scraped the hairs off and it we’d argue whose turn it was; 0:51:07 and I went up to this
Bempton Crescent I got out I got out of my Land Rover11 paddled up to this little old folks’
bungalow ’cause it was an old folks’ estate rattled on door no answer so I thought, “why, old folks
might be still in bed”, you know, might be crippled, you see, might be an invalid coming waddling
[wad ɪn] to door; 1:09:23 I was mending uh a water water pipe out at Skipsea and uh farmer
comes out and starts talking to me and I starts telling him what [wat] I’s doing and uh I can I can
see how his look on his face, you know, he’s and he’s cocking his lugs and I says, “what’s [wats]
up can’t thou tell what I’s talking about” and he says uh, “did you?” he says, “I can’t understand
what [wɒt] uh what [wɒt] you’re saying” and so I just says to him uh I said, “ I’ve getten this hole
dug” I says, “I’ve mended this pipe” I says, “and I’s about to get out and fill it back in again”;
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1:11:41 he had wadded [wadɪd] and cash, you know, to pay agent and dealer for this Morris
Commercial14; 1:46:40 you say, “it’s that hot [jat] today I’s wet-shod with sweat” (aye) (yeah))
not (0:32:37 (one day I was doing summat and and they said) it must not’ve [nʊtə] yielded very
well, Dot; 0:44:04 ferret had gone down this hole but only about a metre a yard as we used to say
and then it come back out and it would not [nʊt] go in I tried to push it down with a bit of a stick
still wouldn’t go down turned its head round and come back out again so I forgat about that;
0:51:43 and within a matter of minutes there was a knock on my Land Rover11 door she says, “oy,
is thou coming to me” “yes” I says, “yes, if you’re Mrs So-and-So” she says, “course I is”
“well,” so “why” I says, “ I went up to door” I says, “and I couldn’t get no answer and” “well”
she says, “I should think not [nʊt] silly devil” she says, “I’ve just been down road to to to
telephone for thee”)
<-ong> (0:01:35 we moved up from farm that’s a long [lɒŋ] story into village and we lived near
church; 0:17:11 so Joyce and I striking matches we went halfway along [əlɒŋ] this tunnel and then
we ran out of matches so we’d to find our way back in the dark if we’d had more matches we’d’ve
gone right though to the end; 0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh what number was I well I say
number nine but I I still don’t know whether I was born on sixth or tenth of March 1933 reason
being that it would take that that so long [laŋ] for a registrar to get out to village that by time he
come out he comes into house and he just says to my mother, “well uh give us his birthday”, you
see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then sixth of March” sixth of March is on my birth certificate but
as he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled him wrong [ɹaŋ] it was tenth”)
STRUT
[ʊ]
(0:55:34 well just [ʤʊst] one comes [kʊmz] to mind an ‘earwig’ um us [ʊz] at top end of the East Riding
where I live Wold Newton is um ‘twitchbell’ where Dot lives it’s a ‘forkin-robin’ (aye, we say ‘forkinrobin’); 1:17:32 (and how are you when you do you go into Hull?) (no) (no, very little) very little I don’t
go into Hull [ʊɫ] it’s too bunged [bʊŋd] up (I go to Beverley) (I don’t don’t much matter it) (nay)
(meaning what?) I don’t either (well I don’t) (he doesn’t take to it))
among, come, furrow (0:05:34 the last lot latter of my years I was among [əmɒŋ] pigs in the
modern way; 0:25:07 and um they set me off ploughing well in them days you set set a rig and a
furrow [fɒɹə]; 0:25:30 you gee in and hauve out with horses or with tractor when you do plats to
plough a field whereas now they set off at one side of a field reverse the tractor and go back the
same side they’ve come up so they’ve no rigs and furrows [fɒɹəz] to do; 0:44:04 ferret had gone
down this hole but only about a metre a yard as we used to say and then it come [kɒm] back out
and it would not go in I tried to push it down with a bit of a stick still wouldn’t go down turned its
head round and come [kʊm] back out again so I forgat about that; 1:04:00 you get ‘duck’ around
there, “yes, duck no, duck” when you get among [əmɒŋ] the miners there)
done (0:40:15 all sorts happened to me and has done [diən] since I’ve been doing this particular
job)
much (1:17:32 (and how are you when you do you go into Hull?) (no) no, very little (very little I
don’t go into Hull it’s too bunged up) (I go to Beverley) I don’t don’t much [mɪʧ] matter it (nay)
(meaning what?) (I don’t either) well I don’t (he doesn’t take to it))
ONE (0:33:39 they used to play some right tricks on you, did some of these old ones, [
] you
know; 0:33:44 one [wɒn] of the first things I was asked to do on a threshing day was hug caff
carrying chaff away from the threshing machine and uh used to do it in sheetfuls, you know, and
uh it was quite heavy but the devils they used to put four-stone weights in sometimes (yeah, bricks
and); 0:34:57 why, I can go back to Barmston any time but it’s different now because of the off14

British manufacturer of commercial vehicles established in 1924.
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comed ones [ɒfkʊmd ənz] that’s come in, you know; 0:35:38 aye, you re… you remember I said I
was one [wɒn] uh one [jan] of a family of twenty uh my mother had seventeen kids and brought up
an eighteenth; 0:37:13 now then we were only y… young teenagers at time and uh last bus from
Bollington used to get to Barmston Road End about twenty past ten and by God it was dark one
[jaː] night; 0:37:58 well there was one [jaː] night this bus turns up at Barmston Road End at
twenty past ten; 0:47:38 we are disappointed that uh there’s not so many young ones [jʊŋ ənz]
coming through today (that’s the trouble) because they’ve other interests obviously but old ones
[
] that we have still know still still speak in dialect that we’re all used to; 0:50:28 one [jan] of
my jobs was to go around folks’ houses repairing taps putting new washers on and toilet cisterns;
0:52:55 she says, “I want to know what thou’s been writing thou can read to me” she says, “nowt
can get any worse” every room was flooded so it couldn’t nothing [nɒθɪŋ] could get any worse;
0:56:14 I once [jans] had one [wɒn] stuck in my hand and by golly it took some getting out;
1:00:33 ours had a lid but it was a round one [ɹaʊnd ən] it wasn’t hinged; 1:19:00 (I haven’t really
been able to find out I’ve gone so far and only so far) one [jan] of my grandfather’s a yellow-belly
but I keep quiet about that; 1:40:37 and uh this boss what I worked for once [wɒns] after I worked
for him and twice before he went off the rails as you might say and he spent two ten weeks twice in
the retreat at York and he read the Bible twice from beginning to end; 1:45:29 (that’s where some
of the words’ve come from) (bowling to you) (cricket Yorkshire and Lincoln cricket) “by hell, he
‘bazzocked’ that one” [jan] (yeah, he ‘bazzocked’ that one [wɒn]) (or another one, [wɒn] “I’ll give
thee a good ‘leathering’”) aye (oh, aye))
FOOT
[ʊ]
(0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last thing on this world I’d want to do is flit
or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t [wʊnʔ] be hap… Driffield here I might get away with it
in Driffield ’cause I could [kʊd] soon get out and look [lʊk] at fields or have a little walk in one but I
couldn’t [
] go and live in a place like Hull; 0:52:18 so I puts [pʊts] key in the hole tried to push
[pʊʃ] door in and water came out to meet me (never))
<-ook> (0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last thing on this world I’d
want to do is flit or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t be hap… Driffield here I might
get away with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon get out and look [lʊk] at fields or have a little walk
in one but I couldn’t go and live in a place like Hull; 0:19:38 and this is what happened we had to
take this book [bʊuːk] and they wrote in the book [bʊuːk] everything that we’d gotten so that my
dad knew that we were eating properly; 0:19:53 we had kitchen cum living room cum kit… cum
everything else where you cooked [kʊuːkt] then there was this passageway went through and on
tother side of the passage was our scullery where you washed up and got a wash and and then
beyond s… scullery was a cellar which was underneath the house next door; 0:50:55 so however I
packs my tools up and my book [bɪək] that I did all my writing went with me wherever I went to
record whatever I did if I got summat that I knew I was going to to write about; 1:10:35 (he didn’t
know what to say and that man from that day and it must be what fifteen twenty years sin that and
that man’s never spoke to me from that day to this) hasn’t he, well it’s not everbody has binocs [=
‘binoculars’] that can look [lɪək] round corners, is there?; 1:24:43 “by” I said, “do you know I
looked [lɪəkt] ‘begone’” (‘look [lʊk] begone’) I just looked [lɪəkt] begone I just (yeah) why,
stagnated I were)
would (0:44:04 ferret had gone down this hole but only about a metre a yard as we used to say and
then it come back out and it would [wad] not go in I tried to push it down with a bit of a stick still
wouldn’t go down turned its head round and come back out again so I forgat about that; 0:44:39
and when I got across there that mine had been in the same burrow that that ferret would [wʊd]
(not go down) not go down (had it?))
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[a]
(0:33:44 one of the first things I was asked [ast] to do on a threshing day was hug caff carrying chaff
away from the threshing machine and uh used to do it in sheetfuls, you know, and uh it was quite heavy
but the devils they used to put four-stone weights in sometimes (yeah, bricks and); 0:58:32 and it was
winter and it was real slape, you know, like glass [glas]; 0:59:59 I’ve a photograph [fɔːtəgɹaf] of me in my
farming things sat on a privy)
after (0:39:41 if he ever found out that we’d done summat wrong (oh aye) my dad would have his
belt off buckle end (my father did) and he you wouldn’t know well you’d guessed he’d be there, you
know, (yeah) because he’d been there before after [ɛftə] we’d done summat wrong and so away
we’d go and just slive around corner but by gum he couldn’t miss you; 0:43:06 and this caterpillar
tractor had been ploughing them all up and there was a hell of an explosion during the course of
the afternoon [ɛftənʊuːn]; 0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after [ɛftə] we’d done this
interview with Radio with uh Viking Radio7 so many folks’d said, “oh we heard thee, Don, on uh
on the radio” said, “and thou’s right” says, “we are losing it”)
master (0:49:40 and uh stationmaster [stɛɪʃənmaːstə] when they were in some villages or the your
schoolmaster [skuːɫmaːstə] got interested, you know)
CLOTH
[ɒ]
(0:38:07 we’d done it before, you see, you get off [ɒf] bus and as soon as you get away from light, by, you
can’t see owt (nay, nay) (you can’t) you know; 1:05:43 you want to go in London they thought I’d gotten
lost [lɒst] in London I’m I’ve only been in London once and it was one of my aunt’s sons got married)
squash, wash (0:19:53 we had kitchen cum living room cum kit… cum everything else where you
cooked then there was this passageway went through and on tother side of the passage was our
scullery where you washed up [wɒʃt ʊp] and got a wash [wɒʃ] and and then beyond s… scullery
was a cellar which was underneath the house next door; 0:50:28 one of my jobs was to go around
folks’ houses repairing taps putting new washers [wɛʃəz] on and toilet cisterns; 0:57:51 you had to
wash [wɒʃ] it out (dreadful) lime (lime it burns), aye, it it burns) it’ll burn you); 1:54:34 nipped it
and squashed [skwaʃt] it he had it held with his hand but he durstn’t leave go ’cause it was still
wick, you see)
NURSE
[əː ~ ɛː]
(0:04:22 but biggest part of my life I have been on farms bef… in the war and then in 1947 I started as a
regular worker [wɛːkə] till I retired about sixty-five sixty-seven when I actually finished; 0:25:30 you gee
in and hauve out with horses or with tractor when you do plats to plough a field whereas now they set off
at one side of a field reverse [ɹɪvɛːs] the tractor and go back the same side they’ve come up so they’ve no
rigs and furrows to do; 0:36:51 there was a certain [
] family worked [wɚːkt] for a bloke called
Feather Harrison farmer and uh Feather Harrison had a fussock now donkey sorry we call them
‘fussocks’ Jesus had a fussock (he rode on one) and uh or did he? (yes) aye, all right I’ll take your word
[wɒd] for it)
birth, burn, burst, church, durstn’t, first, furniture, further, purse, third, thirteen, thirty, turn,
were, worth, word, wurzel (0:01:35 we moved up from farm that’s a long story into village and we
lived near church [ʧɒʧ]; 0:08:37 (and how long’s that have you been in Bridlington?) oh heck
thirty [θətːi] thirty-five [θətːɪfaɪv] years or more; 0:15:00 and uh they often well everybody goes
up there even the um hikers come cut through Welton Dale now and also they’ll go around uh
church [ʧəːʧ] and and churchyard [ʧɒʧjaːd]; 0:17:28 well mind you it’s been bricked up now they
can’t get into the crypt now but it comes out at the church [ʧɛːʧ]; 0:20:35 I got this dead mouse
and slung it through into her cellar oh you should’ve heard her scream it was worth [wɒθ] it just
to hear her scream; 0:21:38 and you wouldn’t believe this but we used to argue as to who used
BATH
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whose turn [tɛːn] it was to scrape the pigs because they put pig (hair) in uh a bath of hot water (of
the pig) and then they scraped the hairs off and it we’d argue whose turn [tɒn] it was; 0:30:00 so I
gets on the lorry and he has a go he got halfway up the steps and he got no further [fɒðə]; 0:33:44
one of the first [fɒst] things I was asked to do on a threshing day was hug caff carrying chaff away
from the threshing machine and uh used to do it in sheetfuls, you know, and uh it was quite heavy
but the devils they used to put four-stone weights in sometimes (yeah, bricks and); 0:37:58 well
there was one night this bus turns [tɒnz] up at Barmston Road End at twenty past ten; 0:38:14 and
first [fɒst] thing folks did when they got off this bus that night was saw this fussock with a white
sheet over it and by, there was hell on; 0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh what number was I
well I say number nine but I I still don’t know whether I was born on sixth or tenth of March 1933
[naːntiːnθɒtːɪθɹiː] reason being that it would take that that so long for a registrar to get out to
village that by time he come out he comes into house and he just says to my mother, “well uh give
us his birthday”, [bɒθdɛː] you see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then sixth of March” sixth of
March is on my birth certificate [bɒθ sətɪfɪkət] but as he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled
him wrong it was tenth”; 0:36:51 there was a certain family worked for a bloke called Feather
Harrison farmer and uh Feather Harrison had a fussock now donkey sorry we call them ‘fussocks’
Jesus had a fussock (he rode on one) and uh or did he? (yes) aye, all right I’ll take your word
[wɒd] for it; 0:38:39 now then another night Barmston Church [ʧɒʧ] clock struck thirteen [θɒtːiːn]
now it was impossible, was that; 0:42:16 third [θɒd] time I come up and if it hadn’t been for
actions of that little dog that was still there barking running about half-mad then I shouldn’t’ve
been here as I say it was that dog that saved my life; 0:44:04 ferret had gone down this hole but
only about a metre a yard as we used to say and then it come back out and it would not go in I
tried to push it down with a bit of a stick still wouldn’t go down turned [tɒnd] its head round and
come back out again so I forgat about that; 0:46:41 the piece that I’ve brought you tonight there’s
words [wɒdz] in it which we still use today (yeah)); 0:52:10 she says she reaches into her purse
[pɒs] and uh she gets key out and she says, “here’s key thou open the door”; 0:57:51 you had to
wash it out (dreadful) lime (lime it burns [bɒnz]), aye, it it burns [bɒnz]) it’ll burn [bɒn] you);
1:09:12 yeah, many times uh I I’ve got in trouble especially with uh farmers when I’ve come out
from Bollington and gone out to work for Water Board with uh burst [bʊst] water mains and stuff
like that; 1:12:35 in fact I took him into a root field and uh, “oh” he says uh, “I could just do with
a with a a swede turnip” I says, “it it isn’t a swede turnip” I says, “it’s a wurzel” [
] he says,
“I’ve never heard of it”; 1:13:13 sheep like wurzels [
z] (and you can’t you can’t get seed)
’cause it’s a drink to them you eat it and it’s lovely and sweet well when you’re short of water this
is what you give them mangles to eat; 1:14:47 (they’re walking about upstairs or summat) (aye, it’s
a beer barrel they’re uh shifting) they’re shifting furniture [fɒnɪʧə] (it’s beer shifting beer barrel);
1:24:43 “by” I said, “do you know I looked ‘begone’” (‘look begone’) I just looked begone I just
(yeah) why, stagnated I were [wɒ]; 1:34:59 (um within the within the house, you know, within the
confines of the house where if where the farmer’s wife) but within the house you durstn’t [dʊs ]
say that word (no, no) you durstn’t [dɒs ] say ‘bugger’ ‘damn’ and ‘blast’; 1:41:21 I was there
and he could he uh he had nowt just sat there (yeah and repeated it) and repeated it word for word
[wəːt fə wəːd] now then clever man; 1:43:32 (but I don’t know whether that was the one or uh) uh
no, I don’t think it were [wɒ]; 1:54:34 nipped it and squashed it he had it held with his hand but he
durstn’t [
] leave go ’cause it was still wick, you see)
Germany, learn, weren’t, worse (0:20:44 (would you say you were a naughty little girl?) I weren’t
[waːnt] naughty but I was mischievous; 0:40:34 I’ve been all over the country entertaining I made
my London stage debut oh it’ll be twenty year ago now (Germany [ʤaːmənɪ]) and Ger… [ʤaː]
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Germany [ʤaːmənɪ] I’ve entertained in Germany and Belgium and by God it’s funny; 0:52:55 she
says, “I want to know what thou’s been writing thou can read to me” she says, “nowt can get any
worse” [waːs] every room was flooded so it couldn’t nothing could get any worse [wəs]; 1:43:07 if
among you lot there’s anybody with lugs then listen and take notice to what I’ve just telled you and
learn [laːn] from it9)
heard (0:20:35 I got this dead mouse and slung it through into her cellar oh you should’ve heard
[ɪəd] her scream it was worth it just to hear her scream; 0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after
we’d done this interview with Radio with uh Viking Radio7 so many folks’d said, “oh we heard
[ɪəd] thee, Don, on uh on the radio” said, “and thou’s right” says, “we are losing it”)
FLEECE
[iː ~ ɪi > iə]
(0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it was near the Humber bank, were cows, but uh to bring the
horses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh village opposite the pub opposite the Green [gɹiːn]
Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to bring them over the footbridge which wouldn’t be
very easy [ɪizi] but uh although you can get round over the flyover into back into village; 0:07:14 my mum
had seventeen [sɛvəntiːn] kids and uh I was uh she brought up an eighteenth [ɛɪtːiːnθ] that’s why we say,
“born into a family of twenty” uh one of the things which uh I uh (what number were you?) I must sorry
(what number?) doctor’s orders number nine (number nine, oh) aye, doctor’s orders number nine;
0:19:12 you had to go across there for a pan mender if pan ran a leak [liːk] (used to mend pans) all all
you just went there for everything; 0:21:24 I can remember drovers coming through from Beverley
bringing their cows to butchers ’cause he killed his own uh uh his own cattle and pigs and sheep [ʃiəp]
and everything; 0:35:46 Doreen [dəɹiːn] asked uh about uh uh what number was I well I say number nine
but I I still don’t know whether I was born on sixth or tenth of March 1933 reason [ɹiəzən] being [biːɪn]
that it would take that that so long for a registrar to get out to village that by time he come out he comes
into house and he just says to my mother, “well uh give us his birthday”, you see, and uh she says, “uh oh
now then sixth of March” sixth of March is on my birth certificate but as he’s leaving, [liəvɪn] “hell,” she
says, “I’ve telled him wrong it was tenth”; 0:47:38 we are disappointed that uh there’s not so many young
ones coming through today (that’s the trouble) because they’ve other interests obviously but old ones that
we have still know still still speak [spiək] in dialect that we’re all used to; 0:52:18 so I puts key [kaɪ] in the
hole tried to push door in and water came out to meet [mɪit] me (never))
been (0:04:22 but biggest part of my life I have been [biːn] on farms bef… in the war and then in
1947 I started as a regular worker till I retired about sixty-five sixty-seven when I actually
finished; 0:16:38 and some of the graves had had been [bɪn] opened and they were lead covered
and there was a baby’s grave that’d been [bɪn] opened and as little lasses you know what little
lasses are like so we covered it up we pressed all this lead back and we said a little prayer; 0:19:38
and this is what happened we had to take this book and they wrote in the book everything that we’d
gotten so that my dad knew that we were eating properly; 0:46:58 over the twenty years in
February that we’ve been [bɪn] going (twenty-five, my lad) no, no (isn’t it?) (no, no it’s twenty)
(only sorry I beg your, aye, it’s only twenty) (thou can’t reckon up) (nay, I can’t I’ll gan back to
school I’ll gan back to school))
key, neighbour (0:52:10 she says she reaches into her purse and uh she gets key [kaɪ] out and she
says, “here’s key [kaɪ] thou open the door”; 0:52:18 so I puts key [kaɪ] in the hole tried to push
door in and water came out to meet me (never); 2:02:19 living on theWolds on the hills and you
saw a neighbouring [naɪbəɹɪn] farm and they were turning a stack (over) and you you were
working getting (you knew what they were doing) you see you used to say, “hello that foreman
yonder’s lost his oats they’re having to turn the stack”)
me, thee (0:14:40 he said, “if the devil himself comes out” he said, “he won’t stop me [mə] when I
get set off for hame”; 0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after we’d done this interview with
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Radio with uh Viking Radio7 so many folks’d said, “oh we heard thee, [ðə] Don, on uh on the
radio” said, “and thou’s right” says, “we are losing it”; 0:51:43 and within a matter of minutes
there was a knock on my Land Rover11 door she says, “oy, is thou coming to me” “yes” I says,
“yes, if you’re Mrs So-and-So” she says, “course I is” “well,” so “why” I says, “ I went up to
door” I says, “and I couldn’t get no answer and” “well” she says, “I should think not silly devil”
she says, “I’ve just been down road to to to telephone for thee [ðə]”; 1:20:47 I’m going now I’ll
see you tomorrow “I’s gaing now I’ll see thee [ðə] to-morn” (“I’ll see thee” [ðə]) short being
economical (“see thee” [ðə]) with the letters to make the words (very very thou means thrifty) aye,
mebbe thrifty; 1:49:04 (‘clothes’ what is there a word?) (‘claes’) ‘claes’ (‘claes’) ‘claes’ (‘claes’)
and if (‘glad rags’) and if you put your better ones on you put your ‘glad rags’, “just give me [mə]
five minutes while I get my ‘glad rags’ on (‘glad rags’ on) and I’ll gan with thee” [ðə])
sheaves (2:01:24 well I had me boots off ’cause it was that hot to walk on the sheaves [ʃavz] the
sheaves [ʃavz] were that clamped)
FACE
[ɛː > ɛɪ > ɪə]
(0:10:53 but that’s the most sign… oh and the then the flood in 19… August the thirteenth 1938
[naɪntiːnθəːtiɛɪt] uh a freak storm hailstones [ɛɪɫstɔːnz] like pigeon eggs; 1:09:23 I was mending uh a
water water pipe out at Skipsea and uh farmer comes out and starts talking to me and I starts telling him
what I’s doing and uh I can I can see how his look on his face, [fɛːs] you know, he’s and he’s cocking his
lugs and I says, “what’s up can’t thou tell what I’s talking about” and he says uh, “did you?” he says, “I
can’t understand what uh what what you’re saying” [sɛːɪn] and so I just says to him uh I said, “ I’ve
getten this hole dug” I says, “I’ve mended this pipe” I says, “and I’s about to get out and fill it back in
again” [əgɪən]; 1:22:59 the only one I can think of is what I telled you tother tother night when with taties
[tɛːtɪz] they they don’t say [sɛː] ‘taties’ [tɛːtɪz] they say [sɛː] ‘tates’ [tɪəts]15 […] (‘tatties’ we say [sɛː]
our way [wɛː]); 1:49:04 (‘clothes’ what is there a word?) (‘claes’ [klɪəz]) ‘claes’ [klɪəz] (‘claes’ [klɪəz])
‘claes’ [klɪəz] (‘claes’ [klɛːz]) and if (‘glad rags’) and if you put your better ones on you put your ‘glad
rags’, “just give me five minutes while I get my ‘glad rags’ on (‘glad rags’ on) and I’ll gan with thee”;
1:59:12 it was getting very slape [slɛːp] barley can get very slape [slɛːp] (like glass) it can it wants it
wants just a bit of water on to just save [sɛːv] it from shutting; 2:04:20 honestly not yearning for to go
back but it would be nice to but they were happier days [dɛːz] we had a lot more fun (there was a a skill)
it’s all it’s all hanching and grabbing now (there was a a skill to it) it isn’t the same [sɛːm] way [wɛɪ] of
life, no, there was a skill and it was happier people used to sing and whistle but you never hear any now)
acre (0:26:21 was a acre a [jakəɹ ə] day is it acre [ɛːkə] a day they did in them days for a plough
(aye) an horse and a plough)
always (0:16:14 and there was always [ɒːɫwɪz] a vase of flowers there’s a little niche uh with a
vase of flowers in; 1:54:55 (a good ratting cat) but sometimes when a dog was young he would get
it at back side (he’d learn) of its shoulders so it had could turn around and bite dog (you see) but
um always [ɔːləs] a cat (they learn) they all they always [ɔːləs] got it at back of its ears short they
couldn’t move (all cats and dogs learnt how to kill the rat); 1:56:08 you always [ɒːɫwəs] seem as
though when you got to the steddle that’s where you got a lot of the rats and the dogs knew when
they were got down to steddle)
came, gave, laid, make, take (0:01:06 I’ve lived there all my life I were brought up on a farm
almost on Humber bank uh my father had the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take
[tɛk] cows down there before we went to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk to school all
weathers it didn’t matter whether it was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it were a muddy
lane; 0:08:01 I’d been courting for quite a while actually because uh Audrey who’s my wife we
15

This pronunciation is illustrative of dialect speakers in Lincolnshire.
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used to go to school together and uh I was one of the bigger lads and I used to hold her hand and
take [tɛk] her across road and take [tɛk] her to school and we ended up getting married; 0:26:02
the sock doesn’t make [mɛk] a proper cut it just rives the soil (slings it over, doesn’t it?); 0:28:21
why, thou’s making [makɪn] a row (I aren’t making [mɛkɪn] a row it’s thou who’s making [mɛkɪn]
the row chittering); 0:36:51 there was a certain family worked for a bloke called Feather Harrison
farmer and uh Feather Harrison had a fussock now donkey sorry we call them ‘fussocks’ Jesus
had a fussock (he rode on one) and uh or did he? (yes) aye, all right I’ll take [tak] your word for it;
0:52:18 so I puts key in the hole tried to push door in and water came [kɛm] out to meet me
(never); 1:01:18 and they were arguing he was making [mɛkɪn] one uh, you know, a wooden like a
little building; 1:14:35 they would (they wouldn’t understand) they would think you were uh taking
[takɪn] mickey out on them (oh aye) and they’d get uh a uh a bit uh awkward (yeah); 1:32:41 (it’s
so prevalent though on on TV though these days) it is now (aye, aye, terrible) and it it makes
[maks] me cringe; 1:53:26 there’s a few of us would go to rattle the rats out and shoot them
some’ll be at the yon side bank waiting for them to come out the hole and then the others at this
side will make [mɛk] a lot of row or if they see them clobber them with their stick or aught and we
was killing them as they were coming round; 2:02:39 they’d just laid [lɛd] it over quick they’d been
over keen; 2:17:33 it does a lot for me to know that uh twenty years after uh I gave [gɛv] it serious
thought that we’re still going)
<-day> (0:00:46 I couldn’t Wansford or North Frodingham where it’s flat it would depress me
I’ve gone there to play cricket when I was younger and it was plenty a S…a cricket match on a
Saturday [satdi] afternoon I like the hills; 0:04:40 and I’ve done mandraulic and hydraulic in
farming but I’ve uh the only thing I haven’t done is sign cheques on a Friday [fɹaːdɪ] and receipt it
them on a Monday [mʊndɪ] that’s market day; 0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh what number
was I well I say number nine but I I still don’t know whether I was born on sixth or tenth of March
1933 reason being that it would take that that so long for a registrar to get out to village that by
time he come out he comes into house and he just says to my mother, “well uh give us his
birthday”, [bɒθdɛː] you see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then sixth of March” sixth of March is
on my birth certificate but as he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled him wrong it was tenth”;
0:43:27 now then shortly before then I used to go rabbiting Sundays [sʊndəz] Sunday [sʊndə]
morning with my ferrets to see if can catch a rabbit for Sunday [sʊndɪ] dinner)
hame (0:14:40 he said, “if the devil himself comes out” he said, “he won’t stop me when I get set
off for hame” [ɪəm]; 0:57:12 where nowadays big slaughterhouses they’re killing all all day and
every day and just like s… s… water like that and I’s off hame [ɪəm] that’s it while tomorrow
(filthy, aren’t they?) aye)
straight (0:11:14 it was a seven inch drop in at back door and I was sat in an old balloon
Victorian high, you know, round chair and there was sods and dead ch… all sorts coming in at
back door and straight [stɹaɪt] round house and out at front door)
PALM
[aː]
(0:16:14 and there was always a vase [vaːz] of flowers there’s a little niche uh with a vase [vaːz] of
flowers in; 0:38:07 we’d done it before, you see, you get off bus and as soon as you get away from light,
by, you can’t [kaːnt] see owt, (nay, nay) (you can’t [kaːnt]) you know))
aunt, father (0:01:06 I’ve lived there all my life I were brought up on a farm almost on Humber
bank uh my father had [faðəɹ ad] the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take cows
down there before we went to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk to school all weathers it
didn’t matter whether it was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it were a muddy lane;
1:05:43 you want to go in London they thought I’d gotten lost in London I’m I’ve only been in
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London once and it was one of my aunt’s [ants] sons got married; 1:19:00 (I haven’t really been
able to find out I’ve gone so far and only so far) one of my grandfather’s [gɹandfaðəz] a yellowbelly but I keep quiet about that)
half (0:17:11 so Joyce and I striking matches we went halfway [aːfwɛː] along this tunnel and then
we ran out of matches so we’d to find our way back in the dark if we’d had more matches we’d’ve
gone right though to the end; 0:23:17 and if the wind is direct to the land you get half [ɛːf] a ton of
sand’ll be in back garden to shovel back again and the s… sea it’s the kitchen window that’s how
near the sea I am; 0:40:02 (so you went straight upstairs and into bed but you didn’t escape that
belt come up after you and you still got it) didn’t half [aːf] slinge your legs and all and higher up;
0:42:16 third time I come up and if it hadn’t been for actions of that little dog that was still there
barking running about half-mad [ɒfmad] then I shouldn’t’ve been here as I say it was that dog that
saved my life; 0:53:42 and when I gat in there into that front room she’d invited half [ɔːf] of the
street in to sit down for coffee to listen to my poems)
THOUGHT
[ɒː ~ ɔː]
(0:01:06 I’ve lived there all my life I were brought [bɹɔːt] up on a farm almost [ɒməst] on Humber bank
uh my father had the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take cows down there before we went
to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk [wɒːk] to school all weathers it didn’t matter whether it
was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it were a muddy lane; 0:02:40 it’s claustophobic
[klɒːstɹəfɔːbɪk] in Hull but I like Beverley ’cause it’s a market town; 2:07:18 ‘one over the eight’ (aye,
and) (‘one over eight’ ‘kaylied’) ‘boozed up to the nines’ (aye) or ‘boozed up to the eyeballs’ [iːbɒːɫz]
(yeah))
almost, awkward, mausoleum (0:16:03 but with this mausoleum [mɒsəliəm] it’s all uh Raikes
family were uh buried there; 0:01:06 I’ve lived there all my life I were brought up on a farm almost
[ɒməst] on Humber bank uh my father had the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take
cows down there before we went to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk to school all
weathers it didn’t matter whether it was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it were a muddy
lane; 1:14:35 they would (they wouldn’t understand) they would think you were uh taking mickey
out on them (oh aye) and they’d get uh a uh a bit uh awkward [ɒkəd] (yeah))
aught, brought, thought (0:01:06 I’ve lived there all my life I were brought [bɹɔːt] up on a farm
almost on Humber bank uh my father had the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take
cows down there before we went to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk to school all
weathers it didn’t matter whether it was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it were a muddy
lane; 0:07:14 my mum had seventeen kids and uh I was uh she brought [bɹɔːt] up an eighteenth
that’s why we say, “born into a family of twenty” uh one of the things which uh I uh (what number
were you?) I must sorry (what number) doctor’s orders number nine (number nine, oh) aye,
doctor’s orders number nine; 0:35:38 aye, you re… you remember I said I was one uh one of a
family of twenty uh my mother had seventeen kids and brought [bɹəʊt] up an eighteenth; 0:46:41
the piece that I’ve brought [bɹaʊt] you tonight there’s words in it which we still use today (yeah);
0:51:07 and I went up to this Bempton Crescent I got out I got out of my Land Rover11 paddled up
to this little old folks’ bungalow ’cause it was an old folks’ estate rattled on door no answer so I
thought, [θəʊt] “why, old folks might be still in bed”, you know, might be crippled, you see, might
be an invalid coming waddling to door; 1:53:26 there’s a few of us would go to rattle the rats out
and shoot them some’ll be at the yon side bank waiting for them to come out the hole and then the
others at this side will make a lot of row or if they see them clobber them with their stick or aught
[əʊt] and we was killing them as they were coming round; 2:12:09 (could you not think of it?) no,
because I were doing some wood carving at the time and Audrey was saying uh, “have you got
aught [ɔːʔ] down for that?” I said, “no”)
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<wa-> (0:13:36 if you go to Langtoft just opposite Ship Inn pub what’s there now you’ll see a mark
on the cottage just across road where it was in Langtoft depth of water [wɔːtɚ]; 0:18:13 we were
in this cottage where there was no water [wɔːtə] no electric nowt and we had to light fire to boil a
kettle to get hot water [watə] before you could get a cup of tea; 0:21:38 and you wouldn’t believe
this but we used to argue as to who used whose turn it was to scrape the pigs because they put pig
(hair) in uh a bath of hot water [watə] (of the pig) and then they scraped the hairs off and it we’d
argue whose turn it was; 0:52:18 so I puts key in the hole tried to push door in and water [watə]
came out to meet me (never); 0:52:30 and I only had low shoes on and water [watə] was over my
boot tops; 0:57:12 where nowadays big slaughterhouses they’re killing all all day and every day
and just like s… s… water [wɒːtə] like that and I’s off hame that’s it while tomorrow (filthy, aren’t
they?) aye; 1:59:12 it was getting very slape barley can get very slape (like glass) it can it wants it
wants just a bit of water on [waθəɹ ɒn] to just save it from shutting)
GOAT
[ɔː > ʊə]
(0:13:36 if you go [gɔː] to Langtoft just opposite Ship Inn pub what’s there now you’ll see a mark on the
cottage just across road [ɹʊəd] where it was in Langtoft depth of water; 0:08:09 I was one of the bigger
lads and I used to hold her hand and take her across road [ɹɔːd]; 0:18:53 but my dad went to see our
village shop and you could buy everything there from a pin to a to an elephant treacle in jars and sugar
and paraffin all your medicines uh cream cakes I was going to live on cream cakes when I grew up all our
bedding all our clothes [klʊəz] shoes pots pans; 0:59:59 I’ve a photograph [fɔːtəgɹaf] of me in my farming
things sat on a privy)
almost (0:01:06 I’ve lived there all my life I were brought up on a farm almost [ɒməst] on Humber
bank uh my father had the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take cows down there
before we went to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk to school all weathers it didn’t
matter whether it was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it were a muddy lane)
don’t, won’t (0:14:40 he said, “if the devil himself comes out” he said, “he won’t [wɪənt] stop me
when I get set off for hame”; 0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh what number was I well I say
number nine but I I still don’t [dɪənt] know whether I was born on sixth or tenth of March 1933
reason being that it would take that that so long for a registrar to get out to village that by time he
come out he comes into house and he just says to my mother, “well uh give us his birthday”, you
see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then sixth of March” sixth of March is on my birth certificate but
as he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled him wrong it was tenth”; 1:17:32 (and how are you
when you do you go into Hull?) (no) no, very little (very little I don’t [dɔːnt] go into Hull it’s too
bunged up) (I go to Beverley) I don’t [dɛːnʔ] don’t [dɛːnʔ] much matter it (nay) (meaning what?) (I
don’t [dɪənt] either) well I don’t [dɔːnt] (he doesn’t take to it); 1:40:04 the Gideon’s4 and Good
News5 and them (yeah) there’s a lot of pass… especially News Test… just because they don’t agree
with it you won’t [wɔːnʔ] find it they don’t [dɛːnʔ] print it’s it’s took out it’s missed; 2:17:11 just at
back of my mind I think they’re doing summat at Filey School I won’t [wɛːnt] say in a big way
(I’ve not heard of it) no, you haven’t heard, no)
frozen, open, only, over, spoke, stone (0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it was near the
Humber bank, were cows, but uh to bring the horses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh
village opposite the pub opposite the Green Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have
to bring them over the footbridge [aʊət fʊtbɹɪʤ] which wouldn’t be very easy but uh although you
can get round over [ɒvə] the flyover [flaɪɔːvə] into back into village; 0:02:23 (would you it’s a very
much a commuter village now it’s) oh it is it’s a rat run it really is it’s eleven mile from Beverley
now Beverley’s the only [ɔːnɪ] place I go to shop; 0:04:40 and I’ve done mandraulic and hydraulic
in farming but I’ve uh the only [ɔːnɪ] thing I haven’t done is sign cheques on a Friday and receipt
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it them on a Monday that’s market day; 0:10:17 and he was only [ɒnɪ] fifty-one when he died and
I’ve looked at it ment… and reckoned it up and it’s spot on and it there’s a f… there’s a verse four
lines four lines and he must’ve been a rum lad for this stuff even in them days ’cau… I’m telling
you mind how you go because he, you know, he run out of time at the age of fifty-one; 0:16:38 and
some of the graves had had been opened [ɒpənd] and they were lead covered and there was a
baby’s grave that’d been opened [ɔːpənd] and as little lasses you know what little lasses are like
so we covered it up we pressed all this lead back and we said a little prayer; 0:21:13 uh no, we’ve
only [ɒni] a bit of a post office now it the shop’s gone and it was it was better than today’s
supermarket it really was; 0:26:02 (the sock doesn’t make a proper cut it just rives the soil) slings
it over, [aʊə] doesn’t it?; 0:29:12 but when we got any seed we had to carry it up the granary, you
see, well there was only [ɔːni] one fellow and me; 0:32:49 he says, “what for I’m not shifting
there’s more than fifteen stone [stɒn] in there” and they put only [ɔːni] eighteen in […] just to try
me out; 0:38:14 and first thing folks did when they got off this bus that night was saw this fussock
with a white sheet over it [aʊəɹ ɪt] and by, there was hell on; 0:46:58 over [ɒvə] the twenty years in
February that we’ve been going (twenty-five, my lad) no, no (isn’t it?) (no, no it’s twenty) (only
[ɒnɪ] sorry I beg your, aye, it’s only [ɒnɪ] twenty) (thou can’t reckon up) (nay, I can’t I’ll gan back
to school I’ll gan back to school); 0:52:10 she says she reaches into her purse and uh she gets key
out and she says, “here’s key thou open the [ɒpənʔ] door”; 0:52:30 and I only had low shoes on
and water was over [aʊə] my boot tops; 1:10:35 he didn’t know what to say and that man from that
day and it must be what fifteen twenty years sin that and that man’s never spoke [spɒk] to me from
that day to this (hasn’t he, well it’s not everbody has binocs [= ‘binoculars’] that can look round
corners, is there?); 1:22:59 the only [ðɒni] one I can think of is what I telled you tother tother night
when with taties they they don’t say ‘taties’ they say ‘tates’ […] (‘tatties’ we say our way); 1:47:45
(this last weekend you would say) it was ‘frozen’ [fɹɒzən] (“now then, we shall it it’s a real
gaffer’s morning today, Joe, we shall have to work to keep warm”) yeah, yeah, it’s ‘frozen’
[fɹɒzən] morning (aye, aye) (you know, when it was extra cold day, “it’s a real gaffer’s morning
this morning, we shall have to work to keep warm”) yeah, yeah; 1:51:09 (what about ‘trousers’
different words?) (‘britches’) ‘trousers’ (I have a pair of britches up in the loft but I can’t get in
them now) (‘kecks’) (but when I was younger corduroys they were moleskins you used to wear)
(“get your ‘kecks’ on”) and ‘bib and brace overalls’ [ɒvəɹɔːɫz] and stuff like that ‘overalls’
[aʊəɹɔːɫz]; 2:02:39 they’d just laid it over [ɒvə] quick they’d been over [ɒvə] keen)
going to (0:18:53 but my dad went to see our village shop and you could buy everything there from
a pin to a to an elephant treacle in jars and sugar and paraffin all your medicines uh cream cakes
I was going to [gʊnə] live on cream cakes when I grew up all our bedding all our clothes shoes
pots pans; 0:50:55 so however I packs my tools up and my book that I did all my writing went with
me wherever I went to record whatever I did if I got summat that I knew I was going to [gʊnə] to
write about)
know (0:33:39 they used to play some right tricks on you, did some of these old ones, you know [jə
nɔː]; 0:34:57 why, I can go back to Barmston any time but it’s different now because of the offcomed ones that’s come in, you know [jə naː]; 0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh what number
was I well I say number nine but I I still don’t know [naː] whether I was born on sixth or tenth of
March 1933 reason being that it would take that that so long for a registrar to get out to village
that by time he come out he comes into house and he just says to my mother, “well uh give us his
birthday”, you see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then sixth of March” sixth of March is on my
birth certificate but as he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled him wrong it was tenth”; 0:38:07
we’d done it before, you see, you get off bus and as soon as you get away from light, by, you can’t
see owt, (nay, nay) (you can’t) you know [jə naː]; 1:10:35 he didn’t know [naː] what to say and
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that man from that day and it must be what fifteen twenty years sin that and that man’s never spoke
to me from that day to this (hasn’t he, well it’s not everbody has binocs [= ‘binoculars’] that can
look round corners, is there?))
no, so (0:17:11 so [sɔː] Joyce and I striking matches we went halfway along this tunnel and then
we ran out of matches so we’d to find our way back in the dark if we’d had more matches we’d’ve
gone right though to the end; 0:32:43 I tell you what they put one bag on my back and I got
halfway and I says, “I’m not carrying this no [nɪə] longer”; 0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh
what number was I well I say number nine but I I still don’t know whether I was born on sixth or
tenth of March 1933 reason being that it would take that that so [sə] long for a registrar to get out
to village that by time he come out he comes into house and he just says to my mother, “well uh
give us his birthday”, you see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then sixth of March” sixth of March is
on my birth certificate but as he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled him wrong it was tenth”;
0:38:51 and the reason why it did it was we were up in the tower and we struck the bell one past
midnight thirteen times village knew next morning but they didn’t know how it’d happened, you
see, what they didn’t know us lads were up there and we struck the thirteen (aye) now then the
beauty of that is Barmston hasn’t a church clock, so [siː] they were wondering (it were church
bells, was it?) how it’d struck thirteen until we admitted we’d been up and we’d (and rung bell)
clouting the old bell; 0:39:41 if he ever found out that we’d done summat wrong (oh aye) my dad
would have his belt off buckle end (my father did) and he you wouldn’t know well you’d guessed
he’d be there, you know, (yeah) because he’d been there before after we’d done summat wrong
and so [seː] away we’d go and just slive around corner but by gum he couldn’t miss you; 0:45:39
we were both talking and uh after we’d done this interview with Radio with uh Viking Radio7 so
[sə] many folks’d said, “oh we heard thee, Don, on uh on the radio” said, “and thou’s right” says,
“we are losing it”; 0:47:38 we are disappointed that uh there’s not so [sə] many young ones
coming through today (that’s the trouble) because they’ve other interests obviously but old ones
that we have still know still still speak in dialect that we’re all used to; 0:47:56 I’s seventy-two in
March and uh so [sɛɪ] I’ve been in Brid forty-five year but uh the only dialect now that I gets
involved with or the only speaking dialect speaking people are fishermen; 0:48:53 I says to uh
somebody, “have have you got a have you got a cigarette” and uh, you know, there was no [niː]
reply come from cr… they were all women in this audience, you see, and and I said, “well hasn’t
anybody on you got a match” says, “no, we haven’t any matches either” I says, “hasn’t any on
you any on you?”; 0:50:55 so [sɪ] however I packs my tools up and my book that I did all my
writing went with me wherever I went to record whatever I did if I got summat that I knew I was
going to to write about; 0:51:07 and I went up to this Bempton Crescent I got out I got out of my
Land Rover11 paddled up to this little old folks’ bungalow ’cause it was an old folks’ estate rattled
on door no [niː] answer so [si] I thought, “why, old folks might be still in bed”, you know, might
be crippled, you see, might be an invalid coming waddling to door; 0:51:43 and within a matter of
minutes there was a knock on my Land Rover11 door she says, “oy, is thou coming to me” “yes” I
says, “yes, if you’re Mrs So-and-So” she says, “course I is” “well,” so [sɪə] “why” I says, “ I
went up to door” I says, “and I couldn’t get no [niː] answer and” “well” she says, “I should think
not silly devil” she says, “I’ve just been down road to to to telephone for thee”; 0:52:18 so [siː] I
puts key in the hole tried to push door in and water came out to meet me (never))
oats (2:02:19 living on theWolds on the hills and you saw a neighbouring farm and they were
turning a stack (over) and you you were working getting (you knew what they were doing) you see
you used to say, “hello that foreman yonder’s lost his oats [wats] they’re having to turn the
stack”)
<-ow> (0:23:17 and if the wind is direct to the land you get half a ton of sand’ll be in back garden
to shovel back again and the s… sea it’s the kitchen window [wɪndə] that’s how near the sea I am;
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0:25:07 and um they set me off ploughing well in them days you set set a rig and a furrow [fɒɹə];
0:31:59 off the winding barrow [baɹə] when you’re carrying corn at threshing day depending how
you get it on your shoulder and how you carry it is how you gan; 0:32:27 and I’ve caffs to carry
and pulls I used to go and help them, you see, wind up and if it come too fast I used to be taking
one whilst other fellow [fɛlə] come back; 0:44:39 and when I got across there that mine had been
in the same burrow [bʊɹə] that that ferret would (not go down) not go down (had it?); 0:57:12
where nowadays big slaughterhouses they’re killing all all day and every day and just like s… s…
water like that and I’s off hame that’s it while tomorrow [tɪmɒɹə] (filthy, aren’t they?) aye; 1:20:47
I’m going now I’ll see you tomorrow [tɪmɒɹə] “I’s gaing now I’ll see thee to-morn” (“I’ll see
thee”) short being economical (“see thee”) with the letters to make the words (very very thou
means thrifty) aye, mebbe thrifty; 1:19:00 (I haven’t really been able to find out I’ve gone so far
and only so far) one of my grandfather’s a yellow-belly [jɛləbɛli] but I keep quiet about that)
stone (0:10:53 but that’s the most sign… oh and the then the flood in 19… August the thirteenth
1938 uh a freak storm hailstones [ɛɪɫstɔːnz] like pigeon eggs; 0:32:49 he says, “what for I’m not
shifting there’s more than fifteen stone [stɒn] in there” and they put only eighteen in […] just to
try me out; 0:33:44 one of the first things I was asked to do on a threshing day was hug caff
carrying chaff away from the threshing machine and uh used to do it in sheetfuls, you know, and
uh it was quite heavy but the devils they used to put four-stone [faʊəstiːn] weights in sometimes
(yeah, bricks and))
GOAL
[ɔː ~ ɔʊ > ʊə > ɔɪ]
(0:20:14 it was part of an old mill uh and um uh we had the had to have the coal [kɔːɫ] put in the cellar it
was real dark in there there was mice in there and all sorts; 0:31:59 off the winding barrow when you’re
carrying corn at thrashing day depending how you get it on your shoulder [ʃɔʊɫdə] and how you carry it
is how you gan; 0:44:04 ferret had gone down this hole [ʊəɫ] but only about a metre a yard as we used to
say and then it come back out and it would not go in I tried to push it down with a bit of a stick still
wouldn’t go down turned its head round and come back out again so I forgat about that; 0:52:18 so I puts
key in the hole [ʊəɫ] tried to push door in and water came out to meet me (never); 1:53:26 there’s a few of
us would go to rattle the rats out and shoot them some’ll be at the yon side bank waiting for them to come
out the hole [ɔɪɫ] and then the others at this side will make a lot of row or if they see them clobber them
with their stick or aught and we was killing them as they were coming round)
bowl (1:45:29 (that’s where some of the words’ve come from) bowling [baʊlɪn] to you (cricket
Yorkshire and Lincoln cricket) (“by hell, he ‘bazzocked’ that one”) (yeah, he ‘bazzocked’ that one)
(or another one, “I’ll give thee a good ‘leathering’”) (aye) (oh, aye))
<-old> (0:08:01 I’d been courting for quite a while actually because uh Audrey who’s my wife we
used to go to school together and uh I was one of the bigger lads and I used to hold [ɒd] her hand
and take her across road and take her to school and we ended up getting married; 0:20:14 it was
part of an old [ɒːd] mill uh and um uh we had the had to have the coal put in the cellar it was real
dark in there there was mice in there and all sorts; 0:33:39 they used to play some right tricks on
you, did some of these old ones, [
] you know; 0:37:30 Lutys worked at Feather Harrison’s
farm because old [aʊd] man Luty was in hind house; 0:39:18 so they were wondering (it were
church bells, was it?) how it’d struck thirteen until we admitted we’d been up and we’d (and rung
bell) clouting the old [aːd] bell; 0:42:48 and I was only fourteen year old [ɔːd] and it was across
that particular time when uh War Ag War Agricultural people War Ag were ploughing old [ɔːd]
minefields up on Barmston and Fraisthorpe cliff top; 0:47:38 we are disappointed that uh there’s
not so many young ones coming through today (that’s the trouble) because they’ve other interests
obviously but old ones [
] that we have still know still still speak in dialect that we’re all used
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to; 1:47:18 ‘cold’ [kɒːd] and ‘nithered’ and and uh (forgotten what I’ve putten down now) I’ve
putten I’ve putten the words down I’ve just forgot; 1:47:45 this last weekend you would say, (it was
‘frozen’) “now then, we shall it it’s a real gaffer’s morning today, Joe, we shall have to work to
keep warm” (yeah, yeah, it’s ‘frozen’ morning) (aye, aye) you know, when it was extra cold
[kɔʊɫd] day, “it’s a real gaffer’s morning this morning, we shall have to work to keep warm”
(yeah, yeah))
GOOSE
[uː ~ ʊuː]
(0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last thing on this world I’d want to do [duː]
is flit or move [muːv] to another village or town or I wouldn’t be hap… Driffield here I might get away
with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon [suːn] get out and look at fields or have a little walk in one but I
couldn’t go and live in a place like Hull; 0:17:56 there was two [tʊuː] lads and me so I was housekeeper
nobody looking after us wartime we couldn’t get anybody ’cause uh women were either in munitions or in
the forces so I was housekeeper I I was a real bossy-boots [bɒsibʊuːts]; 1:56:08 you always seem as
though when you got to the steddle that’s where you got a lot of the rats and the dogs knew [njʊuː] when
they were got down to steddle)
boot, do, moon, school (0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last thing on
this world I’d want to do [duː] is flit or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t be hap…
Driffield here I might get away with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon get out and look at fields or
have a little walk in one but I couldn’t go and live in a place like Hull; 0:01:06 I’ve lived there all
my life I were brought up on a farm almost on Humber bank uh my father had the grazing rights of
Humber bank and we had to take cows down there before we went to school [skʊuːɫ] and we’d uh
nearly two mile to walk to school [skʊuːɫ] all weathers it didn’t matter whether it was hail snow or
blow we still had to go and it were a muddy lane; 0:25:30 you gee in and hauve out with horses or
with tractor when you do plats to plough a field whereas now they set off at one side of a field
reverse the tractor and go back the same side they’ve come up so they’ve no rigs and furrows to do
[dɪə]; 0:40:15 all sorts happened to me and has done since I’ve been doing [diːɪn] this particular
job; 0:46:58 (over the twenty years in February that we’ve been going) twenty-five, me lad (no, no)
isn’t it? (no, no it’s twenty) only sorry I beg your, aye, it’s only twenty (thou can’t reckon up) nay,
I can’t I’ll gan back to school [skɪəɫ] I’ll gan back to school [skɪəɫ]; 0:52:30 and I only had low
shoes on and water was over my boot [bɪət] tops; 0:55:01 where Don comes from and David and I
say it often mysen for ‘moon’ [mʊuːn] it’s ‘moon’ [mɪən] uh ‘door’ I say ‘door’ ‘floor’ for ‘floor’
but in our half uh there they don’t uh do [duː] that uh it’s ‘floor’ uh and ‘door’; 1:09:23 I was
mending uh a water water pipe out at Skipsea and uh farmer comes out and starts talking to me
and I starts telling him what I’s doing [diːɪn] and uh I can I can see how his look on his face, you
know, he’s and he’s cocking his lugs and I says, “what’s up can’t thou tell what I’s talking about”
and he says uh, “did you?” he says, “I can’t understand what uh what what you’re saying” and so
I just says to him uh I said, “ I’ve getten this hole dug” I says, “I’ve mended this pipe” I says,
“and I’s about to get out and fill it back in again”)
(in)to, today, tomorrow, tonight (0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to [tu] and it’s the
last thing on this world I’d want to [tɪ] do is flit or move to [tu] another village or town or I
wouldn’t be hap… Driffield here I might get away with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon get out
and look at fields or have a little walk in one but I couldn’t go and live in a place like Hull; 0:07:46
I worked on farms before I went into [ɪntu] uh army and then uh did my national service two years
come out and back on to [tɪ] farm; 0:08:01 I’d been courting for quite a while actually because uh
Audrey who’s my wife we used to [tə] go to [tə] school together and uh I was one of the bigger
lads and I used to [tɪ] hold her hand and take her across road and take her to [tɪ] school and we
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ended up getting married; 0:40:02 so you went straight upstairs and into [ɪntɪ] bed but you didn’t
escape that belt come up after you and you still got it (didn’t half slinge your legs and all and
higher up); 0:46:41 the piece that I’ve brought you tonight [tɪnɛɪt] there’s words in it which we
still use today [tɪdɛː] (yeah); 0:47:38 we are disappointed that uh there’s not so many young ones
coming through today [tɪdɛː] (that’s the trouble) because they’ve other interests obviously but old
ones that we have still know still still speak in dialect that we’re all used to [tɪə]; 0:52:18 so I puts
key in the hole tried to push door in and water came out to [tɪ] meet me (never); 0:52:55 she says,
“I want to [tɪ] know what thou’s been writing thou can read to me” she says, “nowt can get any
worse” every room was flooded so it couldn’t nothing could get any worse; 0:53:42 and when I gat
in there into [ɪntɪ] that front room she’d invited half of the street in to [tɪ] sit down for coffee to [tɪ]
listen to [tɪ] my poems; 0:57:12 where nowadays big slaughterhouses they’re killing all all day and
every day and just like s… s… water like that and I’s off hame that’s it while tomorrow [tɪmɒɹə]
(filthy, aren’t they?) aye; 1:10:35 he didn’t know what to [tɪ] say and that man from that day and it
must be what fifteen twenty years sin that and that man’s never spoke to [tɪ] me from that day to
[tɪ] this (hasn’t he, well it’s not everbody has binocs [= ‘binoculars’] that can look round corners,
is there?); 1:20:47 I’m going now I’ll see you tomorrow [tɪmɒɹə] “I’s gaing now I’ll see thee tomorn” [tɪmɒːn] (“I’ll see thee”) short being economical (“see thee”) with the letters to [tɪ] make
the words (very very thou means thrifty) aye, mebbe thrifty; 1:40:37 and uh this boss what I worked
for once after I worked for him and twice before he went off the rails as you might say and he spent
two ten weeks twice in the retreat at York and he read the Bible twice from beginning to [ti] end;
2:04:20 honestly not yearning for to go back but it would be nice to [ti] but they were happier days
we had a lot more fun (there was a a skill) it’s all it’s all hanching and grabbing now (there was a
a skill to it) it isn’t the same way of life, no, there was a skill and it was happier people used to [tɪ]
sing and whistle but you never hear any now)
lose (0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after we’d done this interview with Radio with uh Viking
Radio7 so many folks’d said, “oh we heard thee, Don, on uh on the radio” said, “and thou’s right”
says, “we are losing [lɒsɪn] it”; 0:46:13 we’re losing [lɒsɪn] it fast but having said that uh I gave
you uh a leaflet early on (Yorkshire Society10 what’s doing all over) and uh it’s over hundred years
old; 0:46:34 and he’s saying even then hundred years ago ( it was dying out) that we’re off to lose
[lɒs] it)
room, shoot (0:53:42 and when I gat in there into that front room [fɹʊnt ɹʊm] she’d invited half of
the street in to sit down for coffee to listen to my poems; 1:53:26 there’s a few of us would go to
rattle the rats out and shoot [ʃʊt] them some’ll be at the yon side bank waiting for them to come
out the hole and then the others at this side will make a lot of row or if they see them clobber them
with their stick or aught and we was killing them as they were coming round)
PRICE
[aɪ ~ aː]
(0:04:40 and I’ve done mandraulic and hydraulic [aːdɹɒlɪk] in farming but I’ve uh the only thing I haven’t
done is sign [saːn] cheques on a Friday [fɹaːdɪ] and receipt it them on a Monday that’s market day;
0:27:24 farming has been such a long time [taːm] in my life, [laɪf] you see, that um I just go automatically
go around chittering to kids; 0:33:44 one of the first things I was asked to do on a threshing day was hug
caff carrying chaff away from the threshing machine and uh used to do it in sheetfuls, you know, and uh it
was quite [kwaɪt] heavy but the devils they used to put four-stone weights in sometimes [sʊmtaːmz] (yeah,
bricks and))
by, my (0:01:06 I’ve lived there all my [mɪ] life I were brought up on a farm almost on Humber
bank uh my [mɪ] father had the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take cows down
there before we went to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk to school all weathers it didn’t
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matter whether it was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it were a muddy lane; 0:07:46 I
worked on farms before I went into uh army and then uh did my [mɪ] national service two years
come out and back on to farm; 0:19:38 and this is what happened we had to take this book and
they wrote in the book everything that we’d gotten so that my [mɪ] dad knew that we were eating
properly; 0:31:21 but sometimes they wouldn’t say nowt and I’d have three three of the damn
things three of the buggers on my [mɪ] back when I got to the other end; 0:35:46 Doreen asked uh
about uh uh what number was I well I say number nine but I I still don’t know whether I was born
on sixth or tenth of March 1933 reason being that it would take that that so long for a registrar to
get out to village that by [bɪ] time he come out he comes into house and he just says to my [mɪ]
mother, “well uh give us his birthday”, you see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then sixth of March”
sixth of March is on my [mɪ] birth certificate but as he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled him
wrong it was tenth”; 0:41:01 and the poem’s called ‘My [maː] Best Friend’ and it’s about a little
dog that died; 0:50:55 so however I packs my [mɪ] tools up and my [mɪ] book that I did all my [mɪ]
writing went with me wherever I went to record whatever I did if I got summat that I knew I was
going to to write about; 0:52:30 and I only had low shoes on and water was over my [mɪ] boot
tops; 0:59:59 I’ve a photograph of me in my [mɪ] farming things sat on a privy)
die(d), eyeballs (0:41:01 and the poem’s called ‘My Best Friend’ and it’s about a little dog that
died [dɛɪd]; 0:46:34 (and he’s saying even then hundred years ago) it was dying [diːɪn] out (that
we’re off to lose it); 2:07:18 ‘one over the eight’ (aye, and) (‘one over eight’ ‘kaylied’) ‘boozed up
to the nines’ (aye) or ‘boozed up to the eyeballs’ [iːbɒːɫz] (yeah))
find (0:17:11 so Joyce and I striking matches we went halfway along this tunnel and then we ran
out of matches so we’d to find [fɪnd] our way back in the dark if we’d had more matches we’d’ve
gone right though to the end)
<-ight> (0:33:39 they used to play some right [ɹaɪt] tricks on you, did some of these old ones, you
know; 0:37:13 now then we were only y… young teenagers at time and uh last bus from Bollington
used to get to Barmston Road End about twenty past ten and by God it was dark one night [nɛɪt];
0:38:14 and first thing folks did when they got off this bus that night [nɛɪt] was saw this fussock
with a white sheet over it and by, there was hell on; 0:23:08 just go through the gate to the railings
and the sea is there so you hear it on a night [naɪt] when it gets pounding which it has been just
lately; 0:38:51 and the reason why it did it was we were up in the tower and we struck the bell one
past midnight [mɪdnɛɪt] thirteen times village knew next morning but they didn’t know how it’d
happened, you see, what they didn’t know us lads were up there and we struck the thirteen (aye)
now then the beauty of that is Barmston hasn’t a church clock, so they were wondering (it were
church bells, was it?) how it’d struck thirteen until we admitted we’d been up and we’d (and rung
bell) clouting the old bell; 0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after we’d done this interview with
Radio with uh Viking Radio7 so many folks’d said, “oh we heard thee, Don, on uh on the radio”
said, “and thou’s right” [ɹɛɪt] says, “we are losing it”; 0:46:41 the piece that I’ve brought you
tonight [tɪnɛɪt] there’s words in it which we still use today (yeah))
CHOICE
[ɒɪ]
(0:50:28 one of my jobs was to go around folks’ houses repairing taps putting new washers on and toilet
[tɒɪləʔ] cisterns; 2:05:01 since this winter barley come a lot and oil [ɒɪɫ] seed rape I keep I rag one or two
on them a bit when I see them and I say, “you’ll never do it you’ll you try you keep trying every year to get
two harvests in one year”)
MOUTH
[aʊ > əʊ > uː]
(0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last thing on this world I’d want to do is flit
or move to another village or town [taʊn] or I wouldn’t be hap… Driffield here I might get away with it in
Driffield ’cause I could soon get out [əʊʔ] and look at fields or have a little walk in one but I couldn’t go
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and live in a place like Hull; 0:01:06 I’ve lived there all my life I were brought up on a farm almost on
Humber bank uh my father had the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take cows [kəʊz] down
[dəʊn] there before we went to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk to school all weathers it didn’t
matter whether it was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it were a muddy lane; 0:18:13 we were in
this cottage where there was no water no electric nowt [naʊt] and we had to light fire to boil a kettle to
get hot water before you could get a cup of tea; 0:38:07 we’d done it before, you see, you get off bus and
as soon as you get away from light, by, you can’t see owt, [aʊt] (nay, nay) (you can’t) you know; 0:42:48
and I was only fourteen year old and it was across that particular time when uh War Ag War Agricultural
people War Ag were ploughing [pluːɪn] old minefields up on Barmston and Fraisthorpe cliff top; 1:51:09
(what about ‘trousers’ different words?) ‘britches’ (‘trousers’ [tɹəʊzɪz]) I have a pair of britches up in the
loft but I can’t get in them now [nuː] (‘kecks’) but when I was younger corduroys they were moleskins you
used to wear (“get your ‘kecks’ on”) (and ‘bib and brace overalls’ and stuff like that ‘overalls’))
found (0:39:41 if he ever found [fʊn] out that we’d done summat wrong (oh aye) my dad would
have his belt off buckle end (my father did) and he you wouldn’t know well you’d guessed he’d be
there, you know, (yeah) because he’d been there before after we’d done summat wrong and so
away we’d go and just slive around corner but by gum he couldn’t miss you)
our (0:17:11 so Joyce and I striking matches we went halfway along this tunnel and then we ran
out of matches so we’d to find our [aʊə] way back in the dark if we’d had more matches we’d’ve
gone right though to the end; 0:18:53 but my dad went to see our [aʊə] village shop and you could
buy everything there from a pin to a to an elephant treacle in jars and sugar and paraffin all your
medicines uh cream cakes I was going to live on cream cakes when I grew up all our [aʊə]
bedding all our [aʊə] clothes shoes pots pans; 0:19:53 we had kitchen cum living room cum kit…
cum everything else where you cooked then there was this passageway went through and on tother
side of the passage was our [əʊə] scullery where you washed up and got a wash and and then
beyond s… scullery was a cellar which was underneath the house next door; 1:00:33 ours [əʊəz]
had a lid but it was a round one it wasn’t hinged)
NEAR
[iə ~ ɪː]
(0:01:06 I’ve lived there all my life I were brought up on a farm almost on Humber bank uh my father had
the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take cows down there before we went to school and
we’d uh nearly [nɪːli] two mile to walk to school all weathers it didn’t matter whether it was hail snow or
blow we still had to go and it were a muddy lane; 0:01:35 we moved up from farm that’s a long story into
village and we lived near [niə] church; 0:23:08 just go through the gate to the railings and the sea is there
so you hear it [ɪːɹ ːʔ] on a night when it gets pounding which it has been just lately; 0:55:34 well just one
comes to mind an ‘earwig’ [iəwɪg] um us at top end of the East Riding where I live Wold Newton is um
‘twitchbell’ where Dot lives it’s a ‘forkin-robin’ (aye, we say ‘forkin-robin’))
SQUARE
[ɛː]
(0:16:38 and some of the graves had had been opened and they were lead covered and there was a baby’s
grave that’d been opened and as little lasses you know what little lasses are like so we covered it up we
pressed all this lead back and we said a little prayer [pɹɛː]; 0:40:02 so you went straight upstairs
[ʊpstɛːz] and into bed but you didn’t escape that belt come up after you and you still got it (didn’t half
slinge your legs and all and higher up); 1:35:54 but now a lot of parents [pɛːɹənts] don’t (lads got cane)
they don’t bother with their [ðɚ] children they don’t to me they don’t care [kɛː] where [wɛː] they are as
long as they aren’t under their [ðɚ] feet (see, yeah, you see go back) and it it it’s a bit unfair [ʊɱfɛː] to
the young bairns [bɛːnz] I think)
swear, their, there, where (0:00:46 I couldn’t Wansford or North Frodingham where it’s flat it
would depress me I’ve gone there [ðɛː] to play cricket when I was younger and it was plenty a
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S…a cricket match on a Saturday afternoon I like the hills; 0:29:12 but when we got any seed we
had to carry it up the granary, you see, well there was only one fellow [fɛləɹ ən] and me; 0:41:22
well there [ðə] was a six foot square cham... concrete chamber where farmers used to wash their
[ðɚ] sheep; 0:55:34 well just one comes to mind an ‘earwig’ um us at top end of the East Riding
where I [wɛːɹ aː] live Wold Newton is um ‘twitchbell’ where [wɪə] Dot lives it’s a ‘forkin-robin’
(aye, we say ‘forkin-robin’); 1:07:11 I said, “nay, lass” I says, “Im in fields from yon year to the
other” I says, “I don’t want to I’m just looking at folks walking rushing about and buildings high
up and can’t see the ruddy sky up there” [ðɚː] I said; 1:32:47 television they use that word F-word
as though (yeah) it’s everyday speaking and the kids are using it like everyday speaking hear it
down street kids from school but that is swearing [swɪəɹɪn]; 1:35:54 but now a lot of parents don’t
(lads got cane) they don’t bother with their [ðɚ] children they don’t to me they don’t care where
[wɛː] they are as long as they aren’t under their [ðɚ] feet (see, yeah, you see go back) and it it it’s
a bit unfair to the young bairns I think; 1:41:21 I was there [ðiɚ] and he could he uh he had nowt
just sat there [ðɛ˞ː] (yeah and repeated it) and repeated it word for word now then clever man)
START
[aː]
(0:03:57 there’s a monument to one up at Darlington [daːlɪʔ ] in Darlington [daːlɪʔ ] Market [maːkɪt]
Square; 0:04:40 and I’ve done mandraulic and hydraulic in farming [faːmɪŋ] but I’ve uh the only thing I
haven’t done is sign cheques on a Friday and receipt it them on a Monday that’s market [maːkɪt] day;
0:04:22 but biggest part [paːt] of my life I have been on farms [faːmz] bef… in the war and then in 1947 I
started [staːtɪd] as a regular worker till I retired about sixty-five sixty-seven when I actually finished)
NORTH
[ɔː ~ ɒː]
(0:07:14 my mum had seventeen kids and uh I was uh she brought up an eighteenth that’s why we say,
“born [bɔːn] into a family of twenty” uh one of the things which uh I uh (what number were you?) I must
sorry (what number) doctor’s orders [ɔːdəz] number nine (number nine, oh) aye, doctor’s orders [ɔːdəz]
number nine; 0:27:43 I go to Ald… Aldbrough and then I’ve go to Driffield and them places but usually uh
steam rally there I go but I haven’t got my stall but I was at North [nɒːθ] the Horse [hɒːs] North [nɒːθ]
Society at S… at S… uh North [nɒːθ] Cave not long since with my stall, like, you know, whatever I do it’s
for charity, like; 1:40:37 and uh this boss what I worked for [fɒ˞] once after I worked for him [fɒɹ ɪm] and
twice before he went off the rails as you might say and he spent two ten weeks twice in the retreat at York
[jɒːk] and he read the Bible twice from beginning to end)
corduroys, for (0:51:43 and within a matter of minutes there was a knock on my Land Rover11
door she says, “oy, is thou coming to me” “yes” I says, “yes, if you’re Mrs So-and-So” she says,
“course I is” “well,” so “why” I says, “ I went up to door” I says, “and I couldn’t get no answer
and” “well” she says, “I should think not silly devil” she says, “I’ve just been down road to to to
telephone for [fɒ] thee”; 1:40:37 and uh this boss what I worked for [fɒ˞] once after I worked for
him [fɒɹ ɪm] and twice before he went off the rails as you might say and he spent two ten weeks
twice in the retreat at York and he read the Bible twice from beginning to end; 1:51:09 (what
about ‘trousers’ different words?) ‘britches’ (‘trousers’) I have a pair of britches up in the loft
but I can’t get in them now (‘kecks’) but when I was younger corduroys [kɒdəɹɔɪz] they were
moleskins you used to wear (“get your ‘kecks’ on”) (and ‘bib and brace overalls’ and stuff like
that ‘overalls’))
horse (0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it was near the Humber bank, were cows, but
uh to bring the horses [ɒsɪz] up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh village opposite the pub
opposite the Green Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to bring them over the
footbridge which wouldn’t be very easy but uh although you can get round over the flyover into
back into village; 0:09:30 he was a gentleman farmer and the farm it had a big Georgian house
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it’s been done up recently and and it had a gravel drive, you see, and he had four horses [at fɔːɹ
ɔːsɪz] in the carriage one of them sort of men; 0:24:39 and they had me have a go at horse
plough [ɒsplaʊ] but I keep knocking my chin on the shaft so uh they packed that up, like; 0:25:30
you gee in and hauve out with horses [ɒsɪz] or with tractor when you do plats to plough a field
whereas now they set off at one side of a field reverse the tractor and go back the same side
they’ve come up so they’ve no rigs and furrows to do; 0:26:21 was a acre a day is it acre a day
they did in them days for a plough (aye) an horse [ən ɒs] and a plough)
war, warm (0:42:48 and I was only fourteen year old and it was across that particular time when
uh War Ag [waːɹ ag] War Agricultural [wɔːɹ agɹɪkʊɫʧəɹəɫ] people War Ag [waːɹ ag] were
ploughing old minefields up on Barmston and Fraisthorpe cliff top; 1:47:45 this last weekend you
would say, (it was ‘frozen’) “now then, we shall it it’s a real gaffer’s morning today, Joe, we
shall have to work to keep warm” [waːm] (yeah, yeah, it’s ‘frozen’ morning) (aye, aye) you
know, when it was extra cold day, “it’s a real gaffer’s morning this morning, we shall have to
work to keep warm” [waːm] (yeah, yeah))
FORCE
[ɔː ~ ɒː > ʊə]
(0:06:01 I was all right practical side but I couldn’t put it on paper as good as I did practical side but I I
passed and then they put me on the manager’s course [kɒːs] on the pig unit side; 0:08:37 (and how long’s
that have you been in Bridlington?) oh heck thirty thirty-five years or [mɔ˞ː]; 0:43:27 now then shortly
before [bɪfʊə] then I used to go rabbiting Sundays Sunday morning with my ferrets to see if I can catch a
rabbit for Sunday dinner; 1:40:37 and uh this boss what I worked for once after I worked for him and
twice before [bɪfɔ˞ː] he went off the rails as you might say and he spent two ten weeks twice in the retreat
at York and he read the Bible twice from beginning to end)
door, floor (0:11:14 it was a seven inch drop in at back door and [dɔːɹ ən] I was sat in an old
balloon Victorian high, you know, round chair and there was sods and dead ch… all sorts
coming in at back door and [dɔːɹ ən] straight round house and out at front door [dɒː]; 0:19:53
we had kitchen cum living room cum kit… cum everything else where you cooked then there was
this passageway went through and on tother side of the passage was our scullery where you
washed up and got a wash and and then beyond s… scullery was a cellar which was underneath
the house next door [dʊə]; 0:51:07 and I went up to this Bempton Crescent I got out I got out of
my Land Rover11 paddled up to this little old folks’ bungalow ’cause it was an old folks’ estate
rattled on door [dɪə] no answer so I thought, “why, old folks might be still in bed”, you know,
might be crippled, you see, might be an invalid coming waddling to door [dɪə]; 0:51:43 and
within a matter of minutes there was a knock on my Land Rover11 door [dɪə] she says, “oy, is
thou coming to me” “yes” I says, “yes, if you’re Mrs So-and-So” she says, “course I is” “well,”
so “why” I says, “ I went up to door [dɪə]” I says, “and I couldn’t get no answer and” “well”
she says, “I should think not silly devil” she says, “I’ve just been down road to to to telephone
for thee”; 0:52:18 so I puts key in the hole tried to push door in [dɪəɹ ɪn] and water came out to
meet me (never); 0:55:01 where Don comes from and David and I say it often mysen for ‘moon’
it’s ‘moon’ uh ‘door’ [dɪə] I say ‘door’ [dɪə] ‘floor’ [flɪə] for ‘floor’ [flʊə] but in our half uh
there they don’t uh do that uh it’s ‘floor’ [flʊə] uh and ‘door’ [dʊə])
Doreen (0:35:46 Doreen [dəɹiːn] asked uh about uh uh what number was I well I say number
nine but I I still don’t know whether I was born on sixth or tenth of March 1933)
four(teen) (0:21:01 I left school at fourteen [fɒːtːiːn] and I never went out to work, you see, so it
was uh I I never left village I get lost now every time I go out of village; 0:33:44 one of the first
things I was asked to do on a threshing day was hug caff carrying chaff away from the threshing
machine and uh used to do it in sheetfuls, you know, and uh it was quite heavy but the devils they
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used to put four-stone [faʊəstiːn] weights in sometimes (yeah, bricks and); 0:34:03 and sheet
would maybe be four [faʊə] times bigger than this table that we’re sat at now; 0:42:48 and I was
only fourteen [fɒtːiːn] year old and it was across that particular time when uh War Ag War
Agricultural people War Ag were ploughing old minefields up on Barmston and Fraisthorpe cliff
top)
CURE
[ʊə]
(1:48:18 (if you’re not feeling well not feeling very well?) (‘badly’) (‘under the weather’) ‘badly’ (‘badly’)
(‘under the weather’ ‘badly’) ‘poor...’ [pʊə] ‘poorly’ [pʊəli])
happY
[i > ɪ]
(0:01:35 we moved up from farm that’s a long story [stɔːɹi] into village and we lived near church; 0:36:51
there was a certain family [famlɪ] worked for a bloke called Feather Harrison farmer and uh Feather
Harrison had a fussock now donkey [dɒŋki] sorry [sɒɹi] we call them ‘fussocks’ Jesus had a fussock (he
rode on one) and uh or did he? (yes) aye, all right I’ll take your word for it; 0:59:32 through ours they
brought five petties [pɛtɪz] and (what’s a ‘petty’?) (‘privy’ [pɹɪvi]) a ‘privy’ [pɹɪvi])
lettER~commA
[ə]
(0:07:14 my mum had seventeen kids and uh I was uh she brought up an eighteenth that’s why we say,
“born into a family of twenty” uh one of the things which uh I uh (what number [nʊmbə] were you?) I
must sorry (what number [nʊmbə]) doctor’s orders [dɒktəz ɔːdəz] number [nʊmbə] nine (number
[nʊmbə] nine, oh) aye, doctor’s orders [dɒktəz ɔːdəz] number [nʊmbə] nine; 0:09:30 he was a gentleman
farmer [faːmɚ] and the farm it had a big Georgian house it’s been done up recently and and it had a
gravel drive, you see, and he had four horses in the carriage one of them sort of men; 0:15:53 they used to
say you can go from um Ellerton or our uh area [ɛːɹiə] right up to Scarborough and not walk off
Harrison-Broadley’s land they owned that much; 0:32:43 I tell you what they put one bag on my back and
I got halfway and I says, “I’m not carrying this no longer” [lɒŋgɚ]; 2:04:20 honestly not yearning for to
go back but it would be nice to but they were happier [apiə] days we had a lot more fun (there was a a
skill) it’s all it’s all hanching and grabbing now (there was a a skill to it) it isn’t the same way of life, no,
there was a skill and it was happier [apiɚ] people used to sing and whistle but you never hear any [nɛvəɹ
iəɹ ɛnɪ] now)
trousers (1:51:09 (what about ‘trousers’ different words?) (‘britches’) ‘trousers’ [tɹəʊzɪz] (I
have a pair of britches up in the loft but I can’t get in them now) (‘kecks’) (but when I was
younger corduroys they were moleskins you used to wear) (“get your ‘kecks’ on”) and ‘bib and
brace overalls’ and stuff like that ‘overalls’)
horsES
[ɪ]
(0:09:30 he was a gentleman farmer and the farm it had a big Georgian house it’s been done up recently
and and it had a gravel drive, you see, and he had four horses [ɔːsɪz] in the carriage one of them sort of
men; 1:51:09 (what about ‘trousers’ different words?) ‘britches’ [bɹɪʧɪz] (‘trousers’) I have a pair of
britches [bɹɪʧɪz] up in the loft but I can’t get in them now (‘kecks’) but when I was younger corduroys
they were moleskins you used to wear (“get your ‘kecks’ on”) (and ‘bib and brace overalls’ and stuff like
that ‘overalls’))
startED
[ɪ]
(0:08:01 I’d been courting for quite a while actually because uh Audrey who’s my wife we used to go to
school together and uh I was one of the bigger lads and I used to hold her hand and take her across road
and take her to school and we ended [ɛndɪd] up getting married; 0:20:51 you knew if a stranger come into
village you see and if any on them wanted [wɒntɪd] to go up dale well I wou... I would take them up there
and show them)
mornING
[ɪ]
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(0:04:40 and I’ve done mandraulic and hydraulic in farming [faːmɪŋ] but I’ve uh the only thing I haven’t
done is sign cheques on a Friday and receipt it them on a Monday that’s market day; 0:21:24 I can
remember drovers coming [kʊmɪn] through from Beverley bringing [bɹɪŋɪn] their cows to butchers ’cause
he killed his own uh uh his own cattle and pigs and sheep and everything [ɛvɹɪθɪŋ])
VARIABLE RHOTICITY
(0:01:35 we moved up from farm [faːm] that’s a long story into village and we lived near [niə] church
[ʧɒʧ]; 1:35:54 but now a lot of parents [pɛːɹənts] don’t (lads got cane) they don’t bother [bɒðə] with their
[ðɚ] children they don’t to me they don’t care [kɛː] where [wɛː] they are as [aːɹ əz] long as they aren’t
[aːnt] under [ʊndɚ] their [ðɚ] feet (see, yeah, you see go back) and it it it’s a bit unfair [ʊɱfɛː] to the
young bairns [bɛːnz] I think; 0:36:51 there was a certain [
] family worked [wɚːkt] for a bloke called
Feather Harrison [fɛðəɹ aɹɪsən] farmer [faːmɚ] and uh Feather Harrison [fɛðəɹ aɹɪsən] had a fussock
now donkey sorry we call them ‘fussocks’ Jesus had a fussock (he rode on one) and uh or [ɚ] did he?
(yes) aye, all right I’ll take your word [wɒd] for it [fɒɹ ɪt]; 1:40:37 and uh this boss what I worked [wɛːkt]
for [fɒ˞] once after [aftəɹ a] I worked [wɛːkt] for him [fɒɹ ɪm] and twice before [bɪfɔ˞ː] he went off the rails
as you might say and he spent two ten weeks twice in the retreat at York [jɒːk] and he read the Bible twice
from beginning to end; 1:48:18 (if you’re not feeling well not feeling very well?) (‘badly’) ‘under the
weather’ [ʊndə ðə wɛðɚ] (‘badly’) (‘badly’) (‘under the weather’ [ʊndə ðə wɛðɚ] ‘badly’) (‘poor...’
[pʊə] ‘poorly’ [pʊəli]))
PLOSIVES
T

word final T-glottaling (0:06:01 I was all right practical side but [bʊʔ] I couldn’t [kʊnʔ] put [pʊʔ] it on
paper as good as I did practical side but I I passed and then they put me on the manager’s course on the
pig unit side; 0:29:12 but when we got [gɒʔ] any seed we had to carry it up the granary, you see, well
there was only one fellow and me; 0:28:15 so I’ve got to be stationary else it might crack this old mic [=
‘microphone’] up, you see what [wɒʔ] I mean; 0:30:00 so I gets on the lorry and he has a go he got
halfway up the steps and he got [gɒʔ] no further; 0:31:29 a lot [lɒʔ] of them were a bit heavy sometimes,
like, you know; 1:56:08 you always seem as though when you got to the steddle that’s where you got [gɒʔ]
a lot of the rats and the dogs knew when they were got down to steddle; 1:48:46 (“I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ to
what you’ve given me”) or ‘thrimmed’, isn’t it, [ɪnʔ ɪʔ] Don? (“I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ to what you’ve given
me”) “‘fair thrimmed’ I is” (you see if somebody gives you a present) yeah, that’s grand)
word medial & syllable initial T-glottaling (0:00:35 we’re ten mile Scarborough ten mile Driffield ten
mile Bridlington [bɹɪdlɪ ] and about as crow flies six and a quarter mile to Filey; 0:14:13 and anyway
they were on the straw stack and this machine what was there the hopper end was it was uh going a bit it
was getting a bit rotten [ɹ ]; 0:36:51 there was a certain [
] family worked for a bloke called
Feather Harrison farmer and uh Feather Harrison had a fussock now donkey sorry we call them
‘fussocks’ Jesus had a fussock (he rode on one) and uh or did he? (yes) aye, all right I’ll take your word
for it; 1:05:43 you want to go in London they thought I’d gotten [gɒ ] lost in London I’m I’ve only been
in London once and it was one of my aunt’s sons got married)
T-voicing (0:15:22 now his graves there but where his eight wives are nobody knows we don’t know what
[wɒd] he’s done with them; 0:38:07 we’d done it before, you see, you get [gɛd] off bus and as soon as you
get away from light, by, you can’t see owt, (nay, nay) (you can’t) you know; 0:44:04 ferret had gone down
this hole but only about a metre a yard as we used to say and then it come back out and it would not go in
I tried to push it down with a bit of a stick still wouldn’t go down turned its head round and come back out
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again so I forgat [fəgad] about that; 1:09:12 yeah, many times uh I I’ve got [gɒd] in trouble especially
with uh farmers when I’ve come out from Bollington and gone out to work for Water Board with uh burst
water mains and stuff like that)
frequent T-to-R (e.g. 0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last thing on this world
I’d want to do is flit or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t be hap… Driffield here I might get
away [gɛɹ əwɛː] with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon get out [gɛɹ əʊʔ] and look at fields or have a little
walk in one but I couldn’t go and live in a place like Hull; 0:13:11 so in fourteen days including getting
[gɛɹɪn] it to the press he composed this poem; 0:14:13 and anyway they were on the straw stack and this
machine what was there the hopper end was it was uh going a bit it was getting [gɛɹɪn] a bit rotten;
0:19:53 we had kitchen cum living room cum kit… cum everything else where you cooked then there was
this passageway went through and on tother side of the passage was our scullery where you washed up
and got a [gɒɹ ə] wash and and then beyond s… scullery was a cellar which was underneath the house
next door; 0:28:15 so I’ve got to [gɒɹə] be stationary else it might crack this old mic [= ‘microphone’] up,
you see what I mean; 0:30:00 so I gets on the lorry and he has a go he got halfway [gɒɹ aːfwɛɪ] up the
steps and he got no further; 0:38:07 we’d done it before, you see, you get off bus and as soon as you get
away [gɛɹ əwɛː] from light, by, you can’t see owt, (nay, nay) (you can’t) you know; 0:38:14 and first thing
folks did when they got off [gɒɹ ɒf] this bus that night was saw this fussock with a white sheet over it and
by, there was hell on; 0:40:02 so you went straight upstairs and into bed but you didn’t escape that belt
come up after you and you still got it [gɒɹ ɪt] (didn’t half slinge your legs and all and higher up); 0:50:28
one of my jobs was to go around folks’ houses repairing taps putting [pʊɹɪn] new washers on and toilet
cisterns; 0:52:55 she says, “I want to know what thou’s been writing thou can read to me” she says,
“nowt can get any [gɛɹ ɒnɪ] worse” every room was flooded so it couldn’t nothing could get any worse;
0:56:14 I once had one stuck in my hand and by golly it took some getting [gɛɹɪn] out; 1:19:00 (I haven’t
really been able to find out I’ve gone so far and only so far) one of my grandfather’s a yellow-belly but I
[bʊɹ a] keep quiet about that; 1:51:09 (what about ‘trousers’ different words?) ‘britches’ (‘trousers’) I
have a pair of britches up in the loft but I can’t get in [gɛɹ ɪn] them now (‘kecks’) but when I was younger
corduroys they were moleskins you used to wear (“get your ‘kecks’ on”) (and ‘bib and brace overalls’
and stuff like that ‘overalls’); 1:54:55 (a good ratting cat) but sometimes when a dog was young he would
get it [gɛɹ ɪt] at back side (he’d learn) of its shoulders so it had could turn around and bite dog (you see)
but um always a cat (they learn) they all they always got it [gɒɹ ɪt] at back of its ears short they couldn’t
move (all cats and dogs learnt how to kill the rat))
frication of T (1:59:12 it was getting very slape barley can get very slape (like glass) it can it wants it
wants just a bit of water on [waθəɹ ɒn] to just save it from shutting)
NASALS
NG

frequent NG-fronting (e.g. 0:45:39 we were both talking [tɔːkɪn] and uh after we’d done this interview
with Radio with uh Viking [vaɪkɪn] Radio7 so many folks’d said, “oh we heard thee, Don, on uh on the
radio” said, “and thou’s right” says, “we are losing [lɒsɪn] it”; 1:01:18 and they were arguing [aːgjuːɪn]
he was making [mɛkɪn] one uh, you know, a wooden like a little building [bɪɫdɪn]; 1:50:56 and it did keep
if you did them with dubbing [dʊbɪn] it kept them waterproof (proof, aye) you see that was before
Wellingtons [wɛlɪn z] were invented)
N

frequent syllabic N with nasal release (e.g. 0:00:46 I couldn’t [
] Wansford or North Frodingham
where it’s flat it would depress me I’ve gone there to play cricket when I was younger and it was plenty a
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S…a cricket match on a Saturday afternoon I like the hills; 0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it
was near the Humber bank, were cows, but uh to bring the horses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in
uh village opposite the pub opposite the Green Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to
bring them over the footbridge which wouldn’t [
] be very easy but uh although you can get round
over the flyover into back into village; 0:23:17 and if the wind is direct to the land you get half a ton of
sand’ll be in back garden [
] to shovel back again and the s… sea it’s the kitchen window that’s how
near the sea I am; 0:38:51 and the reason why it did it was we were up in the tower and we struck the bell
one past midnight thirteen times village knew next morning but they didn’t [
] know how it’d
happened, you see, what they didn’t [
] know us lads were up there and we struck the thirteen (aye)
now then the beauty of that is Barmston hasn’t a church clock, so they were wondering (it were church
bells, was it?) how it’d struck thirteen until we admitted we’d been up and we’d (and rung bell) clouting
the old bell; 0:40:02 so you went straight upstairs and into bed but you didn’t [
] escape that belt
come up after you and you still got it (didn’t half slinge your legs and all and higher up); 0:42:16 third
time I come up and if it hadn’t [
] been for actions of that little dog that was still there barking running
about half-mad then I shouldn’t’ve [
] been here as I say it was that dog that saved my life; 0:52:55
she says, “I want to know what thou’s been writing thou can read to me” she says, “nowt can get any
worse” every room was flooded so it couldn’t [
] nothing could get any worse; 1:01:18 and they were
arguing he was making one uh, you know, a wooden [
] like a little building; 1:08:19 (you’ve been
misunderstood and it’s got you) in trouble yeah, yeah, quite often [ɒft ] uh actually; 2:16:56 I said,
“there’s no end of folk on television who don’t speak BBC English and they’ve getten [gɛt ] on”)
FRICATIVES
H

frequent H-dropping (e.g. 0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last thing on this
world I’d want to do is flit or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t be hap … [ap] Driffield here
[iɚ] I might get away with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon get out and look at fields or have a little walk
in one but I couldn’t go and live in a place like Hull [ʊɫ]; 0:09:30 he was a gentleman farmer and the farm
it had a big Georgian house it’s been done up recently and and it had a gravel drive, you see, and he had
four horses [ɔːsɪz] in the carriage one of them sort of men; 0:33:44 one of the first things I was asked to
do on a threshing day was hug [ʊg] caff carrying chaff away from the threshing machine and uh used to
do it in sheetfuls, you know, and uh it was quite heavy [ɛvi] but the devils they used to put four-stone
weights in sometimes (yeah, bricks and); 0:40:02 (so you went straight upstairs and into bed but you
didn’t escape that belt come up after you and you still got it) didn’t half [aːf] slinge your legs and all and
higher up [aɪəɹ ʊp]; 0:52:18 so I puts key in the hole [ʊəɫ] tried to push door in and water came out to
meet me (never); 0:56:14 I once had one stuck in my hand [and] and by golly it took some getting out;
0:57:12 where nowadays big slaughterhouses [slɒːtəɹaʊzɪz] they’re killing all all day and every day and
just like s… s… water like that and I’s off hame [ɪəm] that’s it while tomorrow (filthy, aren’t they?) aye;
2:04:20 honestly not yearning for to go back but it would be nice to but they were happier [wəɹ apiə] days
we had a lot more fun (there was a a skill) it’s all it’s all hanching [anʧɪn] and grabbing now (there was a
a skill to it) it isn’t the same way of life, no, there was a skill and it was happier [apiɚ] people used to sing
and whistle but you never hear any [iəɹ ɛnɪ] now)
TH
TH

-stopping (0:57:12 (where nowadays big slaughterhouses they’re killing all all day and every day and
just like s… s… water like that and I’s off hame that’s it while tomorrow) filthy, [fɪlti] aren’t they? (aye);
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0:59:35 (what’s a ‘petty’?) (‘privy’) (‘a privy’) (‘privvies’) ‘toilet’ (a uh ‘closet’) (‘privy’) ‘closet’
(’closet’) ‘thunder-box’ [tʊnəbɒks] they come through our right of way; 1:48:46 “I’m ‘fair thrimmed’
[tɹɪmd] to what you’ve given me” (or ‘thrimmed’, [θɹɪmd] isn’t it, Don?) “I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ [tɹɪmd] to
what you’ve given me” (“‘fair thrimmed’ [θɹɪmd] I is”) you see if somebody gives you a present (yeah,
that’s grand))
LIQUIDS
R

approximant R (0:17:28 well mind you it’s been bricked [bɹɪkt] up now they can’t get into the crypt
[kɹɪpt] now but it comes out at the church; 0:29:12 but when we got any seed we had to carry [kaɹi] it up
the granary, [gɹɛːnəɹi] you see, well there was only one fellow and me; 1:53:26 there’s a few of us would
go to rattle [
] the rats [ɹats] out and shoot them some’ll be at the yon side bank waiting for them to
come out the hole and then the others at this side will make a lot of row [ɹaʊ] or if they see them clobber
them with their stick or aught and we was killing them as they were coming round [ɹaʊnd])
L

clear onset L (0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last [last] thing on this world
I’d want to do is flit [flɪt] or move to another village [vɪlɪʤ] or town or I wouldn’t be hap… Driffield here
I might get away with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon get out and look [lʊk] at fields or have a little
[ ] walk in one but I couldn’t go and live [lɪv] in a place [plɛːs] like [laɪk] Hull; 0:01:35 we moved up
from farm that’s a long [lɒŋ] story into village [vɪlɪʤ] and we lived [lɪvd] near church)
dark coda L (0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last thing on this world
[wəːɫd] I’d want to do is flit or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t be hap… Driffield [dɹɪfɪəɫd]
here I might get away with it in Driffield [dɹɪfɪəɫd] ’cause I could soon get out and look at fields [fɪəɫdz]
or have a little [ ] walk in one but I couldn’t go and live in a place like Hull [ʊɫ]; 0:10:04 there’s uh a
sh... a lad called [kɒːɫt] Shipley he was shepherd he was sixteen seventeen when it fell [fɛɫ])
frequent syllabic Lwith lateral release (e.g. 0:18:13 we were in this cottage where there was no water no
electric nowt and we had to light fire to boil a kettle [
] to get hot water before you could get a cup of
tea; 0:21:24 I can remember drovers coming through from Beverley bringing their cows to butchers
’cause he killed his own uh uh his own cattle [
] and pigs and sheep and everything; 0:38:27 we tickled
its backside with a nettle, [nɛ ] you know, and away this fussock went up village and these folks didn’t
know what to do; 0:51:07 and I went up to this Bempton Crescent I got out I got out of my Land Rover11
paddled [pad d] up to this little [laː ] old folks’ bungalow ’cause it was an old folks’ estate rattled [ɹ d]
on door no answer so I thought, “why, old folks might be still in bed”, you know, might be crippled, you
see, might be an invalid coming waddling [wad ɪn] to door; 1:53:26 there’s a few of us would go to rattle
[ɹat ] the rats out and shoot them some’ll be at the yon side bank waiting for them to come out the hole
and then the others at this side will make a lot of row or if they see them clobber them with their stick or
aught and we was killing them as they were coming round; 1:56:08 you always seem as though when you
got to the steddle [
] that’s where you got a lot of the rats and the dogs knew when they were got down
to steddle [
]; 2:07:37 did you ever uh buy the little [ ] packets of kali? (oh aye, put your finger in)
the pow... pow... fizzy powdered stuff it was (yeah))
GLIDES
J
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yod with D (0:33:21 I can uh I can relate to everything uh everything Dot’s uh saying because I’ve been
through the same procedures [pɹəsiːdjəz] and I can quite understand what she’s trying to tell everybody,
you know, about this uh hugging corn uh for a threshing machine)
ELISION
prepositions
from reduction (0:37:13 now then we were only y… young teenagers at time and uh last bus from [fɹə]
Bollington used to get to Barmston Road End about twenty past ten and by God it was dark one night;
0:38:07 we’d done it before, you see, you get off bus and as soon as you get away from [fɹə] light, by, you
can’t see owt, (nay, nay) (you can’t) you know; 1:09:12 yeah, many times uh I I’ve got in trouble
especially with uh farmers when I’ve come out from [fɹə] Bollington and gone out to work for Water
Board with uh burst water mains and stuff like that; 1:29:36 but the people the older people what still well
there is quite a few thankfully what do from [fɹɪ] waking up to going to sleep they talk East Riding dialect;
1:40:37 and uh this boss what I worked for once after I worked for him and twice before he went off the
rails as you might say and he spent two ten weeks twice in the retreat at York and he read the Bible twice
from [fɹə] beginning to end)
frequent in reduction (e.g. 0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last thing on this
world I’d want to do is flit or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t be hap… Driffield here I
might get away with it in [ɪ] Driffield ’cause I could soon get out and look at fields or have a little walk in
[ɪ] one but I couldn’t go and live in [ɪn] a place like Hull; 0:11:41 for four days he come home tight four
nights (kay… kaylied) going in the [ɪʔ] pub and telling telling them the tale; 0:13:11 so in [ɪ] fourteen days
including getting it to the press he composed this poem; 0:33:44 one of the first things I was asked to do
on a threshing day was hug caff carrying chaff away from the threshing machine and uh used to do it in
[ɪ] sheetfuls, you know, and uh it was quite heavy but the devils they used to put four-stone weights in
sometimes (yeah, bricks and); 0:40:34 I’ve been all over the country entertaining I made my London stage
debut oh it’ll be twenty year ago now (Germany) and Ger… Germany I’ve entertained in [ɪ] Germany and
Belgium and by God it’s funny; 0:47:56 I’s seventy-two in March and uh so I’ve been in [ɪ] Brid forty-five
year but uh the only dialect now that I gets involved with or the only speaking dialect speaking people are
fishermen; 0:51:07 and I went up to this Bempton Crescent I got out I got out of my Land Rover11 paddled
up to this little old folks’ bungalow ’cause it was an old folks’ estate rattled on door no answer so I
thought, “why, old folks might be still in [ɪ] bed”, you know, might be crippled, you see, might be an
invalid coming waddling to door; 1:02:38 mebbe lilt providing they’re speaking English W... the Welsh the
lilt of the Welsh sound providing if they start speaking in [ɪ] Welsh of course I’m lost absolutely; 2:05:01
since this winter barley come a lot and oil seed rape I keep I rag one or two on them a bit when I see them
and I say, “you’ll never do it you’ll you try you keep trying every year to get two harvests in [ɪ] one year”)
frequent of reduction (e.g. 0:08:01 0:09:30 he was a gentleman farmer and the farm it had a big
Georgian house it’s been done up recently and and it had a gravel drive, you see, and he had four horses
in the carriage one of [ə] them sort of [ə] men; 0:13:36 if you go to Langtoft just opposite Ship Inn pub
what’s there now you’ll see a mark on the cottage just across road where it was in Langtoft depth of [ə]
water; 0:16:38 and some of [ə] the graves had had been opened and they were lead covered and there was
a baby’s grave that’d been opened and as little lasses you know what little lasses are like so we covered it
up we pressed all this lead back and we said a little prayer; 0:17:11 so Joyce and I striking matches we
went halfway along this tunnel and then we ran out of [ə] matches so we’d to find our way back in the
dark if we’d had more matches we’d’ve gone right though to the end; 0:18:13 we were in this cottage
where there was no water no electric nowt and we had to light fire to boil a kettle to get hot water before
you could get a cup of [ə] tea; 0:23:17 and if the wind is direct to the land you get half a ton of [ə] sand’ll
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be in back garden to shovel back again and the s… sea it’s the kitchen window that’s how near the sea I
am; 0:31:29 a lot of [ə] them were a bit heavy sometimes, like, you know; 0:35:38 aye, you re… you
remember I said I was one uh one of [əv] a family of [ə] twenty uh my mother had seventeen kids and
brought up an eighteenth; 0:50:28 one of [ə] my jobs was to go around folks’ houses repairing taps
putting new washers on and toilet cisterns; 0:55:34 well just one comes to mind an ‘earwig’ um us at top
end of [ə] the East Riding where I live Wold Newton is um ‘twitchbell’ where Dot lives it’s a ‘forkinrobin’ (aye, we say ‘forkin-robin’); 1:19:00 (I haven’t really been able to find out I’ve gone so far and
only so far) one of [ə] my grandfather’s a yellow-belly but I keep quiet about that; 1:02:38 mebbe lilt
providing they’re speaking English W... the Welsh the lilt of [ə] the Welsh sound providing if they start
speaking in Welsh of course I’m lost absolutely; 1:53:26 there’s a few of us would go to rattle the rats out
and shoot them some’ll be at the yon side bank waiting for them to come out the hole and then the others
at this side will make a lot of [ə] row or if they see them clobber them with their stick or aught and we was
killing them as they were coming round; 1:56:08 you always seem as though when you got to the steddle
that’s where you got a lot of [ə] the rats and the dogs knew when they were got down to steddle; 1:59:12 it
was getting very slape barley can get very slape (like glass) it can it wants it wants just a bit of [ə] water
on to just save it from shutting)
on reduction (0:07:46 I worked on [ɒ] farms before I went into uh army and then uh did my national
service two years come out and back on to farm; 0:14:13 and anyway they were on the [ɒt] straw stack
and this machine what was there the hopper end was it was uh going a bit it was getting a bit rotten;
0:48:53 I says to uh somebody, “have have you got a have you got a cigarette” and uh, you know, there
was no reply come from cr… they were all women in this audience, you see, and and I said, “well hasn’t
anybody on you got a match” says, “no, we haven’t any matches either” I says, “hasn’t any on [ɒ] you
any on [ɒ] you?” ; 0:51:07 and I went up to this Bempton Crescent I got out I got out of my Land Rover11
paddled up to this little old folks’ bungalow ’cause it was an old folks’ estate rattled on [ɒ] door no
answer so I thought, “why, old folks might be still in bed”, you know, might be crippled, you see, might be
an invalid coming waddling to door)
frequent over reduction (e.g. (0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it was near the Humber bank,
were cows, but uh to bring the horses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh village opposite the pub
opposite the Green Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to bring them over the footbridge
[aʊət fʊtbɹɪʤ] which wouldn’t be very easy but uh although you can get round over [ɒvə] the flyover
[flaɪɔːvə] into back into village; 0:26:02 (the sock doesn’t make a proper cut it just rives the soil) slings it
over, [aʊə] doesn’t it?; 0:38:14 and first thing folks did when they got off this bus that night was saw this
fussock with a white sheet over it [aʊəɹ ɪt] and by, there was hell on; 1:51:09 (what about ‘trousers’
different words?) (‘britches’) ‘trousers’ (I have a pair of britches up in the loft but I can’t get in them
now) (‘kecks’) (but when I was younger corduroys they were moleskins you used to wear) (“get your
‘kecks’ on”) and ‘bib and brace overalls’ [ɒvəɹɔːɫz] and stuff like that ‘overalls’ [aʊəɹɔːɫz])
frequent with reduction (e.g. 0:27:43 I go to Ald… Aldbrough and then I’ve go to Driffield and them
places but usually uh steam rally there I go but I haven’t got my stall but I was at North the Horse North
Society at S… at S… uh North Cave not long since with [wɪ] my stall, like, you know, whatever I do it’s for
charity, like; 0:43:27 now then shortly before then I used to go rabbiting Sundays Sunday morning with
[wɪ] my ferrets to see if I can catch a rabbit for Sunday dinner; 0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after
we’d done this interview with [wɪ] Radio with uh Viking Radio7 so many folks’d said, “oh we heard thee,
Don, on uh on the radio” said, “and thou’s right” says, “we are losing it”; 0:50:55 so however I packs
my tools up and my book that I did all my writing went with [wɪ] me wherever I went to record whatever I
did if I got summat that I knew I was going to to write about; 1:22:59 the only one I can think of is what I
telled you tother tother night when with [wɪ] taties they they don’t say ‘taties’ they say ‘tates’ […]
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(‘tatties’ we say our way); 1:46:40 you say, “it’s that hot today I’s wet-shod with [wɪ] sweat” (aye)
(yeah)) 1:49:04 (‘clothes’ what is there a word?) (‘claes’) ‘claes’ (‘claes’) ‘claes’ (‘claes’) and if (‘glad
rags’) and if you put your better ones on you put your ‘glad rags’, “just give me five minutes while I get
my ‘glad rags’ on (‘glad rags’ on) and I’ll gan with [wɪ] thee”; 1:50:56 and it did keep if you did them
with [wɪ] dubbing it kept them waterproof (proof, aye) you see that was before Wellingtons were invented)
negation
frequent secondary contraction (e.g. 0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to and it’s the last
thing on this world I’d want to do is flit or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t [wʊnʔ] be hap…
Driffield here I might get away with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon get out and look at fields or have a
little walk in one but I couldn’t go and live in a place like Hull; 0:04:40 and I’ve done mandraulic and
hydraulic in farming but I’ve uh the only thing I haven’t [ant] done is sign cheques on a Friday and
receipt it them on a Monday that’s market day; 0:06:01 I was all right practical side but I couldn’t [kʊnʔ]
put it on paper as good as I did practical side but I I passed and then they put me on the manager’s course
on the pig unit side; 0:13:47 but that Willy Howe at at Wold Newton (aye) it’s uh it’s where the fairies
dwell, isn’t [ɪnt] it? (supposed to be); 0:17:56 there was two lads and me so I was housekeeper nobody
looking after us wartime we couldn’t [kʊnʔ] get anybody ’cause uh women were either in munitions or in
the forces so I was housekeeper I I was a real bossy-boots; 0:27:43 I go to Ald… Aldbrough and then I’ve
go to Driffield and them places but usually uh steam rally there I go but I haven’t [anʔ] got my stall but I
was at North the Horse North Society at S… at S… uh North Cave not long since with my stall, like, you
know, whatever I do it’s for charity, like; 0:31:21 but sometimes they wouldn’t [wʊnt] say nowt and I’d
have three three of the damn things three of the buggers on my back when I got to the other end; 0:40:02
(so you went straight upstairs and into bed but you didn’t escape that belt come up after you and you still
got it) didn’t [dɪnt] half slinge your legs and all and higher up; 0:46:58 (over the twenty years in February
that we’ve been going) twenty-five, me lad (no, no) isn’t [ɪnt] it? (no, no it’s twenty) only sorry I beg your,
aye, it’s only twenty (thou can’t reckon up) nay, I can’t I’ll gan back to school I’ll gan back to school;
0:48:53 I says to uh somebody, “have have you got a have you got a cigarette” and uh, you know, there
was no reply come from cr… they were all women in this audience, you see, and and I said, “well hasn’t
[ɛnt] anybody on you got a match” says, “no, we haven’t any matches either” I says, “hasn’t [ɛnt] any on
you any on you?” ; 1:00:33 ours had a lid but it was a round one it wasn’t [wɒnt] hinged; 1:10:35 (he
didn’t know what to say and that man from that day and it must be what fifteen twenty years sin that and
that man’s never spoke to me from that day to this) hasn’t [ɛnt] he, well it’s not everbody has binocs [=
‘binoculars’] that can look round corners, is there?; 1:48:46 (“I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ to what you’ve given
me”) or ‘thrimmed’, isn’t [ɪnʔ] it, Don? (“I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ to what you’ve given me”) “‘fair thrimmed’
I is” (you see if somebody gives you a present) yeah, that’s grand; 2:04:20 honestly not yearning for to go
back but it would be nice to but they were happier days we had a lot more fun (there was a a skill) it’s all
it’s all hanching and grabbing now (there was a a skill to it) it isn’t [ɪnt] the same way of life, no, there
was a skill and it was happier people used to sing and whistle but you never hear any now)
ablaut negative (0:48:53 I says to uh somebody, “have have you got a have you got a cigarette” and uh,
you know, there was no reply come from cr… they were all women in this audience, you see, and and I
said, “well hasn’t anybody on you got a match” says, “no, we haven’t [ɛɪ] any matches either” I says,
“hasn’t any on you any on you?”)
simplification
word medial consonant cluster reduction (0:00:35 we’re ten mile Scarborough ten mile Driffield ten
mile Bridlington [
] and about as crow flies six and a quarter mile to Filey; 0:03:57 there’s a
monument to one up at Darlington [
] in Darlington [
] Market Square; 0:18:53 but my dad
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went to see our village shop and you could buy everything there from a pin to a to an elephant treacle in
jars and sugar and paraffin all your medicines uh cream cakes I was going to live on cream cakes when I
grew up all our bedding all our clothes [klʊəz] shoes pots pans; 0:22:50 oh that’s lovely, aye, you get still
get the views you can see right across the Humber to Lincolnshire [lɪŋkɪʃə]; 0:33:44 one of the first things
I was asked [ast] to do on a threshing day was hug caff carrying chaff away from the threshing machine
and uh used to do it in sheetfuls, you know, and uh it was quite heavy but the devils they used to put fourstone weights in sometimes (yeah, bricks and); 0:37:13 now then we were only y… young teenagers at
time and uh last bus from Bollington [
] used to get to Barmston Road End about twenty past ten and
by God it was dark one night; 0:59:35 (what’s a ‘petty’?) (‘privy’) (‘a privy’) (‘privvies’) ‘toilet’ (a uh
‘closet’) (‘privy’) ‘closet’ (’closet’) ‘thunder-box’ [tʊnəbɒks] they come through our right of way; 1:05:25
they look sort of thunderstruck [θʊnəstɹʊɒk] as you might say and then for self-amusement and then you
tell them in Queen’s English what it means; 1:51:09 (what about ‘trousers’ different words?) ‘britches’
(‘trousers’) I have a pair of britches up in the loft but I can’t get in them now (‘kecks’) but when I was
younger [jʊŋə] corduroys they were moleskins you used to wear (“get your ‘kecks’ on”) (and ‘bib and
brace overalls’ and stuff like that ‘overalls’))
word initial syllable reduction (1:40:04 the Gideon’s4 and Good News5 and them (yeah) there’s a lot of
pass… especially News Test… just because they don’t agree [gɹiː] with it you won’t find it they don’t print
it’s it’s took out it’s missed; 2:01:53 it’s the gases that you can accumulate [kjuːməlɛːt] in them enclosed
things, you see)
syllable deletion (0:00:46 I couldn’t Wansford or North Frodingham where it’s flat it would depress me
I’ve gone there to play cricket when I was younger and it was plenty a S…a cricket match on a Saturday
[satdi] afternoon I like the hills; 0:02:23 (would you it’s a very much a commuter village now it’s) oh it is
it’s a rat run it really is it’s eleven mile from Beverley [bɛvlə] now Beverley’s [bɛvləz] the only place I go
to shop; 0:02:40 it’s claustrophobic in Hull but I like Beverley [bɛvlɪ] ’cause it’s a market town; 0:04:22
but biggest part of my life I have been on farms bef… in the war and then in 1947 I started as a regular
[
] worker till I retired about sixty-five sixty-seven when I actually finished; 0:19:38 and this is what
happened we had to take this book and they wrote in the book everything that we’d gotten so that my dad
knew that we were eating properly [pɹɒpliː]; 0:36:51 there was a certain family [famlɪ] worked for a bloke
called Feather Harrison farmer and uh Feather Harrison had a fussock now donkey sorry we call them
‘fussocks’ Jesus had a fussock (he rode on one) and uh or did he? (yes) aye, all right I’ll take your word
for it)
frequent definite article reduction (e.g. 0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it was near the
Humber Bank, were cows, but uh to bring the horses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh village
opposite the pub opposite the Green Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to bring them
over the footbridge [aʊət fʊtbɹɪʤ] which wouldn’t be very easy but uh although you can get round over
the flyover into back into village; 0:09:30 he was a gentleman farmer and the farm it had a big Georgian
house it’s been done up recently and and it had a gravel drive, you see, and he had four horses in the [ɪnʔ]
carriage one of them sort of men; 0:11:41 for four days he come home tight four nights (kay… kaylied)
going in the [ɪʔ] pub and telling telling them the tale [əm ʔ tɛːɫ]; 0:13:11 so in fourteen days including
getting it to the [tɪʔ] press he composed this poem; 0:13:36 if you go to Langtoft just opposite Ship Inn pub
what’s there now you’ll see a mark on the [ɒnʔ] cottage just across road where it was in Langtoft depth of
water; 0:22:50 oh that’s lovely, aye, you get still get the views you can see right across the Humber
[ðʊmbə] to Lincolnshire; 0:14:13 and anyway they were on the [ɒt] straw stack and this machine what
was there the hopper end was it was uh going a bit it was getting a bit rotten; 0:33:44 one of the [əʔ] first
things I was asked to do on a threshing day was hug caff carrying chaff away from the threshing machine
and uh used to do it in sheetfuls, you know, and uh it was quite heavy but the devils they used to put four-
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stone weights in sometimes (yeah, bricks and); 0:38:51 and the reason why it did it was we were up in the
[ɪnʔ] tower and we struck the bell [stɹʊk ʔ bɛɫ] one past midnight thirteen times village knew next morning
but they didn’t know how it’d happened, you see, what they didn’t know us lads were up there and we
struck the thirteen (aye) now then the beauty of that is Barmston hasn’t a church clock, so they were
wondering (it were church bells, was it?) how it’d struck thirteen until we admitted we’d been up and
we’d (and rung bell) clouting the old [taːd] bell; 0:40:34 I’ve been all over the [ɒvət] country entertaining
I made my London stage debut oh it’ll be twenty year ago now (Germany) and Ger… Germany I’ve
entertained in Germany and Belgium and by God it’s funny; 0:43:06 and this caterpillar tractor had been
ploughing them all up and there was a hell of an explosion during the course of the afternoon [əv
ʔɛftənʊuːn]; 0:52:10 she says she reaches into her purse and uh she gets key out and she says, “here’s key
thou open the [ɒpənʔ] door”; 0:52:18 so I puts key in the [ɪt] hole tried to push door in and water came
out to meet me (never); 0:53:42 and when I gat in there into that front room she’d invited half of the street
[ətθ stɹːit] in to sit down for coffee to listen to my poems; 0:55:34 well just one comes to mind an ‘earwig’
um us at top end of the East Riding [ðiːst ɹaːdɪn] where I live Wold Newton is um ‘twitchbell’ where Dot
lives it’s a ‘forkin-robin’ (aye, we say ‘forkin-robin’); 1:22:59 the only [ðɒni] one I can think of is what I
telled you tother tother night when with taties they they don’t say ‘taties’ they say ‘tates’ […] (‘tatties’ we
say our way); 1:35:54 but now a lot of parents don’t (lads got cane) they don’t bother with their children
they don’t to me they don’t care where they are as long as they aren’t under their feet (see, yeah, you see
go back) and it it it’s a bit unfair to the [tɪʔ] young bairns I think; 1:40:37 and uh this boss what I worked
for once after I worked for him and twice before he went off the [ɒft] rails as you might say and he spent
two ten weeks twice in the retreat at York and he read the Bible twice from beginning to end)
L-deletion (0:02:23 (would you it’s a very much a commuter village now it’s) oh it is it’s a rat run it really
is it’s eleven mile from Beverley now Beverley’s the only [ɔːnɪ] place I go to shop; 0:04:40 and I’ve done
mandraulic and hydraulic in farming but I’ve uh the only [ɔːnɪ] thing I haven’t done is sign cheques on a
Friday and receipt it them on a Monday that’s market day; 0:06:53 you can always [ɔːwəs] doing summat
if it’s only [ɔːnɪ] nowt; 0:08:01 I’d been courting for quite a while actually because uh Audrey who’s my
wife we used to go to school together and uh I was one of the bigger lads and I used to hold [ɒd] her hand
and take her across road and take her to school and we ended up getting married; 0:10:17 and he was
only [ɒnɪ] fifty-one when he died and I’ve looked at it ment… and reckoned it up and it’s spot on and it
there’s a f… there’s a verse four lines four lines and he must’ve been a rum lad for this stuff even in them
days ’cau… I’m telling you mind how you go because he, you know, he run out of time at the age of fiftyone; 0:20:14 it was part of an old [ɒːd] mill uh and um uh we had the had to have the coal put in the cellar
it was real dark in there there was mice in there and all sorts; 0:21:13 uh no, we’ve only [ɒni] a bit of a
post office now it the shop’s gone and it was it was better than today’s supermarket it really was; 0:29:12
but when we got any seed we had to carry it up the granary, you see, well there was only [ɔːni] one fellow
and me; 0:32:49 he says, “what for I’m not shifting there’s more than fifteen stone in there” and they put
only [ɔːni] eighteen in […] just to try me out; 0:33:39 they used to play some right tricks on you, did some
of these old ones, [
] you know; 0:37:30 Lutys worked at Feather Harrison’s farm because old [aʊd]
man Luty was in hind house; 0:42:48 and I was only fourteen year old [ɔːd] and it was across that
particular time when uh War Ag War Agricultural people War Ag were ploughing old [ɔːd] minefields up
on Barmston and Fraisthorpe cliff top; 0:46:58 (over the twenty years in February that we’ve been going)
twenty-five, my lad (no, no) isn’t it? (no, no it’s twenty) only [ɒnɪ] sorry I beg your, aye, it’s only [ɒnɪ]
twenty (thou can’t reckon up) nay, I can’t I’ll gan back to school I’ll gan back to school; 1:22:59 the only
[ðɒni] one I can think of is what I telled you tother tother night when with taties they they don’t say ‘taties’
they say ‘tates’ […] (‘tatties’ we say our way))
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frequent TH-deletion with them (e.g. 0:04:40 and I’ve done mandraulic and hydraulic in farming but
I’ve uh the only thing I haven’t done is sign cheques on a Friday and receipt it them [əm] on a Monday
that’s market day; 0:11:41 for four days he come home tight four nights (kay… kaylied) going in the pub
and telling telling them [əm] the tale; 0:15:22 now his graves there but where his eight wives are nobody
knows we don’t know what he’s done with them [əm]; 0:20:51 you knew if a stranger come into village,
you see, and if any on them [əm] wanted to go up dale well I wou... I would take them [əm] up there and
show them [əm]; 0:31:02 they weren’t allowed to carry off the lorries the uh later on in the time so I had
to carry them [əm] off into the Nissen hut, you see; 0:47:20 (we aren’t approaching hundred members this
time but we’ve had over hundred members) (lost some and gained some) (yes) (that’s life) well some of
them’s [əmz] snuffed it, you know; 1:13:13 sheep like wurzels (and you can’t you can’t get seed) ’cause
it’s a drink to them [əm] you eat it and it’s lovely and sweet well when you’re short of water this is what
you give them [əm] mangles to eat; 1:14:35 they would (they wouldn’t understand) they would think you
were uh taking mickey out on them [əm] (oh aye) and they’d get uh a uh a bit uh awkward (yeah); 1:23:55
one expression what’s gone in my lifetime I knew three peop… if you told them [əm] what’s something
what surprised them [əm] immensely they would say, “oh my good night whatever next”; 1:50:56 and it
did keep if you did them [əm] with dubbing it kept them [əm] waterproof (proof, aye) you see that was
before Wellingtons were invented; 1:52:31 used to have rat-catchers when you had threshing you had
hundred and some rats all laid in a row when you was knocking them [əm] over head or clapping them
[əm] one; 1:53:26 there’s a few of us would go to rattle the rats out and shoot them [əm] some’ll be at the
yon side bank waiting for them [əm] to come out the hole and then the others at this side will make a lot of
row or if they see them [əm] clobber them [əm] with their stick or aught and we was killing them [əm] as
they were coming round; 2:05:01 since this winter barley come a lot and oil seed rape I keep I rag one or
two on them [əm] a bit when I see them [əm] and I say, “you’ll never do it you’ll you try you keep trying
every year to get two harvests in one year”)
V-deletion (0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it was near the Humber bank, were cows, but uh
to bring the horses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh village opposite the pub opposite the Green
Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to bring them over the footbridge [aʊət fʊtbɹɪʤ]
which wouldn’t be very easy but uh although you can get round over [ɒvə] the flyover [flaɪɔːvə] into back
into village; 0:17:11 so Joyce and I striking matches we went halfway along this tunnel and then we ran
out of matches so we’d to find our way back in the dark if we’d had more matches we’d’ve [wɪdə] gone
right though to the end; 0:18:31 there was no school canteen so I used to have to [ɛ tə] gallop home and
get dinner ready for mysen and the two lads and then uh come home at uh night-time and uh wash up and
get tea ready and things like we had well we had to do it, you see; 0:26:02 (the sock doesn’t make a proper
cut it just rives the soil) slings it over, [aʊə] doesn’t it?; 0:32:37 (one day I was doing summat and and
they said) it must not’ve [nʊtə] yielded very well, Dot; 0:38:14 and first thing folks did when they got off
this bus that night was saw this fussock with a white sheet over it [aʊəɹ ɪt] and by, there was hell on;
0:42:16 third time I come up and if it hadn’t been for actions of that little dog that was still there barking
running about half-mad then I shouldn’t’ve [
] been here as I say it was that dog that saved my life;
0:46:13 we’re losing it fast but having said that uh I gave [geː] you uh a leaflet early on (Yorkshire
Society10 what’s doing all over) and uh it’s over hundred years old; 0:48:53 I says to uh somebody, “have
[ɛɪ] have [ɛɪ] you got a have [ɛɪ] you got a cigarette” and uh, you know, there was no reply come from
cr… they were all women in this audience, you see, and and I said, “well hasn’t anybody on you got a
match” says, “no, we haven’t any matches either” I says, “hasn’t any on you any on you?”; 1:21:26 and
when I’m writing I have to [ɛ tə] think about putting ‘the’ […] because I don’t use it; 1:40:16 some what
they don’t uh what goes against the grain as you might say they haven’t they haven’t they’ve left it out
they haven’t [ɛːnʔ] printed it; 1:45:29 (that’s where some of the words’ve come from) (bowling to you)
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(cricket Yorkshire and Lincoln cricket) (“by hell, he ‘bazzocked’ that one”) (yeah, he ‘bazzocked’ that
one) or another one, “I’ll give [gɪ] thee a good ‘leathering’” (aye) (oh, aye); 1:47:45 this last weekend
you would say, (it was ‘frozen’) “now then, we shall it it’s a real gaffer’s morning today, Joe, we shall
have to [ɛ tɪ] work to keep warm” (yeah, yeah, it’s ‘frozen’ morning) (aye, aye) you know, when it was
extra cold day, “it’s a real gaffer’s morning this morning, we shall have to [ɛ tɪ] work to keep warm”
(yeah, yeah); 1:49:04 (‘clothes’ what is there a word?) (‘claes’) ‘claes’ (‘claes’) ‘claes’ (‘claes’) and if
(‘glad rags’) and if you put your better ones on you put your ‘glad rags’, “just give [gɪ] me five minutes
while I get my ‘glad rags’ on (‘glad rags’ on) and I’ll gan with thee”; 1:51:09 (what about ‘trousers’
different words?) (‘britches’) ‘trousers’ (I have a pair of britches up in the loft but I can’t get in them
now) (‘kecks’) (but when I was younger corduroys they were moleskins you used to wear) (“get your
‘kecks’ on”) and ‘bib and brace overalls’ [ɒvəɹɔːɫz] and stuff like that ‘overalls’ [aʊəɹɔːɫz])
W-deletion (1:14:35 they would (they wouldn’t understand) they would think you were uh taking mickey
out on them (oh aye) and they’d get uh a uh a bit uh awkward [ɒkəd] (yeah); 1:54:55 (a good ratting cat)
but sometimes when a dog was young he would get it at back side (he’d learn) of its shoulders so it had
could turn around and bite dog (you see) but um always [ɔːləs] a cat (they learn) they all they always
[ɔːləs] got it at back of its ears short they couldn’t move (all cats and dogs learnt how to kill the rat))
LIAISON
frequent linking R (e.g. 0:00:46 I couldn’t live Wansford or North Frodingham where it’s flat it would
depress me I’ve gone there to play cricket when I was younger and [jʊŋgəɹ ən] it was plenty a S…a
cricket match on a Saturday afternoon I like the hills; 0:01:06 I’ve lived there all [ðɛːɹ ɒːɫ] my life I were
brought up on a farm almost on Humber bank uh my father had [faðəɹ ad] the grazing rights of Humber
bank and we had to take cows down there before we went to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk
to school all weathers it didn’t matter whether it [wɛðəɹ ɪt] was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it
were a [wəɹ ə] muddy lane; 0:11:14 it was a seven inch drop in at back door and [dɔːɹ ən] I was sat in an
old balloon Victorian high, you know, round chair and there was sods and dead ch… all sorts coming in
at back door and [dɔːɹ ən] straight round house and out at front door; 0:17:56 there was two lads and me
so I was housekeeper nobody looking after us [aftəɹ ʊz] wartime we couldn’t get anybody ’cause uh
women were either in [aːðəɹ ɪn] munitions or in [əɹ ɪn] the forces so I was housekeeper I I was a real
bossy-boots; 0:23:08 just go through the gate to the railings and the sea is there so you hear it [ɪːɹ ːʔ] it on
a night when it gets pounding which it has been just lately; 0:38:14 and first thing folks did when they got
off this bus that night was saw this fussock with a white sheet over it [aʊəɹ ɪt] and by, there was hell on;
0:42:48 and I was only fourteen year old [jiəɹ ɔːd] and it was across that particular time when uh War Ag
[waːɹ ag] War Agricultural [wɔːɹ agɹɪkʊɫʧəɹəɫ] people War Ag [waːɹ ag] were ploughing old minefields
up on Barmston and Fraisthorpe cliff top; 0:50:55 so however I [huːɪvəɹ a] packs my tools up and my
book that I did all my writing went with me wherever I [wɛːɹɪvəɹ aː] went to record whatever I [wɒtɪvəɹ a]
did if I got summat that I knew I was going to to write about; 0:52:18 so I puts key in the hole tried to push
door in [dɪəɹ ɪn] and water came out to meet me (never); 0:53:42 and when I gat in [gaɹ ɪn] there into that
front room she’d invited half of the street in to sit down for coffee to listen to my poems; 1:59:12 it was
getting very slape barley can get very slape (like glass) it can it wants it wants just a bit of water on
[waθəɹ ɒn] to just save it from shutting; 2:04:20 honestly not yearning for to go back but it would be nice
to but they were happier [wəɹ apiə] days we had a lot more fun (there was a a skill) it’s all it’s all
hanching and grabbing now (there was a a skill to it) it isn’t the same way of life, no, there was a skill and
it was happier people used to sing and whistle but you never hear any [nɛvəɹ iəɹ ɛnɪ] now)
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intrusive R (0:29:12 but when we got any seed we had to carry it up the granary, you see, well there was
only one fellow [fɛləɹ ən] and me; 1:07:11 I said, “nay, lass” I says, “Im in fields from yon year to the
other” I says, “I don’t want to I’m [wɒntəɹ aːm] just looking at folks walking rushing about and buildings
high up and can’t see the ruddy sky up there” I said)
linking V (0:48:53 I says to [tɪv] uh somebody, “have have you got a have you got a cigarette” and uh,
you know, there was no reply come from cr… they were all women in this audience, you see, and and I
said, “well hasn’t anybody on you got a match” says, “no, we haven’t any matches either” I says, “hasn’t
any on you any on you?”; 0:52:10 she says she reaches into her [ɪntɪv ə] purse and uh she gets key out
and she says, “here’s key thou open the door”; 1:09:23 I was mending uh a water water pipe out at
Skipsea and uh farmer comes out and starts talking to me and I starts telling him what I’s doing and uh I
can I can see how his look on his face, you know, he’s and he’s cocking his lugs and I says, “what’s up
can’t thou tell what I’s talking about” and he says uh, “did you?” he says, “I can’t understand what uh
what what you’re saying” and so I just says to him [tɪv ɪm] uh I said, “ I’ve getten this hole dug” I says,
“I’ve mended this pipe” I says, “and I’s about to get out and fill it back in again”)
linking W with <-aw#> (2:02:19 living on theWolds on the hills and you saw a [sɔːʷ ə] neighbouring farm
and they were turning a stack (over) and you you were working getting (you knew what they were doing)
you see you used to say, “hello that foreman yonder’s lost his oats they’re having to turn the stack”)
SUBSTITUTION
(0:04:22 but biggest part of my life I have been on farms bef… in the war and then in
1947 I started as a regular [
] worker till I retired about sixty-five sixty-seven when I actually
finished; 0:38:27 we tickled [tɪt d] its backside with a nettle, you know, and away this fussock went up
village and these folks didn’t know what to do; 1:01:26 his pieces of wood he’d carved it look oval and his
uncle [
] was saying, “thou thou great daft numbskull,” he says, “thou’s never seen a man or woman
of oval arsehole yet”; 1:13:13 sheep like wurzels (and you can’t you can’t get seed) ’cause it’s a drink to
them you eat it and it’s lovely and sweet well when you’re short of water this is what you give them
mangles [man z] to eat)
KL, GL with TL, DL

metathesis (0:42:48 and I was only fourteen year old and it was across that particular time when uh War
Ag War Agricultural people War Ag were ploughing old minefields up on Barmston and Fraisthorpe
[fɹɛːzθɹəp] cliff top)
EPENTHESIS
(0:26:21 was a acre a [jakəɹ ə] day is it acre a day they did in them days for a plough (aye) an
horse and a plough; 1:46:40 you say, “it’s that hot [jat] today I’s wet-shod with sweat” (aye) (yeah))
W-onglide (2:02:19 living on theWolds on the hills and you saw a neighbouring farm and they were
turning a stack (over) and you you were working getting (you knew what they were doing) you see you
used to say, “hello that foreman yonder’s lost his oats [wats] they’re having to turn the stack”)
J-onglide

+/- VOICE
frequent Yorkshire assimilation (e.g. 0:00:10 (never moved away) no, never desired to [dɪzaɪəʔ tu] and
it’s the last thing on this world I’d want to do is flit or move to another village or town or I wouldn’t be
hap… Driffield here I might get away with it in Driffield ’cause I could soon get out and look at fields or
have a little walk in one but I couldn’t go and live in a place like Hull; 0:09:16 although the actual where
the meteorite fell at Wold Cottage Farm in 1795 it weighed uh fifty-six pound four [paʊnt fɔː] stone;
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0:09:30 he was a gentleman farmer and the farm it had a big Georgian house it’s been done up recently
and and it had a gravel drive, you see, and he had four horses [at fɔːɹ ɔːsɪz] in the carriage one of them
sort of men; 0:10:04 there’s uh a sh... a lad called Shipley [kɒːɫt ʃɪpli] he was shepherd he was sixteen
seventeen when it fell; 0:11:14 it was a seven inch drop in at back door and I was sat in an old balloon
Victorian high, you know, round chair [ɹəʊnt ʧɛː] and there was sods and dead ch… all sorts coming in at
back door and straight round house and out at front door; 0:19:53 we had kitchen cum living room cum
kit… cum everything else where you cooked then there was this passageway went through and on tother
side of the passage was our scullery where you washed up and got a wash and and then beyond s…
scullery [bijɒnt s skʊləɹi] was a cellar which was underneath the house next door; 0:35:38 aye, you re…
you remember I said I was one uh one of a family of twenty uh my mother had seventeen [at sɛvəntiːn]
kids and brought up an eighteenth; 0:36:51 there was a certain family worked for a bloke called Feather
Harrison [kɒːɫt fɛðəɹ aɹɪsən] farmer and uh Feather Harrison had a fussock now donkey sorry we call
them ‘fussocks’ Jesus had a fussock (he rode on one) and uh or did he? (yes) aye, all right I’ll take your
word for it; 0:39:41 if he ever found out that we’d done summat wrong (oh aye) my dad would have his
belt off buckle end (my father did) and he you wouldn’t know well you’d guessed he’d be there, you know,
(yeah) because he’d been there before after we’d done summat wrong and so away we’d go and just slive
around corner [əɹəʊnʔ kɒːnə] but by gum he couldn’t miss you; 1:12:35 in fact I took him into a root field
and uh, “oh” he says uh, “I could just do with a with a a swede turnip” [swiːt təːnɪp] I says, “it it isn’t a
swede turnip” [swiːt təːnɪp] I says, “it’s a wurzel” he says, “I’ve never heard of it”; 1:23:55 one
expression what’s gone in my lifetime I knew three peop… if you told them what’s something what
surprised them immensely they would say, [wʊt sɛː] “oh my good night whatever next”; 1:41:21 I was
there and he could he uh he had nowt just sat there (yeah and repeated it) and repeated it word for word
[wəːt fə wəːd] now then clever man; 1:47:45 this last weekend you would say, [wʊt sɛː] (it was ‘frozen’)
“now then, we shall it it’s a real gaffer’s morning today, Joe, we shall have to work to keep warm” (yeah,
yeah, it’s ‘frozen’ morning) (aye, aye) you know, when it was extra cold day, “it’s a real gaffer’s morning
this morning, we shall have to work to keep warm” (yeah, yeah))
WEAK-STRONG CONTRAST
word initial vowel strengthening (0:13:11 so in fourteen days including getting it to the press he
composed [kɒmpɔːzd] this poem; 1:39:45 now you’ve got computers [kɒmpjʊuːtəz])
vowel strengthening – other (0:03:57 there’s a monument [mɒnjəmɛnt] to one up at Darlington in
Darlington Market Square; 0:43:06 and this caterpillar [katɪpɪlə] tractor had been ploughing them all up
and there was a hell of an explosion during the course of the afternoon; 1:05:25 they look sort of
thunderstruck as you might say and then for self-amusement [sɛɫfəmjuːzmɛnt] and then you tell them in
Queen’s English what it means; 1:37:59 a lot of American slang (American is beginning to creep in) is
now being printed in the Collins English Dictionary [dɪkʃənɛɹi] (it keeps creeping in); 1:46:56 (but would
you say that now?) (yeah) (yes) (yes, just to certain people) why, I might if I was in that predicament
[pɹədɪkamɛnt])
DURATION
lengthened consonant (0:13:11 so in fourteen [fɒːtːiːn] days including getting it to the press he composed
this poem; 0:21:01 I left school at fourteen [fɒːtːiːn] and I never went out to work, you see, so it was uh I I
never left village I get lost now every time I go out of village; 0:38:39 now then another night Barmston
Church clock struck thirteen [θɒtːiːn] now it was impossible, was that; 0:42:48 and I was only fourteen
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[fɒtːiːn] year old and it was across that particular time when uh War Ag War Agricultural people War Ag
were ploughing old minefields up on Barmston and Fraisthorpe cliff top)

LEXICALLY SPECIFIC VARIATION
again (0:23:17 and if the wind is direct to the land you get half a ton of sand’ll be in back garden to
shovel back again [əgɛn] and the s… sea it’s the kitchen window that’s how near the sea I am; 0:44:04
ferret had gone down this hole but only about a metre a yard as we used to say and then it come back out
and it would not go in I tried to push it down with a bit of a stick still wouldn’t go down turned its head
round and come back out again [əgɛn] so I forgat about that; 1:09:23 I was mending uh a water water
pipe out at Skipsea and uh farmer comes out and starts talking to me and I starts telling him what I’s
doing and uh I can I can see how his look on his face, you know, he’s and he’s cocking his lugs and I says,
“what’s up can’t thou tell what I’s talking about” and he says uh, “did you?” he says, “I can’t
understand what uh what what you’re saying” and so I just says to him uh I said, “ I’ve getten this hole
dug” I says, “I’ve mended this pipe” I says, “and I’s about to get out and fill it back in again” [əgɪən])
(be)cause (0:01:57 why, no, because [bɪkɒs] it was at yon side it was near the Humber bank, were cows,
but uh to bring the horses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh village opposite the pub opposite the
Green Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to bring them over the footbridge which
wouldn’t be very easy but uh although you can get round over the flyover into back into village; 0:08:01
I’d been courting for quite a while actually because [bɪkəs] Audrey who’s my wife we used to go to school
together and uh I was one of the bigger lads and I used to hold her hand and take her across road and
take her to school and we ended up getting married; 0:10:17 and he was only fifty-one when he died and
I’ve looked at it ment… and reckoned it up and it’s spot on and it there’s a f… there’s a verse four lines
four lines and he must’ve been a rum lad for this stuff even in them days ’cau… I’m telling you mind how
you go because [bɪkɒs] he, you know, he run out of time at the age of fifty-one; 0:17:56 there was two lads
and me so I was housekeeper nobody looking after us wartime we couldn’t get anybody ’cause [kɒs] uh
women were either in munitions or in the forces so I was housekeeper I I was a real bossy-boots; 0:21:24 I
can remember drovers coming through from Beverley bringing their cows to butchers ’cause [kɒs] he
killed his own uh uh his own cattle and pigs and sheep and everything; 0:47:38 we are disappointed that
uh there’s not so many young ones coming through today (that’s the trouble) because [bɪkʊs] they’ve
other interests obviously but old ones that we have still know still still speak in dialect that we’re all used
to)
either (0:17:56 there was two lads and me so I was housekeeper nobody looking after us wartime we
couldn’t get anybody ’cause uh women were either in [aːðəɹ ɪn] munitions or in the forces so I was
housekeeper I I was a real bossy-boots; 0:48:53 I says to uh somebody, “have have you got a have you got
a cigarette” and uh, you know, there was no reply come from cr… they were all women in this audience,
you see, and and I said, “well hasn’t anybody on you got a match” says, “no, we haven’t any matches
either [aːðə]” I says, “hasn’t any on you any on you?”; 1:17:32 (and how are you when you do you go
into Hull?) no (no, very little) (very little I don’t go into Hull it’s too bunged up) I go to Beverley (I don’t
don’t much matter it) nay (meaning what?) I don’t either [aːðə] (well I don’t) (he doesn’t take to it))
garage (0:06:30 then other or other job on a night when I’d nowt to do I was up at Miles’s’ garage
[gaɹɪʤ] which a lot of people know of)
medicines (0:18:53 but my dad went to see our village shop and you could buy everything there from a pin
to a to an elephant treacle in jars and sugar and paraffin all your medicines [mɛdsənz] uh cream cakes I
was going to live on cream cakes when I grew up all our bedding all our clothes shoes pots pans)
mischievous (0:20:44 (would you say you were a naughty little girl?) I weren’t naughty but I was
mischievous [mɪsˈʧiːvəs])
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Nissen hut (0:31:02 they weren’t allowed to carry off the lorries the uh later on in the time so I had to
carry them off into the Nissen hut, [
] you see)
often (0:15:00 and uh they often [ɒfən] well everybody goes up there even the um hikers come cut through
Welton Dale now and also they’ll go around uh church and and churchyard; 0:55:01 where Don comes
from and David and I say it often [ɒfən] mysen for ‘moon’ it’s ‘moon’ uh ‘door’ I say ‘door’ ‘floor’ for
‘floor’ but in our half uh there they don’t uh do that uh it’s ‘floor’ uh and ‘door’; 1:08:19 (you’ve been
misunderstood and it’s got you) in trouble yeah, yeah, quite often [ɒft ] uh actually)
says (0:52:10 she says [sɛz] she reaches into her purse and uh she gets key out and she says, [sɛz] “here’s
key thou open the door”; 0:52:55 she says, [sɛz] “I want to know what thou’s been writing thou can read
to me” she says, [sɛz] “nowt can get any worse” every room was flooded so it couldn’t nothing could get
any worse; 1:09:23 I was mending uh a water water pipe out at Skipsea and uh farmer comes out and
starts talking to me and I starts telling him what I’s doing and uh I can I can see how his look on his face,
you know, he’s and he’s cocking his lugs and I says, [sɛz] “what’s up can’t thou tell what I’s talking
about” and he says [sɛz] uh, “did you?” he says, [sɛz] “I can’t understand what uh what what you’re
saying” and so I just says [sɛz] to him uh I said, “ I’ve getten this hole dug” I says, [sɛz] “I’ve mended
this pipe” I says, [sɛz] “and I’s about to get out and fill it back in again”; 1:12:35 in fact I took him into a
root field and uh, “oh” he says [sɛz] uh, “I could just do with a with a a swede turnip” I says, [sɛz] “it it
isn’t a swede turnip” I says, [sɛz] “it’s a wurzel” he says, [sɛz] “I’ve never heard of it”)
shall, should (0:51:43 and within a matter of minutes there was a knock on my Land Rover11 door she
says, “oy, is thou coming to me” “yes” I says, “yes, if you’re Mrs So-and-So” she says, “course I is”
“well,” so “why” I says, “ I went up to door” I says, “and I couldn’t get no answer and” “well” she says,
“I should think [as θɪŋk] not silly devil” she says, “I’ve just been down road to to to telephone for thee”)
1:47:45 this last weekend you would say, (it was ‘frozen’) “now then, we shall [
] it it’s a real gaffer’s
morning today, Joe, we shall have to work to keep warm” (yeah, yeah, it’s ‘frozen’ morning) (aye, aye)
you know, when it was extra cold day, “it’s a real gaffer’s morning this morning, we shall [
] have to
work to keep warm” (yeah, yeah))

GRAMMAR
DETERMINERS
frequent definite article reduction (e.g. 0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it was near the
Humber bank, were cows, but uh to bring the horses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh village
opposite the pub opposite the Green Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to bring them
over t’ footbridge which wouldn’t be very easy but uh although you can get round over the flyover into
back into village; 0:08:01 I’d been courting for quite a while actually because uh Audrey who’s me wife
we used to go to school together and uh I was one of t’ bigger lads and I used tae hold her hand and take
her across road and take her tae school and we ended up getting married; 0:09:30 he was a gentleman
farmer and the farm it had a big Georgian house it’s been done up recently and and it had a gravel drive,
you see, and he had four horses in t’ carriage one of them sort of men; 0:11:41 for four days he come
home tight four nights (kay… kaylied) going in t’ pub and telling telling them t’ tale; 0:13:11 so in
fourteen days including getting it tae t’ press he composed this poem; 0:13:36 if you go to Langtoft just
opposite Ship Inn pub what’s there now you’ll see a mark on t’ cottage just across road where it was in
Langtoft depth of water; 0:22:50 oh that’s lovely, aye, you get still get the views you can see right across
th’ Humber to Lincolnshire; 0:33:44 one of t’ first things I was asked to do on a threshing day was hug
caff carrying chaff away from the thrashing machine and uh used to do it in sheetfuls, you know, and uh it
was quite heavy but the devils they used to put four-stone weights in sometimes (yeah, bricks and); 0:38:51
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and the reason why it did it was we were up in t’ tower and we struck t’ bell yan past midnight thirteen
times village knew next morning but they didn’t know how it’d happened, you see, what they didn’t know
us lads were up there and we struck the thirteen (aye) now then the beauty of that is Barmston hasn’t a
church clock, sae they were wondering (it were church bells, was it?) how it’d struck thirteen until we
admitted we’d been up and we’d (and rung bell) clouting t’ old bell; 0:40:34 I’ve been all over t’ country
entertaining I made me London stage debut oh it’ll be twenty year ago now (Germany) and Ger…
Germany I’ve entertained in Germany and Belgium and by God it’s funny; 0:43:06 and this caterpillar
tractor had been ploughing them all up and there was a hell of an explosion during the course of t’
afternoon; 0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after we’d done this interview with Radio with uh Viking
Radio7 so mony folks’d said, “oh we heard thee, Don, on uh on t’ radio” said, “and thou’s right” says,
“we are lossing it”; 0:52:10 she says she reaches into her purse and uh she gets key out and she says,
“here’s key thou open t’ door”; 0:52:18 sae I puts key in t’ hole tried tae push door in and water came out
tae meet me (never); 0:55:34 well just one comes to mind an ‘earwig’ um us at top end of th’ East Riding
where I live Wold Newton is um ‘twitchbell’ where Dot lives it’s a ‘forkin-robin’ (aye, we say ‘forkinrobin’); 1:22:59 th’ only one I can think of is what I telled you tother tother night when with taties they
they don’t say ‘taties’ they say ‘tates’ […] (‘tatties’ we say our way); 1:35:54 but now a lot of parents
don’t (lads got cane) they don’t bother with their children they don’t tae me they don’t care where they
are as long as they aren’t under their feet (see, yeah, you see go back) and it it it’s a bit unfair tae t’
young bairns I think; 1:40:37 and uh this boss what I worked for once after I worked for him and twice
before he went off t’ rails as you might say and he spent two ten weeks twice in the retreat at York and he
read the Bible twice from beginning tae end; 1:51:09 (what about ‘trousers’ different words?) ‘britches’
(‘trousers’) I have a pair of britches up in t’ loft but I can’t get in them now (‘kecks’) but when I was
younger corduroys they were moleskins you used to wear (“get your ‘kecks’ on”) (and ‘bib and brace
overalls’ and stuff like that ‘overalls’))
frequent zero definite article (e.g. 0:00:35 we’re ten mile Scarborough ten mile Driffield ten mile
Bridlington and about as _ crow flies six and a quarter mile tae Filey; 0:01:35 we moved up from _ farm
that’s a long story into _ village and we lived near _ church; 0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it
was near the Humber Bank, were cows, but uh to bring the hosses up to get uh shod uh _ blacksmith was
in uh _ village opposite the pub opposite the Green Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have
to bring them over the footbridge which wouldn’t be very easy but uh although you can get round over the
flyover into back into _ village; 0:04:22 but _ biggest part of me life I have been on farms bef… in the war
and then in 1947 I started as a regular worker till I retired about sixty-five sixty-seven when I actually
finished; 0:07:46 I worked on farms before I went into uh _ army and then uh did me national service two
years come out and back on tae _ farm; 0:08:01 I’d been courting for quite a while actually because uh
Audrey who’s me wife we used to go to school together and uh I was one of t’ bigger lads and I used tae
hold her hand and take her across _ road and take her tae school and we ended up getting married;
0:13:36 if you go to Langtoft just opposite _ Ship Inn pub what’s there now you’ll see a mark on t’ cottage
just across _ road where it was in Langtoft _ depth of _ water; 0:15:00 and uh they often well everybody
goes up there even the um hikers come cut through Welton Dale now and also they’ll go around uh _
church and and _ churchyard; 0:18:13 we were in this cottage where there was no water no electric nowt
and we had to light _ fire to boil a kettle to get hot water before you could get a cup of tea; 0:20:51 you
knew if a stranger come into _ village, you see, and if any on them wanted to go up _ dale well I wou... I
would take them up there and show them; 0:21:01 I left school at fourteen and I never went out to work,
you see, so it was uh I I never left _ village I get lost now every time I go out of _ village; 0:21:24 I can
remember drovers coming through from Beverley bringing their cows to _ butchers ’cause he killed his
own uh uh his own cattle and pigs and sheep and everything; 0:23:17 and if the wind is direct to the land
you get half a ton of sand’ll be in _ back garden to shovel back again and the s… sea it’s the kitchen
window that’s how near the sea I am; 0:24:39 and they had me have a go at _ hoss plough but I keep
knocking my chin on the shaft so uh they packed that up, like; 0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh what
number was I well I say number nine but I I still daen’t know whether I was born on _ sixth or _ tenth of
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March 1933 _ reason being that it would take that that so lang for a registrar to get out tae _ village that
by _ time he come out he comes intae _ house and he just says to me mother, “well uh give us his
birthday”, you see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then _ sixth of March” _ sixth of March is on me birth
certificate but as he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled him wrang it was _ tenth”; 0:38:07 we’d done
it before, you see, you get off _ bus and as soon as you get away from _ light, by, you can’t see owt, (nay,
nay) (you can’t) you know; 0:38:51 and the reason why it did it was we were up in t’ tower and we struck
t’ bell yan past midnight thirteen times _ village knew _ next morning but they didn’t know how it’d
happened, you see, what they didn’t know us lads were up there and we struck the thirteen (aye) now then
the beauty of that is Barmston hasn’t a church clock, sae they were wondering (it were church bells, was
it?) how it’d struck thirteen until we admitted we’d been up and we’d (and rung bell) clouting t’ old bell;
0:42:16 third time I come up and if it hadn’t been for _ actions of that little dog that was still there
barking running about half-mad then I shouldn’t’ve been here as I say it was that dog that saved my life;
0:52:18 sae I puts _ key in t’ hole tried tae push door in and _ water came out tae meet me (never);
1:14:35 they would (they wouldn’t understand) they would think you were uh taking _ mickey out on them
(oh aye) and they’d get uh a uh a bit uh awkward (yeah); 1:21:40 you see I shout at _ grandbairn to come
off _ road; 1:52:31 used to have rat-catchers when you had threshing you had hundred and some rats all
laid in a row when you was knocking them over _ head or clapping them one; 1:54:55 (a good ratting cat)
but sometimes when a dog was young he would get it at _ back side (he’d learn) of its shoulders so it had
could turn around and bite _ dog (you see) but um always a cat (they learn) they all they always got it at _
back of its ears short they couldn’t move (all cats and dogs learnt how to kill the rat); 1:56:08 you always
seem as though when you got to the steddle that’s where you got a lot of the rats and the dogs knew when
they were got down to _ steddle)
zero indefinite article (0:19:12 you had to go across there for a pan mender if _ pan ran a leak (used to
mend pans) all all you just went there for everything; 0:26:21 was a acre a day is it _ acre a day they did
in them days for a plough (aye) an hoss and a plough; 0:46:13 we’re lossing it fast but having said that uh
I gae you uh a leaflet early on (Yorkshire Society10 what’s doing all over) and uh it’s over _ hundred years
old; 0:46:34 and he’s saying even then _ hundred years ago ( it was dying out) that we’re off tae loss it;
0:47:20 we aren’t approaching _ hundred members this time but we’ve had over _ hundred members (lost
some and gained some) yes (that’s life) (well some of them’s snuffed it, you know); 1:01:26 his pieces of
wood he’d carved it look oval and his uncle was saying, “thou thou great daft numbskull,” he says,
“thou’s never seen a man or woman of _ oval arsehole yet”; 1:11:02 and they went down tae Crystal
Palace there was _ exhibition and they went all in their oily old overalls tae look like that; 1:47:45 this
last weekend you would say, (it was ‘frozen’) “now then, we shall it it’s a real gaffer’s morning today,
Joe, we shall hae tae work tae keep warm” (yeah, yeah, it’s ‘frozen’ morning) (aye, aye) you know, when
it was _ extra cold day, “it’s a real gaffer’s morning this morning, we shall hae tae work tae keep warm”
(yeah, yeah))
frequent demonstrative them (e.g. 0:09:30 he was a gentleman farmer and the farm it had a big
Georgian house it’s been done up recently and and it had a gravel drive, you see, and he had four horses
in the carriage one of them sort of men; 0:10:17 and he was only fifty-one when he died and I’ve looked at
it ment… and reckoned it up and it’s spot on and it there’s a f… there’s a verse four lines four lines and he
must’ve been a rum lad for this stuff even in them days ’cau… I’m telling you mind how you go because
he, you know, he run out of time at the age of fifty-one; 0:18:46 in them days um well you you well I don’t
know about a town but in village you didn’t get food sort of on tick; 0:25:07 and um they set me off
ploughing well in them days you set set a rig and a furrow; 0:26:21 was a acre a day is it acre a day they
did in them days for a plough (aye) an hoss and a plough; 0:27:43 I go to Ald… Aldbrough and then I’ve
go to Driffield and them places but usually uh steam rally there I go but I haven’t got me stall but I was at
North the Horse North Society at S… at S… uh North Cave not long since with me stall, like, you know,
whatever I do it’s for charity, like; 1:40:04 the Gideon’s4 and Good News5 and them (yeah) there’s a lot of
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pass… especially News Test… just because they don’t agree with it you won’t find it they daen’t print it’s
it’s took out it’s missed; 2:01:53 it’s the gases that you can accumulate in them enclosed things, you see)
remote demonstrative (0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it was near the Humber bank, were
cows, but uh to bring the hosses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh village opposite the pub
opposite the Green Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to bring them over the footbridge
which wouldn’t be very easy but uh although you can get round over the flyover into back into village;
1:25:25 Sheffield way yon side of Sheff way it’s, “yes, duck no, duck”; 1:53:26 there’s a few of us would
go to rattle the rats out and shoot them some’ll be at the yon side bank waiting for them to come out the
hole and then the others at this side will make a lot of row or if they see them clobber them with their stick
or aught and we was killing them as they were coming round)
NOUNS
zero plural (0:00:35 we’re ten mile Scarborough ten mile Driffield ten mile Bridlington and about as
crow flies six and a quarter mile tae Filey; 0:01:06 I’ve lived there all me life I were brought up on a farm
almost on Humber bank uh me father had the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take cows
down there before we went to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk to school all weathers it didn’t
matter whether it was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it were a muddy lane; 0:02:23 (would you
it’s a very much a commuter village now it’s) oh it is it’s a rat run it really is it’s eleven mile from
Beverley now Beverley’s the only place I go to shop; ; 0:09:16 although the actual where the meteorite fell
at Wold Cottage Farm in 1795 it weighed uh fifty-six pound four stone; 0:10:42 and I can’t just tell you
how far it it buried itself into the ear… well it wouldn’t go that’cause it’s chalk there would mebbe be
about that much soil perhaps nine inch; 0:23:34 we’ve only been there twenty year there because I’ve
been in Holsham since wartime in Holsham village; 0:32:49 he says, “what for I’m not shifting there’s
more than fifteen stone in there” and they put only eighteen in […] just to try me out; 0:40:34 I’ve been all
over t’ country entertaining I made me London stage debut oh it’ll be twenty year ago now (Germany) and
Ger… Germany I’ve entertained in Germany and Belgium and by God it’s funny; 0:42:48 and I was only
fourteen year old and it was across that particular time when uh War Ag War Agricultural people War Ag
were ploughing old minefields up on Barmston and Fraisthorpe cliff top; 0:47:56 I’s seventy-two in March
and uh sae I’ve been in Brid forty-five year but uh the only dialect now that I gets involved with or the
only speaking dialect speaking people are fishermen)
PRONOUNS
singular object us (0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh what number was I well I say number nine but I
I still daen’t know whether I was born on sixth or tenth of March 1933 reason being that it would take that
that so lang for a registrar to get out tae village that by time he come out he comes intae house and he just
says to me mother, “well uh give us his birthday”, you see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then sixth of
March” sixth of March is on me birth certificate but as he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled him
wrang it was tenth”)
plural subject us (0:38:51 and the reason why it did it was we were up in t’ tower and we struck t’ bell
yan past midnight thirteen times village knew next morning but they didn’t know how it’d happened, you
see, what they didn’t know us lads were up there and we struck the thirteen (aye) now then the beauty of
that is Barmston hasn’t a church clock, sae they were wondering (it were church bells, was it?) how it’d
struck thirteen until we admitted we’d been up and we’d (and rung bell) clouting t’ old bell; 0:41:40 and
us little lads we would stop back and just play about a little; 0:55:34 well just one comes to mind an
‘earwig’ um us at top end of th’ East Riding where I live Wold Newton is um ‘twitchbell’ where Dot lives
it’s a ‘forkin-robin’ (aye, we say ‘forkin-robin’))
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thou, thee (e.g. 0:28:21 why, thou’s making a row (I aren’t making a row it’s thou who’s making the row
chittering); 0:46:58 (over the twenty years in February that we’ve been going) (twenty-five, me lad) (no,
no) (isn’t it?) no, no it’s twenty (only sorry I beg your, aye, it’s only twenty) thou can’t reckon up (nay, I
can’t I’ll gan back to school I’ll gan back to school); 0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after we’d done
this interview with Radio with uh Viking Radio7 so mony folks’d said, “oh we heard thee, Don, on uh on t’
radio” said, “and thou’s right” says, “we are lossing it”; 0:51:43 and within a matter of minutes there
was a knock on my Land Rover11 door she says, “oy, is thou coming tae me” “yes” I says, “yes, if you’re
Mrs So-and-So” she says, “course I is” “well,” sae “why” I says, “ I went up tae door” I says, “and I
couldn’t get nae answer and” “well” she says, “I should think not silly devil” she says, “I’ve just been
down road tae tae tae telephone for thee”; 0:52:10 she says she reaches into her purse and uh she gets key
out and she says, “here’s key thou open t’ door”; 0:52:55 she says, “I want tae know what thou’s been
writing thou can read to me” she says, “nowt can get any worse” every room was flooded so it couldn’t
nothing could get any worse; 1:01:26 his pieces of wood he’d carved it look oval and his uncle was
saying, “thou thou great daft numbskull,” he says, “thou’s never seen a man or woman of oval arsehole
yet”; 1:09:23 I was mending uh a water water pipe out at Skipsea and uh farmer comes out and starts
talking to me and I starts telling him what I’s daeing and uh I can I can see how his look on his face, you
know, he’s and he’s cocking his lugs and I says, “what’s up can’t thou tell what I’s talking about” and he
says uh, “did you?” he says, “I can’t understand what uh what what you’re saying” and so I just says to
him uh I said, “ I’ve getten this hole dug” I says, “I’ve mended this pipe” I says, “and I’s about to get out
and fill it back in again”; 1:20:47 I’m going now I’ll see you tomorrow “I’s gaing now I’ll see thee tomorn” (“I’ll see thee”) short being economical (“see thee”) with the letters to make the words (very very
thou means thrifty) aye, mebbe thrifty; 1:49:04 (‘clothes’ what is there a word?) (‘claes’) ‘claes’ (‘claes’)
‘claes’ (‘claes’) and if (‘glad rags’) and if you put your better ones on you put your ‘glad rags’, “just gie
me five minutes while I get me ‘glad rags’ on and I’ll gan with thee”)
frequent possessive me (e.g. 0:01:06 I’ve lived there all me life I were brought up on a farm almost on
Humber bank uh my father had the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take cows down there
before we went to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk to school all weathers it didn’t matter
whether it was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it were a muddy lane; 0:04:22 but biggest part of
me life I have been on farms bef… in the war and then in 1947 I started as a regular worker till I retired
about sixty-five sixty-seven when I actually finished; 0:07:14 me mum had seventeen kids and uh I was uh
she brought up an eighteenth that’s why we say, “born into a family of twenty” uh one of the things which
uh I uh (what number were you?) I must sorry (what number) doctor’s orders number nine (number nine,
oh) aye, doctor’s orders number nine; 0:07:46 I worked on farms before I went into uh army and then uh
did me national service two years come out and back on tae farm; 0:08:01 I’d been courting for quite a
while actually because uh Audrey who’s me wife we used to go to school together and uh I was one of t’
bigger lads and I used tae hold her hand and take her across road and take her tae school and we ended
up getting married; 0:19:38 and this is what happened we had to take this book and they wrote in the book
everything that we’d gotten so that me dad knew that we were eating properly; 0:27:43 I go to Ald…
Aldbrough and then I’ve go to Driffield and them places but usually uh steam rally there I go but I haven’t
got me stall but I was at North the Horse North Society at S… at S… uh North Cave not long since with
me stall, like, you know, whatever I do it’s for charity, like; 0:31:21 but sometimes they wouldn’t say nowt
and I’d have three three of the damn things three of the buggers on me back when I got to the other end;
0:32:43 I tell you what they put one bag on me back and I got halfway and I says, “I’m not carrying this
nae longer”; 0:35:38 aye, you re… you remember I said I was one uh yan of a family of twenty uh me
mother had seventeen kids and brought up an eighteenth; 0:39:41 if he ever found out that we’d done
summat wrang (oh aye) me dad would have his belt off buckle end (my father did) and he you wouldn’t
know well you’d guessed he’d be there, you know, (yeah) because he’d been there before after we’d done
summat wrang and sae away we’d go and just slive around corner but by gum he couldn’t miss you;
0:46:58 (over the twenty years in February that we’ve been going) twenty-five, me lad (no, no) isn’t it?
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(no, no it’s twenty) only sorry I beg your, aye, it’s only twenty (thou can’t reckon up) nay, I can’t I’ll gan
back to school I’ll gan back to school; 0:50:28 yan of me jobs was to go around folks’ houses repairing
taps putting new washers on and toilet cisterns; 0:50:55 sae however I packs me tools up and me book that
I did all me writing went with me wherever I went tae record whatever I did if I got summat that I knew I
was going to tae write about; 0:51:07 and I went up to this Bempton Crescent I got out I got out of me
Land Rover11 paddled up to this little old folks’ bungalow ’cause it was an old folks’ estate rattled on door
nae answer sae I thought, “why, old folks might be still in bed”, you know, might be crippled, you see,
might be an invalid coming waddling tae door; 0:52:30 and I only had low shoes on and water was over
me boot tops; 0:59:59 I’ve a photograph of me in me farming things sat on a privy)
regularised reflexive (1:33:07 he could be bri… he could be a good entertainer without using a word if
he would (he’s brillaint) he’s brilliant if he would but he spoils hisself (yeah))
alternative reflexive with <-sen> (0:18:31 there was no school canteen so I used to hae to gallop home
and get dinner ready for mysen and the two lads and then uh come home at uh night-time and uh wash up
and get tea ready and things like we had well we had to do it, you see; 0:55:01 where Don comes from and
David and I say it often mysen for ‘moon’ it’s ‘moon’ uh ‘door’ I say ‘door’ ‘floor’ for ‘floor’ but in our
half uh there they don’t uh do that uh it’s ‘floor’ uh and ‘door’)
relative that (0:34:57 why, I can go back tae Barmston any time but it’s different now because of the offcomed ’uns that’s come in, you know)
relative what (0:13:36 if you go to Langtoft just opposite Ship Inn pub what’s there now you’ll see a mark
on t’ cottage just across road where it was in Langtoft depth of water; 0:14:13 and anyway they were on t’
straw stack and this machine what was there the hopper end was it was uh going a bit it was getting a bit
rotten; 0:46:13 (we’re lossing it fast but having said that uh I gae you uh a leaflet early on) Yorkshire
Society10 what’s doing all over (and uh it’s over hundred years old); 1:23:55 one expression what’s gone
in my lifetime I knew three peop… if you told them what’s something what surprised them immensely they
would say, “oh my good night whatever next”; 1:29:36 but the people the older people what still well
there is quite a few thankfully what do frae waking up tae going tae sleep they talk East Riding dialect;
1:40:16 some what they don’t uh what goes against the grain as you might say they haven’t they haven’t
they’ve left it out they haen’t printed it; 1:40:37 and uh this boss what I worked for once after I worked for
him and twice before he went off t’ rails as you might say and he spent two ten weeks twice in the retreat
at York and he read the Bible twice from beginning tae end)
zero relative (0:09:54 and it’s in Science Museum at London now and there’s a lot of people _ come to
see that 0:19:53 we had kitchen cum living room cum kit… cum everything else where you cooked then
there was this passageway _ went through and on tother side of the passage was our scullery where you
washed up and got a wash and and then beyond s… scullery was a cellar which was underneath the house
next door; 0:25:30 you gee in and hauve out with hosses or with tractor when you do plats to plough a
field whereas now they set off at one side of a field reverse the tractor and go back the same side _ they’ve
come up so they’ve no rigs and furrows to dae; 0:36:51 there was a certain family _ worked for a bloke
called Feather Harrison farmer and uh Feather Harrison had a fussock now donkey sorry we call them
‘fussocks’ Jesus had a fussock (he rode on one) and uh or did he? (yes) aye, all right I’ll take your word
for it; 1:05:43 you want to go in London they thought I’d gotten lost in London I’m I’ve only been in
London once and it was one of my aunt’s sons _ got married; 1:10:35 (he didn’t know what tae say and
that man from that day and it must be what fifteen twenty years sin that and that man’s never spoke tae me
from that day tae this) hasn’t he, well it’s not everbody _ has binocs [= ‘binoculars’] that can look round
corners, is there?)
VERBS
present
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generalisation of 3rd psg <-s> (0:47:56 I’s seventy-two in March and uh sae I’ve been in Brid forty-five
year but uh the only dialect now that I gets involved with or the only speaking dialect speaking people are
fishermen)
be – is generalisation (0:47:56 I’s seventy-two in March and uh sae I’ve been in Brid forty-five year but
uh the only dialect now that I gets involved with or the only speaking dialect speaking people are
fishermen; 0:51:43 and within a matter of minutes there was a knock on my Land Rover11 door she says,
“oy, is thou coming tae me” “yes” I says, “yes, if you’re Mrs So-and-So” she says, “course I is” “well,”
sae “why” I says, “ I went up tae door” I says, “and I couldn’t get nae answer and” “well” she says, “I
should think not silly devil” she says, “I’ve just been down road tae tae tae telephone for thee”; 0:57:12
where nowadays big slaughterhouses they’re killing all all day and every day and just like s… s… water
like that and I’s off hame that’s it while tomorrow (filthy, aren’t they?) aye; 1:09:23 I was mending uh a
water water pipe out at Skipsea and uh farmer comes out and starts talking to me and I starts telling him
what I’s daeing and uh I can I can see how his look on his face, you know, he’s and he’s cocking his lugs
and I says, “what’s up can’t thou tell what I’s talking about” and he says uh, “did you?” he says, “I can’t
understand what uh what what you’re saying” and so I just says to him uh I said, “ I’ve getten this hole
dug” I says, “I’ve mended this pipe” I says, “and I’s about to get out and fill it back in again”; 1:39:08
they take words out thirty thousand words in and put thirty thousand words out and the dictionaries is
changing so you want to renew your dictionary to keep up with the language; 1:46:40 you say, “it’s that
yat today I’s wet-shod with sweat” (aye) (yeah); 1:48:46 (“I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ to what you’ve given me”)
or ‘thrimmed’, isn’t it, Don? (“I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ to what you’ve given me”) “‘fair thrimmed’ I is” (you
see if somebody gives you a present) yeah, that’s grand)
have – has generalisation (0:34:57 why, I can go back tae Barmston any time but it’s different now
because of the off-comed ’uns that’s come in, you know; 0:47:20 (we aren’t approaching hundred
members this time but we’ve had over hundred members) (lost some and gained some) (yes) (that’s life)
well some of them’s snuffed it, you know)
past
zero past (0:07:46 I worked on farms before I went into uh army and then uh did me national service two
years come out and back on tae farm; 0:10:17 and he was only fifty-one when he died and I’ve looked at it
ment… and reckoned it up and it’s spot on and it there’s a f… there’s a verse four lines four lines and he
must’ve been a rum lad for this stuff even in them days ’cau… I’m telling you mind how you go because
he, you know, he run out of time at the age of fifty-one; 0:11:41 for four days he come home tight four
nights (kay… kaylied) going in t’ pub and telling telling them t’ tale; 0:18:28 it was my job to chop sticks
when I come in from school; 0:20:51 you knew if a stranger come into village, you see, and if any on them
wanted to go up dale well I wou... I would take them up there and show them; 0:32:27 and I’ve caffs to
carry and pulls I used to go and help them, you see, wind up and if it come too fast I used to be taking one
whilst other fella come back; 0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh what number was I well I say number
nine but I I still daen’t know whether I was born on sixth or tenth of March 1933 reason being that it
would take that that so lang for a registrar to get out tae village that by time he come out he comes intae
house and he just says to me mother, “well uh give us his birthday”, you see, and uh she says, “uh oh now
then sixth of March” sixth of March is on me birth certificate but as he’s leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve
telled him wrang it was tenth”; 0:42:16 third time I come up and if it hadn’t been for actions of that little
dog that was still there barking running about half-mad then I shouldn’t’ve been here as I say it was that
dog that saved my life; 0:44:04 ferret had gone down this hole but only about a metre a yard as we used to
say and then it come back out and it would not go in I tried tae push it down with a bit of a stick still
wouldn’t go down turned its head round and come back out again sae I forgat about that; 1:26:04 and
then television come, didn’t it, well with rad… and television (wireless and television) they heard Queen’s
English)2:05:01 since this winter barley come a lot and oil seed rape I keep I rag one or two on them a bit
when I see them and I say, “you’ll never do it you’ll you try you keep trying every year to get two harvests
in one year”)
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regularised past (0:20:35 I got this dead mouse and slung it through into her cellar oh you should’ve
heared her scream it was worth it just to hear her scream; 0:35:46 Doreen asked uh about uh uh what
number was I well I say number nine but I I still daen’t know whether I was born on sixth or tenth of
March 1933 reason being that it would take that that so lang for a registrar to get out tae village that by
time he come out he comes intae house and he just says to me mother, “well uh give us his birthday”, you
see, and uh she says, “uh oh now then sixth of March” sixth of March is on me birth certificate but as he’s
leaving, “hell,” she says, “I’ve telled him wrang it was tenth”; 0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after
we’d done this interview with Radio with uh Viking Radio7 so mony folks’d said, “oh we heared thee, Don,
on uh on t’ radio” said, “and thou’s right” says, “we are lossing it”; 1:22:59 the only one I can think of is
what I telled you tother tother night when with taties they they don’t say ‘taties’ they say ‘tates’ […]
(‘tatties’ we say our way))
generalisation of simple past (1:10:35 he didn’t know what tae say and that man from that day and it
must be what fifteen twenty years sin that and that man’s never spoke tae me from that day tae this (hasn’t
he, well it’s not everbody has binocs [= ‘binoculars’] that can look round corners, is there?); 1:40:04 the
Gideon’s4 and Good News5 and them (yeah) there’s a lot of pass… especially News Test… just because
they don’t agree with it you won’t find it they daen’t print it’s it’s took out it’s missed; 1:47:18 ‘cold’ and
‘nithered’ and and uh (forgotten what I’ve putten down now) I’ve putten I’ve putten the words down I’ve
just forgot)
be – was generalisation (0:04:06 (I I was christened at Holy Trinity) was you? (and I was born in Hull);
0:35:28 the wage was very low in the early days you get one pound for seven days a week the hours you
worked on farming that’s what you was in the early days; 1:52:31 used to have rat-catchers when you had
threshing you had hundred and some rats all laid in a row when you was knocking them over head or
clapping them one; 1:53:26 there’s a few of us would go to rattle the rats out and shoot them some’ll be at
the yon side bank waiting for them to come out the hole and then the others at this side will make a lot of
row or if they see them clobber them with their stick or aught and we was killing them as they were
coming round)
be – were generalisation (0:01:06 I’ve lived there all me life I were brought up on a farm almost on
Humber bank uh my father had the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take cows down there
before we went to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk to school all weathers it didn’t matter
whether it was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it were a muddy lane; 0:20:44 (would you say you
were a naughty little girl?) I weren’t naughty but I was mischievous; 0:38:51 (and the reason why it did it
was we were up in t’ tower and we struck t’ bell yan past midnight thirteen times village knew next
morning but they didn’t know how it’d happened, you see, what they didn’t know us lads were up there
and we struck the thirteen) (aye) (now then the beauty of that is Barmston hasn’t a church clock, sae they
were wondering) it were church bells, was it? (how it’d struck thirteen until we admitted we’d been up
and we’d) and rung bel) (clouting t’ old bell); 1:24:43 “by” I said, “do you know I looked ‘begone’”
(‘look begone’) I just looked begone I just (yeah) why, stagnated I were; 1:43:32 (but I don’t know
whether that was the one or uh) uh no, I don’t think it were; 2:12:09 (could you not think of it?) no,
because I were doing some wood carving at the time and Audrey was saying uh, “have you got aught
down for that?” I said, “no”)
alternative past (0:19:38 and this is what happened we had to take this book and they wrote in the book
everything that we’d gotten so that me dad knew that we were eating properly; 0:44:04 ferret had gone
down this hole but only about a metre a yard as we used to say and then it come back out and it would not
go in I tried tae push it down with a bit of a stick still wouldn’t go down turned its head round and come
back out again sae I forgat about that; 0:46:13 we’re lossing it fast but having said that uh I gae you uh a
leaflet early on (Yorkshire Society10 what’s doing all over) and uh it’s over hundred years old; 0:53:42
and when I gat in there intae that front room she’d invited half of th’ street in tae sit down for coffee tae
listen tae me poems; 1:05:43 you want to go in London they thought I’d gotten lost in London I’m I’ve
only been in London once and it was one of my aunt’s sons got married; 1:09:23 I was mending uh a
water water pipe out at Skipsea and uh farmer comes out and starts talking to me and I starts telling him
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what I’s daeing and uh I can I can see how his look on his face, you know, he’s and he’s cocking his lugs
and I says, “what’s up can’t thou tell what I’s talking about” and he says uh, “did you?” he says, “I can’t
understand what uh what what you’re saying” and so I just says to him uh I said, “ I’ve getten this hole
dug” I says, “I’ve mended this pipe” I says, “and I’s about to get out and fill it back in again”; 1:34:59
(um within the within the house, you know, within the confines of the house where if where the farmer’s
wife) but within the house you durstn’t say that word (no, no) you durstn’t say ‘bugger’ ‘damn’ and
‘blast’; 1:44:45 (‘play a game’) I’ve getten all mine typed down anyhow (that was confusing to me, was
that one); 1:47:18 (‘cold’ and ‘nithered’ and and uh) forgotten what I’ve putten down now (I’ve putten
I’ve putten the words down I’ve just forgot); 1:54:34 nipped it and squashed it he had it held with his hand
but he durstn’t leave go ’cause it was still wick, you see; 2:16:56 I said, “there’s no end of folk on
television who don’t speak BBC English and they’ve getten on”)
compounds
simple past with progressive meaning (0:11:14 it was a seven inch drop in at back door and I was sat in
an old balloon Victorian high, you know, round chair and there was sods and dead ch… all sorts coming
in at back door and straight round house and out at front door; 0:34:03 and sheet would maybe be four
times bigger than this table that we’re sat at now; 0:59:59 I’ve a photograph of me in me farming things
sat on a privy)
otiose do (1:29:20 (so it sounds a bit like schools are coming good in a way that at one time they knocked
it out) aye (accents out but now, Don, you’re saying they’re encouraging) they’ve got to do they’ve got to
do because it’s part of our heritage, you know)
perfective be (1:56:08 you always seem as though when you got to the steddle that’s where you got a lot
of the rats and the dogs knew when they were got down to steddle)
zero auxiliary have (0:05:07 I _ been in a shop I _ been in a factory I’ve been and and run a shop but
I’ve done eveytthing in farming)
invariant there is~was (0:09:54 and it’s in Science Museum at London now and there’s a lot of people
come to see that; 0:11:14 it was a seven inch drop in at back door and I was sat in an old balloon
Victorian high, you know, round chair and there was sods and dead ch… all sorts coming in at back door
and straight round house and out at front door; 0:11:36 there was very few cars in those days; 0:17:56
there was two lads and me so I was housekeeper nobody looking after us wartime we couldn’t get anybody
’cause uh women were either in munitions or in the forces so I was housekeeper I I was a real bossyboots; 0:20:14 it was part of an old mill uh and um uh we had the had to have the coal put in the cellar it
was real dark in there there was mice in there and all sorts; 0:26:33 there’s different ploughs for different
busi… (jobs) different jobs, you see; 0:46:41 the piece that I’ve brought you tonight there’s words in it
which we still use today (yeah)); 0:47:38 we are disappointed that uh there’s not so many young ’uns
coming through today (that’s the trouble) because they’ve other interests obviously but old ’uns that we
have still know still still speak in dialect that we’re all used tae)
frequent historic present (e.g. 0:30:00 so I gets on the lorry and he has a go he got halfway up the steps
and he got no further; 0:32:43 I tell you what they put one bag on me back and I got halfway and I says,
“I’m not carrying this nae longer”; 0:37:58 well there was ya night this bus turns up at Barmston Road
End at twenty past ten; 0:45:39 we were both talking and uh after we’d done this interview with Radio
with uh Viking Radio7 so mony folks’d said, “oh we heared thee, Don, on uh on t’ radio” said, “and
thou’s right” says, “we are lossing it”; 0:51:43 and within a matter of minutes there was a knock on my
Land Rover11 door she says, “oy, is thou coming tae me” “yes” I says, “yes, if you’re Mrs So-and-So” she
says, “course I is” “well,” sae “why” I says, “ I went up tae door” I says, “and I couldn’t get nae answer
and” “well” she says, “I should think not silly devil” she says, “I’ve just been down road tae tae tae
telephone for thee”; 0:50:55 sae however I packs me tools up and me book that I did all me writing went
with me wherever I went tae record whatever I did if I got summat that I knew I was going to tae write
about; 0:52:10 she says she reaches into her purse and uh she gets key out and she says, “here’s key thou
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open t’ door”; 0:52:18 sae I puts key in t’ hole tried tae push door in and water came out tae meet me
(never); 0:52:55 she says, “I want tae know what thou’s been writing thou can read to me” she says,
“nowt can get any worse” every room was flooded so it couldn’t nothing could get any worse; 1:07:11 I
said, “nay, lass” I says, “Im in fields from yon year to the other” I says, “I don’t want to I’m just looking
at folks walking rushing about and buildings high up and can’t see the ruddy sky up there” I said; 1:04:27
and uh somebody said, “what language of English is that?” so the other lass says, “it’s Yorkshire”;
1:09:23 I was mending uh a water water pipe out at Skipsea and uh farmer comes out and starts talking to
me and I starts telling him what I’s daeing and uh I can I can see how his look on his face, you know, he’s
and he’s cocking his lugs and I says, “what’s up can’t thou tell what I’s talking about” and he says uh,
“did you?” he says, “I can’t understand what uh what what you’re saying” and so I just says to him uh I
said, “ I’ve getten this hole dug” I says, “I’ve mended this pipe” I says, “and I’s about to get out and fill
it back in again”; 1:12:35 in fact I took him into a root field and uh, “oh” he says uh, “I could just do
with a with a a swede turnip” I says, “it it isn’t a swede turnip” I says, “it’s a wurzel” he says, “I’ve
never heard of it”)
for to infinitive (2:04:20 honestly not yearning for to go back but it would be nice tae but they were
happier days we had a lot more fun (there was a a skill) it’s all it’s all hanching and grabbing now (there
was a a skill to it) it isn’t the same way of life, no, there was a skill and it was happier people used tae
sing and whistle but you never hear any now)
bare infinitive (1:01:26 his pieces of wood he’d carved it _ look oval and his uncle was saying, “thou
thou great daft numbskull,” he says, “thou’s never seen a man or woman of oval arsehole yet”)
full verb have (0:01:06 I’ve lived there all me life I were brought up on a farm almost on Humber bank uh
me father had the grazing rights of Humber bank and we had to take cows down there before we went to
school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk to school and we’d uh nearly two mile to walk to school all
weathers it didn’t matter whether it was hail snow or blow we still had to go and it were a muddy lane;
0:25:30 you gee in and hauve out with hosses or with tractor when you do plats to plough a field whereas
now they set off at one side of a field reverse the tractor and go back the same side they’ve come up so
they’ve no rigs and furrows to dae; 0:32:27 and I’ve caffs to carry and pulls I used to go and help them,
you see, wind up and if it come too fast I used to be taking one whilst other fella come back; 0:38:51 and
the reason why it did it was we were up in t’ tower and we struck t’ bell yan past midnight thirteen times
village knew next morning but they didn’t know how it’d happened, you see, what they didn’t know us lads
were up there and we struck the thirteen (aye) now then the beauty of that is Barmston hasn’t a church
clock, sae they were wondering (it were church bells, was it?) how it’d struck thirteen until we admitted
we’d been up and we’d (and rung bell) clouting t’ old bell; 0:47:38 we are disappointed that uh there’s
not so many young ’uns coming through today (that’s the trouble) because they’ve other interests
obviously but old ’uns that we have still know still still speak in dialect that we’re all used tae; 0:59:59
I’ve a photograph of me in me farming things sat on a privy; 1:10:35 (he didn’t know what tae say and
that man from that day and it must be what fifteen twenty years sin that and that man’s never spoke tae me
from that day tae this) hasn’t he, well it’s not everbody has binocs [= ‘binoculars’] that can look round
corners, is there?; 1:36:12 I have a granddaughter; 1:51:09 (what about ‘trousers’ different words?)
‘britches’ (‘trousers’) I have a pair of britches up in t’ loft but I can’t get in them now (‘kecks’) but when I
was younger corduroys they were moleskins you used to wear (“get your ‘kecks’ on”) (and ‘bib and brace
overalls’ and stuff like that ‘overalls’))
obligatory have to clitic (0:17:11 so Joyce and I striking matches we went halfway along this tunnel and
then we ran out of matches so we’d to find our way back in the dark if we’d had more matches we’d’ve
gone right though to the end; 1:38:12 you’ve only to watch this programme Countdown16 (oh, yeah))
NEGATION

16

British game show involving anagrams and mathematical puzzles first broadcast on Channel 4 in 1982.
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multiple negation (0:31:21 but sometimes they wouldn’t say nowt and I’d have three three of the damn
things three of the buggers on me back when I got to the other end; 0:32:43 I tell you what they put one
bag on me back and I got halfway and I says, “I’m not carrying this nae longer”; 0:51:43 and within a
matter of minutes there was a knock on my Land Rover11 door she says, “oy, is thou coming tae me”
“yes” I says, “yes, if you’re Mrs So-and-So” she says, “course I is” “well,” sae “why” I says, “ I went
up tae door” I says, “and I couldn’t get nae answer and” “well” she says, “I should think not silly devil”
she says, “I’ve just been down road tae tae tae telephone for thee”)
auxiliary contraction (0:47:38 we are disappointed that uh there’s not so many young ’uns coming
through today (that’s the trouble) because they’ve other interests obviously but old ’uns that we have still
know still still speak in dialect that we’re all used tae; 1:10:35 (he didn’t know what tae say and that man
from that day and it must be what fifteen twenty years sin that and that man’s never spoke tae me from
that day tae this) hasn’t he, well it’s not everbody has binocs [= ‘binoculars’] that can look round corners,
is there?; 2:17:11 (just at back of my mind I think they’re doing summat at Filey School I won’t say in a
big way) I’ve not heard of it (no, you haen’t heard, no))
zero contraction with interrogative (2:12:09 could you not think of it? (no, because I were doing some
wood carving at the time and Audrey was saying uh, “have you got aught down for that?” I said, “no”))
be – I amn’t~aren’t (0:28:21 (why, thou’s making a row) I aren’t making a row it’s thou who’s making
the row chittering; 0:50:05 didn’t am I amn’t I right when Horsley and Dawson12 did us summat once they
charged us foreign language rate for doing it (oh aye))
epistemic mustn’t (0:32:37 (one day I was doing summat and and they said) it must not’ve [= can’t have]
yielded very well, Dot)
PREPOSITIONS
deletion
preposition deletion – other (0:29:12 but when we got any seed we had to carry it up _ the granary, you
see, well there was only one fella and me)
substitution
across [= about] (0:42:48 and I was only fourteen year old and it was across that particular time when uh
War Ag War Agricultural people War Ag were ploughing old minefields up on Barmston and Fraisthorpe
cliff top)
at + day of week (0:34:37 if you go to Welwick at Boxing Day you can go and see thrashing then we’ll
show you)
at + place-name (0:09:54 and it’s in Science Museum at London now and there’s a lot of people come to
see that)
of = [with] (1:01:26 his pieces of wood he’d carved it look oval and his uncle was saying, “thou thou
great daft numbskull,” he says, “thou’s never seen a man or woman of oval arsehole yet”)
on + time phrase (0:06:30 then other or other job on a night when I’d nowt to do I was up at Miles’s’
garage which a lot of people know of; 0:23:08 just go through the gate to the railings and the sea is there
so you hear it on a night when it gets pounding which it has been just lately)
on [=of] + pronoun (0:20:51 you knew if a stranger come into village, you see, and if any on them wanted
to go up dale well I wou... I would take them up there and show them; 0:48:53 I says tae uh somebody,
“hae hae you got a hae you got a cigarette” and uh, you know, there was nae reply come from cr… they
were all women in this audience, you see, and and I said, “well hasn’t onybody on you got a match” says,
“no, we haven’t ony matches either” I says, “hasn’t ony on you ony on you?”; 1:14:35 they would (they
wouldn’t understand) they would think you were uh taking mickey out on them (oh aye) and they’d get uh
a uh a bit uh awkward (yeah); 1:28:51 they did try to knock it out on us and (yes) and it and it’s wrong it
was wrong; 2:05:01 since this winter barley come a lot and oil seed rape I keep I rag one or two on them a
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bit when I see them and I say, “you’ll never do it you’ll you try you keep trying every year to get two
harvests in one year”)
with [= by] (1:54:34 nipped it and squashed it he had it held with his hand but he durstn’t leave go ’cause
it was still wick, you see)
ADJECTIVES
less [= fewer] (0:26:37 and it was a a slower slower pace, was farming, in the early days it was a slower
pace but you cover the same ground you cover the same ground as uh you’re doing today with a tractor
but less men)
ADVERBS
complementisers
emphatic that [= so] (0:15:53 they used to say you can go from um Ellerton or our uh area right up to
Scarborough and not walk off Harrison-Broadley’s land they owned that much; 1:46:40 you say, “it’s that
yat today I’s wet-shod with sweat” (aye) (yeah); 2:01:24 well I had me boots off ’cause it was that hot to
walk on the sheaves the sheaves were that clamped)
unmarked manner adverb (0:06:01 I was all right practical side but I couldn’t put it on paper as good
as I did practical side but I I passed and then they put me on the manager’s course on the pig unit side;
2:02:39 they’d just laid it over quick they’d been over keen)
unmarked degree modifier adverb (0:20:14 it was part of an old mill uh and um uh we had the had to
have the coal put in the cellar it was real dark in there there was mice in there and all sorts; 0:58:32 and
it was winter and it was real slape, you know, like glass)
DISCOURSE
utterance initial by (0:38:07 we’d done it before, you see, you get off bus and as soon as you get away
from light, by, you can’t see owt, (nay, nay) (you can’t) you know; 0:38:14 and first thing folks did when
they got off this bus that night was saw this fussock with a white sheet over it and by, there was hell on;
1:24:43 “by” I said, “do you know I looked ‘begone’” (‘look begone’) I just looked begone I just (yeah)
why, stagnated I were)
utterance initial why (0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it was near the Humber bank, were
cows, but uh to bring the hosses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh village opposite the pub
opposite the Green Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to bring them over the footbridge
which wouldn’t be very easy but uh although you can get round over the flyover into back into village;
0:28:21 why, thou’s making a row (I aren’t making a row it’s thou who’s making the row chittering);
0:34:57 why, I can go back tae Barmston any time but it’s different now because of the off-comed ’uns
that’s come in, you know; 0:51:43 and within a matter of minutes there was a knock on my Land Rover11
door she says, “oy, is thou coming tae me” “yes” I says, “yes, if you’re Mrs So-and-So” she says,
“course I is” “well,” sae “why” I says, “ I went up tae door” I says, “and I couldn’t get nae answer
and” “well” she says, “I should think not silly devil” she says, “I’ve just been down road tae tae tae
telephone for thee”; 1:24:43 “by” I said, “do you know I looked ‘begone’” (‘look begone’) I just looked
begone I just (yeah) why, stagnated I were; 1:46:56 (but would you say that now?) (yeah) (yes) (yes, just
to certain people) why, I might if I was in that predicament)
utterance final like (0:24:39 and they had me have a go at hoss plough but I keep knocking my chin on
the shaft so uh they packed that up, like; 0:27:43 I go to Ald… Aldbrough and then I’ve go to Driffield and
them places but usually uh steam rally there I go but I haven’t got me stall but I was at North the Horse
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North Society at S… at S… uh North Cave not long since with me stall, like, you know, whatever I do it’s
for charity, like; 0:31:29 a lot of them were a bit heavy sometimes, like, you know)
intensifier fair (1:48:46 “I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ to what you’ve given me” (or ‘thrimmed’, isn’t it, Don?)
“I’m ‘fair thrimmed’ to what you’ve given me” (“‘fair thrimmed’ I is”) you see if somebody gives you a
present (yeah, that’s grand))
intensifier real (0:20:14 it was part of an old mill uh and um uh we had the had to have the coal put in the
cellar it was real dark in there there was mice in there and all sorts; 0:58:32 and it was winter and it was
real slape, you know, like glass)
emphatic tag (0:01:57 why, no, because it was at yon side it was near the Humber bank, were cows, but
uh to bring the horses up to get uh shod uh blacksmith was in uh village opposite the pub opposite the
Green Dragon uh we’d have to cross the uh A638 we’d have to bring them over the footbridge which
wouldn’t be very easy but uh although you can get round over the flyover into back into village; 0:26:37
and it was a a slower slower pace, was farming, in the early days it was a slower pace but you cover the
same ground you cover the same ground as uh you’re doing today with a tractor but less men; 0:33:39
they used to play some right tricks on you, did some of these old ’uns, you know; 0:38:39 now then another
night Barmston Church clock struck thirteen now it was impossible, was that; 1:24:12 but it’s gone, has
that, “oh my good night whatever next”; 1:36:43 the people today the kids today are taking it even from
their parents because their parents (they are) are using the same language, (yes, yes, aye) you know, in
the in the house (yeah, common) it’s commonly known, is this) 1:44:45 ‘play a game’ (I’ve getten all mine
typed down anyhow) that was confusing to me, was that one)
form of address duck6 (1:04:00 you get ‘duck’ around there, “yes, duck no, duck” when you get among
the miners there)
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